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THE SOVIET-EASTERN EUROPEAN -tCH
AND TRAINING ACT OF-1

TUESDAY, MARCH 22: 1983

MOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

_ COMMITTEE 0,N"EpUC4TION AND LABOR,
Washingtc,-, D.C."

The "subcomm'ittee met, pursuant io'call, at 10 aim in rorhn 2257,
.

Rayburn House Office Building, Iron; Paul Simon '(chairm, 0 of the .
subbommittee) pr,esiding. .

. Members, present: Representatives Simon, Harrison, : ,I man, .
Gunderson, and Packard. .

Staff present: Nicholas Penning, legislative assistant; John. Dunn,
legislative -assistant; and Betsy Brand, minority legisiPative asso-
ciate. . -

Mr. COLEMAN [presiding]., The Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education will come to order.

I might explain that'Mr. Simon is not here yet, an- d.he does have'
a statement which will be made part of the record. , -

I have a few opening con'iments ormy Own. We are here to hear
testimony on H.R. 601, the Soviet-Eastern'European Research 'and V -
Training Act of 1983, which is an attempt to address the 'problem
of lack of knowledge of the Soviet Union, its government, its social
institution, 4nd its people. The bill would create a $50 Million en-
dowment rund to, be used for furthering research and writing in :

the'area of Soviet and East European affairs.
[Text 'of H.R 601 follows:

111R. 601 9/111 COnIfress 11 Session; k .

A 131tL to help ensure the Nation's independent factual knowledge of the Soviet
Union And Eastern European countries, to help maintain the national capability
for advanced research and training on which that knowledge depends, and to pro, io
vide partial financial support for national programs tb serve, both purposes
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress assembled,

tSHORT TITLE .,,,
SECTION 1. mi. Act may be'cited.as the,"Soviet7Eastern European Research and

Training Act of 1983 .* #.

FINDMIGS. AND DECLARATIONS

SEC. 2. The Congress finds and declares that
(1) factilnl knowledge, independently verified, about the Soviet Union and

E4ftern, European countries is of the utmqst impbrtance for the national ball-
rit:y of the United States, for the furtherance of our national interests in the'

(1)
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conduct of foreign Mations, and for the-prudent management of our domestic
affairs; -

(21 the -development and maintenance of knowledge about the Soviet Union
and Eastern European countrie's depends upon the national capability of ad-
vanced research by highly trained apd experienced specialists, available for
service in and ou.t of Government;
, (31 certain essential functions are necessary to ensure the existence of that
knowledge and tht capability to sustain it, including . ,

(A Tra4uate training; ..

(B) advanced research;
(C) public dissemination of research data, methods, and findings;
(D) contact and collaboration among Government and private specialists

i and the facilitation of research based on, the extensive data holdings of the
United States Government; and

(E) firsthand experience of the Soviet Union and Eastern European coun-
tries by American specialists including onsite conduct of advance training
and research to the extent practicable; . . .

(4) three existing institutions already organized to conduct the functions de-
scribed in this section on a national' scale are the National Council for Soviet
and East European Research, the Wood;ow Wilson International Center for ,
Scholars, and the International Research and Exchanges Board of the.,American,

, Council of Learned Societies; and
(5) it is in the national interest for the United States GovernMent to provide

a stable source of Mandel sport for the functions described in this section 1

and to supplement the financial supporf for those functions which is currently it
being furnished by Federal, local, State, regional, and`private agencies; organi-
zations, and individuals, and thereby to stabilize the conduct of these functions . ,
on a national scale, consistently, and on a long range basis. , r

.
.

. DEFINITIONS,
To

Sal, :3. As used in tins Act ,
(1) the term "Board" means tht International Research and Exchanges Board.'

organized, in 1968 by the.American Council of Learned Societies and the Social -.
Science Research Council; .

(2) the term "Center" Means the Woodrow Wilson International Center for

, .Scholars of the Smithsonian Institution; , -

( the term "Fund" means the Soviet-Eastern European Resealch and Train-
ing Fund established by section 4; \ t.

14.) the term "institution of higher education" has-the same meaning given
such term in section 1201(e) of the Higher. &Wendel Act of 1965; 0

. (5) the term "National COu,ncil" means the National Council for Soviet and
East European Research, ,a not- for - profit Corporation orgiviized under the laws
of the District of Cohkmbia. in 1978; and

.. (6) the term "Secretary/ means the Secretary of the Treasury.
,

, .
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SOVIET-EASTERN EUROPEAN RESEARCH AND TRAINING Mil)
Sec. 4. There is established in the Treasury of the United States a trust fund tn'be

known the Sovieo.Eastern Euriapean.Research and Training FundiThe Fund
shall co ist ofi

I amounts appropriated to'itr under section 5; and
2) interest and proceeds crediteyl to it under section (8)(c).

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE FUND

SEC. 5. Effective Ohpber 1, 1983,,there are authorized to'be apprOpriated to fhe
Fund,. without fiscal year limitation, $50,000,000.

USES OF PAYMENTS FROM THE FUND

SEC. 6. (a) The interest on any obligations held in the Fund shgll be available for
paymentsto the National Council, upon approval of an application in accordance
with section 7, for use in accordance with subsection (b)?`

(111(11 One part of the payments made in each fiscal year shall be used by th&Na-
tiorial Council o

(A) in consultation with officials of the United States Government deoignated,
by the.Secretag of State, to develop and keep current a tsgarch agenda of fun-

,

. 4
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3.
,

damental research dealing with major policy issues and qt estionS of ScIviet and
Ea Stern European development: and,

(B) to conduct a national research program at the postdc Itciral or equivalent
level in accordance with t.hbt agenda, such program to include

(i) the dissemination of information about the research program and the
solicitation of proposals for 'research contracts from.American institutions
of higher education and not-for-profit corporations, which contracts shall
contain shared-cost provisions; and

In) the awarding of contracts for such 'research projects. as the Board of
Trustees of the National Council determines Will best serve to carry out the
purposes of this Act after reviewing the proposals submitted under clause
(i).

(2) One part of the payments made in each fiscal year shalt be used by the Nation-
al Council

(A) to establish and carry Out a program of-graduate, postdoctoral; and teach-
ing. fellowships for advanced training in Soviet and Eagern European studies
and related studies, such progratn-

0) to be coordinated with the research program described in paragraph
(1);

(ii) to be conducted on a shared-cost basis, at American institutions of
higher education; and

(iii) to include
a) the dissemination of information onthe fellowship program and

the solicitation of applications for fellowships from qualified institu-
tions of higher education and qualified individuals; and

(II) the awarding of such fellowships as the Board cf Trustees of the
National Council determines will best serve to carry out the purposes

0.- of this Act after reviewing applications submitted under subclause (I);
and

(B) to disseminate resftrch, data, and fin4ingS on Soviet and Eastern Europe-
an studies and related fields in such a Manner and to such extent as the Board
of Trustees "of the National Council determines will best serve to carry out the
purposes of this iCeti

(3) Onetpart of the plyments made in each fiscal year to the National Council
.shall be used for paymerorto the Center

(A) to provide fellowship support and research facilities in the' Distriat of Co-
lumbia Co. American specialists in the fields of Soviet and eastern European
studies and related studies jq conduct advanced research with .particular em-
phasis upon the use of data on the Soviet Union and Eastern European coun-
tries; and

(B) to.conddct seminars, conferences, and'Other similar workshops designed to
facilitate research' collaboration between Government and private specialists in
the fields of Soviet and Last European studies and related studies.

(4) One part of the payments made in each fiscal year to the National Council
shall be used lilr payinents to the Board to conduct specialized programs in ad-
vanced training and research on a reciprocal basis in the Union of Soviet Socullist
Republics and the countries of Eastern Europe designed to facilitate vccess Tor
Amer ican sN.cialists to research institutes, personnel,archives, documentation, and
other research and training-resources located in the Union of Soviet Socialist Re-
publics and Eastern'European countries.

APPLICATIONS; PAYMENTS TO THE NATIORAL COUNCIIs

Sec. 7. (a) The National Council shall prepare and submit an application to the ,

Secretary once each fiscal year. Each such application shall
(1) provide a description of the purposes for which the payments will be used.*

in accordance' iVith section 6; and
(2) provide such fiscal control and such accounting p'rocotiures as may be nec-

essary (A) to insure a proper accounting of Federal funds 'paid to the National :
Council under this Att.; and (B) to insure the verification of the costs of the con-
tinuing education and researchprograms conducted 'by the National Council
under this,Act. -

(b) The Secretary shall expeditiously approve any application that meets the re-
.quirements'of this section.

(..e)(11 Payments to the National 'council under this Act shall be made as soon after
approval of the application as practicable.



(21. Payments to the Mitional Council under this' Act may be made in install-
ments, in 4s:ranee:or by Way of reimbursement, with necessary adjustments on ac-
count of overpayments and underpayments.

MANAGEMENT OF THE FLYIIp

SEC. S. (ai It shall be the duty of the Secretary to invest such portion of the Fund
as is not, in bis judgthent, required to meet current withdrawals. Such investments
may be made only in interest-bearing obligations of the United States or in obliga-
tions guaranteed as to both principal and interest by the 'United States. For such
purf,ose, such obligations may be acquired on original issue at the issue !Ace or by
purchase of outstanding oblig.ation.i at. the market price. The purposes for which ob-
ligations of the United States may be issued under the Second Liberty Bond Act are
extended to authorize the issuance at par of special obligations exclusively to the
Fund. Such special obligation'; shall bear interest at a rate equal to the average rate

, of interest, computed as to the end of the calendar month next preceding the date-of
such issue, borne by all marketable interest-bearing obligations of the United States
then' forming a part of the public debt; except that where such average rate is not a
multiple of one-eighth of 1 per centunt; the rate of interest of such special obliga-___
tions shall be the multiple of onefeighth of 1 per centum ncxt lower than such aver-
age rate. Such special obligations shall be issued only if the Secretary determines
that the purchase of other interest-bearing obligations of the United States, or of

:obligatiqns guaranteed as to both principal and interest by the United States on
original 'issue or at the market price, is not in the public interest.

,lb) Any obligation acquired by the Funtnexcept special obligations issued eiclu-
sively to the-Fundr may be sold by the Secretary at the market pride, and such spe-
cial obligations may be redettmed at par plus accrued interest..

Ic) The interest on, and the .proceeds from the sale or redemption of, any obliga-
tions herd in'the Fund shall be credite,d to and forma part of the Fund.

. REPORT

Sm.. 9, The National Council shall prepare and submit to the President and the
Clingress at the end of each fiscal year in which the National Colincil receives as-
sistance under this Act a report of the activities df the National Council, and the
activities of the Board and the, Center, supported by assistAce under this Act, to-
get her with-such recomtnendttions as the National Council deems advisable.

Mr. COLEMAN. We have before/us today- a number of leading ex-
perts on Soviet Union and East European affairs testifying before
the °subcommittee. kappreciate 'the opportunity to hear this te§ti-
mony'and to weigh it and assess the needs of ;the legislation I am
sure if will be a great help to the subcommittee.

It is my,understanding that Geleral Odom has to leave shortly. I
see that my colleagues from the House arenot'here yet. So I think
it would be appropriate for Maj. Gen. William E. Odom, Assistant
Chief of Staff for Intelligence, U.S.. Army, to come forward.

The general is gqing.to be joined, I understand, on a panel by,
Gent Eugene F. Tighe, U.S. Air Force (retired), former Director of
the Defense Intelligence Agency.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Pal Simon follows:]
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL SIMON,.A REPitF.SENTATIVF: IN CONGReSS FROM

THE STATE OF ILLINOIS AND CHAIRMAN OF 1 HE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION

Today we turn our attention to a relatively small function of the Federal Govern-
ment. Stnalrin terms of dollars, but of enormous importance in terms of its impact'
Our subject matter is U.S., national exp4rtise on the Soviet Union and. Eastern
Europe. Last fall I learned ,from our distinguished colleague, Lee Hamilton of Indi-
ana, Chairman of thesForeign Affairs Subcommittee on Europe and the Middle East,
that the cork of national experts on the Soviet Union and its satellites was in
danger of being depleted.

'he -distinguished scholarS which' serve this Nation so well by providing us with
.the crucial ability to understand the world's other power will soon retire, leaving

8



ri4.4.arch institutions with insufficient manpower to carryon the job. Unless we act
to provide the necessary extra support, we may <end up with a government that ispoised to aim missiles at a Nation. whose. leaders we. could easily misinterpret or
misunderstand.

We owe it to our children and grandchildren to keep the focus of our foreign
policy on our ability to understand and negotiate;and not on our willingness to use
threats and display; our nuclear might.

Ti g. bill before us today would simply provide the extra support our Soviet and
East European scholarly institutions need in order to keep Constant the supply ofexperts in this vital field.

I must stress, however. that the trust fund-we establish in H.R. 411 is based onthe solid fbundation of Title VI International Resource Centers which are supported
by the Deparrrnent of Education. The Administration has proposed'elimination ofall funding for international education activities in its 1984 budget. Such a movewould destroy the base of support for Soviet and East European expertise that existstoday. A b ei that H.R. Ii01 could not hope to replace. In addition, the cutting ofinternat. tal education. as the Reagan Administration has proposed. would crippleour ahi ity to understand the.world's many and varied nationsmost or which areinhabited by people who speak languages other than English and possess cultures,.
completely foreign to ours. I offer my 'support today for this extrp push for Sovietstudies but I do it with the understanding that we mUit!,Qht to the wire to retain
the solid fbundation of expertise and research that exists in the programs funded
under Title VI of the Higher Education Act and under the Fulbright-Hayes Act.

STATEMENT OF, MAJ. GEN. WILLIAM E. ODOM, ASSISTANT CHIEF
OF'STAFF FOR INTELLIGENCE. U.S. ARMY

Gerieral (Thom. Mr. Chairman, I would, rather than read my
brief remarks here, submit them for the record and continue my
testimony with a few remarks on what I. think is critical about the
way the bill is going.

First, I ani a great supporter of the effort that this legislation. stands behind. I strongly encourage yoti and all other .thembers of
the committee to carry it to fruition. I think it is terribly impor--
tant that we build at least an austere fiscal floor under the' whole.
of the area of Soviet studies in the United States. .I would like to pick up that point and elaborate it slightly for
any further refinements you may want to make in the lf%islation._:Some of the people who were involved in the original conception
of this' whole idea of doing something in this field, gathered .in
Princeton, N.J. in 1980, and out of that came the :view that we
should riot just try to throw a great amount of money at a .particu-
lar aspect of the field, but that we re-cognize that it takes 8, 10, 12
years to train really a first-class area expert in the Soviet field,

Therefore, we need to identify those .functions, beginning with
graduate school and going on through to the completion of that
kind of training maturation, to make sure that in the key function-

. al areas the,ie is a modicum of funding that insures that the area
doesn't deteriorate the way some areas seemed to be deteriorating
in the /970's and the early. 1980'sat leak as was judged by a
number of; people in the field who paid regular attention to the
health of specific disciplines.

Those functions, it seems to me, break down into, first, graduate
trainingthat is, some funding for graduate fellowshipssecond,.

-some salary augmentation for teaching positions in key Soviet
areas such as Soviet economicsI Mentioned that field because anumber of chairs have disappeared, a number of teaching-positions
have disappeared in economic faculties. They were moved to the
non-Soviet area because there was more student demand for them --;

)21 - 2!4; S3-
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and _there seemed to be less future for people in that area. rn.those
cases; in order to keep a* reasonable infrastructure of teaching` fac-
ay.-, we should augment salaries.

then there wood be two kinds of, it seems to me, travel assist-4
:nice. One would be for travel to the area to do actual research in
t he Soviet Union, or as close So. it as one might be able to get. The
second would be travel inside the United States to support meet-
ings and individufd research and those sorts of things, because it is
much easier to bring scholars from distant parts of the United
States to large rich holdings of Soviet*or Russian materials Wash
in -ton, New York, Bostorthan it is to recreate the Library. of
Congress or some similar luildings in many places in the United
States.

Finally, two other functions seem to be critical for sustaining the
fieldpostdocto'ral research and support to key .journals, perhaps
some university presSes, to publish materials that might not other-
wise, under the market demands, see the light of day in publication
form. 2

To the extent the Gil! supports those functiOns,f think it.is very,
very good. It seems to me a little foggy on the first functiorr.. I
think you could decide that it covered all of that. It says graduate
training. I certainly woo d like to see that graduate teaching and
graduate study.

The other point, and th n I will end my remarks, that I would
like to make is concern with quality over quantity. It is not clear to

.me in the execution part of the bill how .you will be sure that you-
will know that the funds will achieve an allocation toward better
quality'rather than drifting into an approach of allocating on:sort
of a welfare function where everybody gets his share. It seems to
me terribly important that these small fnoneys be invested in a few
high-quality endeavot's rather than spread out by any kind of
fairness formula. I realize that is sort of hard to say. But to enforce
that will require, I think, some tough-mindedness and some clear
intellectual leadership in the direction of funds.

I make those points only for your consideration, whatever you
might want to do in the way of very minor modifications to the bill
in the future.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to speak to you.
Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you very. much, General Odom.
I know you have to leave, but if. you could stay for a couple of

questions. we would appreciate it.
OooNl. Sure.

[The prepared statement of General Odom follows:]

1" 10-11ARED STAEMENT OF MAJ. GE:N. WILLIAM E. ODOM, ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF

FOR INTELLIGENCE, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

31-. Chairman, 1 am grateful for the opportunity to appear before you and your
colleagues today. The issue at hand, support to Soviet AreaStudies, is a critiejl one

in ner.d,of serious and urgent attention. Judging from the bill you have introduced,

it is clear that you also'helieve that it is time to take action to shore up our nation's
pool of Sovitarea expertise and the infrastructure that produces it. I highly com-
mend that action, and I want to offer whatever support -1 can to your vitally needed
endeavoi. ID provide an endowment for Soviet Area Studies.

()titers will testify to the state of the field of Soviet studies. Let me.only say that I
believe it has gone thro,ugh a phase of expansion and contraction in the postwar
decades that has not been conducive to a steady flow of high quality work on Soviet

10
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arbVirs. Two things required, in my judgment, to rectify the situation. First, the
emphasis must be on devulopinnt of high quality and high standai-ds for the intel-
lectual leadtrship Dr the field. Second, a resource floor >uld he put under the
whole field that takes account of the many years it takes 'r train someone to a.re-
spectable level of competence in Soviet affairs. It, reqUires a decade in most cases to
educate a person adequately to make him a broad gauged area expert.

In designing the legislation, I would encourage you to considpr a functional ap-
proach to Creating the resource floor thin will provide this lengthy educational op-
portunity. By a functional approach, I mean that we should,identify the set of activ-
ities that are necessary to provide teaching, student financial aid, field experience,
access to research material, support for advanced research, and support for publica-
tion of research findings. That set would seem to include the following:
. graduate fellowshirls two or three years in duration. A couple of dozen such fel-

lowships would ensure a steady flow of high quality graduate students into the field
if they are competitively awarded. -

Salary augmentation for teaching posts to ensure that universities with strong
Soviet- graduate programs do not eliminate essential courses and disciplines from
their programs because of fiscal Constraints. Such salary awards, naturally, should
he on a competitive basis and in the context of the overall availability of facility in
subareas of the Soviet field.

Fellowships for travel to th6 USSR and East Europe to do field researh and to
gain firsthand familiaritywith the region.

,

Travel assistance to scholars and students who want to come to the placrs of
major holdings of Soviet materials in the U.S. Washington, for example, is such a
place. It is cheapei- to bring scholars here than it is to build large library facilities
in many universities throughout the country. In this regard, meetings and seminars
at major U.S. centers would be appropriate for such support.

Grants for post-doctoral research should be proyided on a competitive basis,and
national needs.

Finally, suliport to a few key journals in the field and aid to university presses for
publication of high qylity manuscripts are essential.

Fiscal support in modest amounts to all of these activities would provide the basis-
not only for the years of graduate work but also for sustained work in the areaduring six or eight year period atter graduate school. While it' would not under-
write fully a decade of individual- education, it would .offer aid-rtt several critical
junctures for the aspirant who decided to pursue seriously a career in Soviet studies.

Such a prbgram based on an endowment for Soviet studies wpuld require enlight-
ened and sustained leadership. And I believe- that leadership exists tbday. It is
simply a matter of organiir g properly to exploit it..

Your bill, as I undwitand-it, goes a long way toward providing precisely the kind- .
of fiscal floor the Sovi.6t field needs. It li:eems to cover the critical functions as I have
outlined them.

I hope these remarks have been ofsome assistance in pursuing your goal.' Again, I
thank you for the opportunity to appear and ex my views on the matter.

STATEMENT OF GEN: EUGENE F. TI (,IIE, USAF RETIRED, FORMER,
4)1RECTOR, DEITASE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

General TIGHE. I wonder whether or not questions wouldn't be.in
order so that'General Odom could leave.

Mr. COLEMAN. How long is your testimony?
General TiGkE. Mine is very short.
Mr. COLEMAN. Why don't you go ahead. I think he has to leave

by 10:30, so that would give us enough time for questions.
General TIGHE, All right, very good.
First off, speak not as an 'expert on tit educational area. I am

not,-eloquent and I am not going to,nresept .a lot of statistics to
Paul' Simon:A lot of other people have track of these very im-
portantsttitistics far better than I could pretend.

* I am privileged to appear hbre today to lend. my 'small voice in
support of the Soviet Eastern. European Researdh and Training Act
of 1983. . t

1
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When I met with- some of this Natfon's experts on Soviet re-
, search in Princeton everal years ago at the invitation of Dr.
George Kerman, I was the Director of the Defense Intelligence

'Agency, and I had direct knowledge" of how painful our drying
knowledge of the Soviet Union and Soviet thinking on a daily basis
really was. I had for a number of years-petitioned the Cpngress fdr
attention to the shrinking of the Nation's information base. MeTh-
bers of both HousegThad been very generous in response. Among
those responses, DIA, for example, Defense Intelligence
Agency, now has funds for a very smal academic research support
program to stimulate foreign area studies and ftreign language in
our universities.

As a member of the Kennan Institute, I discussed .regularly the
sad_ plight of our Nation's understanding of nations around the
world. I could cite instances'of great national embarrassment when
U.S. decisionmakers blundered in their foreign policy, economic,
and military actions, because their knowledge of the nations of the
world, for the most part, in my .view, was fragmentary, archaic or,
quite often, wholly4wrong.

Time and again during rimy 37 years in military intelligence, I
have known the challenge of intelligence failure, and intelligence
failures there haVe been. But I tell you without hesitation that in-
formation voids have been far more disastrous to this Nation and
the world by orders of magnitude than the Sum total of intelligence
'failures during the feW short years this Nation has had a profes-
sional intelligence establishment.

The U.S. Government has spent more on seeking to know pre-
cisely what Soviet military'capabilities are all about than all the
others of research on that Nation. And it is right that we should.-
But I know that we knc' very littJe about what makes a Soviet
citizen tick, what ,a Sovik military man really thinks and plans,

ahow he behaves and he is likely to fight. We simply know very
little about Most of the Soviet people. There are small boxes of
clarity, to be sure. We usually find those boxes of clarity a little
outdated. Here I am speaking of such things as the military
thought papers which the U.S. Air Force has so loyally and persis-
tently translated and published for the past several years. Those
are unique pieces of information, but they are usually very much.
out of date when they are printed.

While we also know very, very little about most of the rest of the
'world, to know too little about every facet of Soviet life and
thought, my judgment, may well be disastrous to this Nation.

,Ou greatest challenge as a free society comes from a Soviet Gov-
ernment which apparently answers to fewa supposedly claSsless
society in ,vhich a tiny few reap the material rewards of their lead-
ershipand pass it on to their children. A huge nation blessed
with more natural resources than any other, and one which shows
regularly a determination to dominate the world.

We have no other cheice as a nation than to start spending sig-
nificantly 'greater amount3 of our anrival budgets in order to know
the Soviet Union. I know of no other way which will ajlow "us to
enter into meaningful relationships and understandings in the mil-
itary and political spheres. The intelligence failures which may
come up if we enter the next-two decades without greater attention

12
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to Soviet life and thought may be our last. H.R. (i01 is a brilliant, if
tiny; start at reversing the trend away from national attention to
Soviet and Eastern European studies which, by the way, tend to go
Up and down, as far as I am concerned, with fadism in'this country,
a tragic thing for so important an area of studies.

I recall several instances where colossal blunders resulted from a
lack of area rind language, training in confrontational areas minus:.
cule in importance compared with our interactions with the
Warsaw Pact nations.qn the Middle East, in the Southwest Pacific,
in Southeast Asia and in Africa. I_ recall an almost total breakdown
in the negotiatingthis is a very tiny exampleof a huge military
contract between the U.S. and a NATO ally a couple of years ago
solely because the commercial translating service which we had to
rely on after language specialists had been cut from the 'defense
payrolls blundered horribly in their translating critically impor-
tant documentation. That is a tiny little example of thy lack of

/preparation for our i ternational positions.
. .The hithdreds of y ng U.S. military dead whisili piled up on
Tarawa's beachesdurn World War II were there because of a
ladk of amphibious landing studies and fragmenta'ry-data on ocean
currents there, a tiny little information void, to be sure, compared
with what we are talking about. Lack of detailed knowledge of the
topography of Laos allowed the logistics to the7Vietnamese battle
front to move from'Hanoi through many channels of the Ho Chi
Minh Trail unhampered simply because we didn't know what the
landscape locked like under all of those tall, trees. We simply
couldn't find the trails.

.

Because. our professionalanalysts were not well educated in the
Arab thinking process, the 1973 attack on Egypt was a complete-
stirp'rise to usa national information failure, not an intelligence
failure. Our p7ipple failed to understand that even certain military ,
failure could be justified by Egypt and described later as "victory
because they viewed their cause as just.

Of' all the: nations on Earth with which we seem most eager to ,
compete, Japan, I find little evidence that U.S. decisionmakers really
study the Japanese psyche, the realities of Japanese life as opposed
to surface effects Which stem ,'therefrom in their dealings 4.ith

.,Americans.
e

.

Africa, probablyon of the.most important continents to our in-
.

dustrial health, the source of 'very critical minerals, is probably
least known by Americans of any part of he Earth. Oitr under-
standing of' her peoples reached its hiatus in ur dealings with her
colonial masters. Little Understanding .is sh n by Americans of
the hundreds of individual trib'al languages and customs and tradi-
tions which drive Africa. We will never deal with what has become
a principal target f Soviet expansionism unless we learn how they
think and act and ream.

So, Mr. Chairm , I wholeheartedly applaud your efforts to put
some money on t s priority-one area. We are speaking here of the
top of the peak."I is so i portant tp find better way's to move to.
peaceful solutions of our international prOblems.

By the way, I would like ,to shy as an asideI quite often am
asked by people around the United Slates how it can, be. that
almost annually a debate petween the Central Intelligence Agency.

:ti j

4:1
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and the Defense Intelligence Ageby on three principal -issuesthe
Soviet energy problems, the Soviet defense spending problem, and
the general -Soviet economic healthhow .there could be diversion
and complete difference of opinion year 4er year, I point out that
there are very few times when the

the-
agencies bf this

Nation disagree when they have the- information and the intelli-
gence necessary to make a good 'judgment. It is only when they
don't know, what they are talking about that they foand-reasons to
disagree, in My judgthent.

Therefore, I think, to do. less than to spend money on this very,
very important area is to make a Mockery of all of the other means

,we take to insure our independence,as a Nation..
I thank you. -

[The prepared statement of General Tighe follows:]

Pln.:).ARED sTATEI4ENT OF LT. GEN. EUGENE F. TIGHE, JR., USAF (RET.a FORMER
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Mr. Chairman I am privileged to appear here today to lend my small yoke in sup-
port of the Soviet Eastern European Research and Training Act of 1983.

When I met with some of this Nation's experts on Soviet research in Princeton
several years ago at the invitation of Dr. George Ketnan, I was the Director of the
Defense Intelligence Agency, and had direct knowledge of how painful our drying
kilowledge of the Soviet Union andSoviet thinking oh a daily basis was. I had peti-
tioned the Congress each year for attention to. the,shrinking of the Nation's infor-
mation. Members of both Houses were generous in response. DIA now has funds for
a very small academic research support program to stimulate foreign area studies
and foreign languages in our universities. As a member of the Kennan Institute I
discussed, regularly, the sad plight of our Nation's understanding of nations around
the world. I could cite instances of great national embarrassment when U.S. deci-
sion-makers blundered in their foreign policy, economic and military actions, be-

cause their, knowledge of the nations of the world, for ,the most part, was fragmen-
wry. archaic or wholly wrong.

Time and again during my 37 years in military intelligence.I've known tfte chal-
lenge of "Intelligence failure" "and intelligence failures there have been, but I tell
you without 'hesitation, information voids' have been far more disastrous 'to this
Nation and the world by orders of magnitude than the sum total of intelligence fail-
ures during the few short years. this Nation has had a professional intelligence es-
tablishment. o

The United States Government has spent more on seeking to know precisely what
Soviet military capabilities are all about than on'any other_ of research. Its right
that we should: But I know that we know very little about what makes a Soviet
citizen tick7-what a Soviet military man thinks and planshow he behaves' and
how he's likely to fight. We simply know very little about most of the Soviet people.
There are small boxes of clarity in the pictureusually outdated. Here I speak of
the military thought publications which the U.S. Air Force has so loyally and per-
sistently translated and published for the past several yearsunique pieces of infor-
mation, but usually very much out of date when. printed.

While we also know very, very little about most of the rest of the worldto know
too little about every facet of Soviet life and thotight, in my judgement, may well be
disastrous. Our greatest challenge, as a free society, comes from a Soviet govern-
ment which apparently answers to fewa supposedly classless society in which a
tiny few reap the material rewards of their leadershipand, pifss icon to their chil-
dren: A huge nation blessed with more natural resources than any 'other and one
which shows, regularly, a determination tocclominate.the world.

We have no other choice, as a nation, than ko start spending significantly gfeater
amounts of our annual budgets in order to know the Soviet Union. I know of no
other way which will allow us to enter into meaningful relationships and under-
standings in the' military and political spb Fhe intelligence failures which may
come if we enter the next two decades without greaterattention to Soviet life and
thought may be our last. H.R. act 601 is a brilliant if tiny start at reversing the
tread away from national attention to Soviet and Eastern European studies:

several instances where colossal blunders resulted from a lack of area and
language training in confrontational areas minuscule in importance compared with

f4
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out tntenti-ti,ins with the Warsaw Pact nations In tile Middle East, in the South-
west l'acif,c, in Southeast Asia and in Africa. instance. 1 recall an almost total
breakdown in the negotiating of a how; militort contract between the U.S. and a
NATO ally solely because the commercial -translating sentice which we had to rely
on after language specialists had been cut'from the defense payrolls, blundered hor-
ribly in their translating critically important documentation.

The hundreds of young. U.S. military dead which piled up on Tarawa's beaches
were there because 4a lack of amphibious landing studies and fragmentary data on
ocean currents there. La'ck of detailed knowledge of the topography of Laos allowed
the logistics to the Vietnamese battle front to move from Hanoi through many
channels of the Ho Chi Minh Trail unhampered. We simply Couldn't find the trails.

Because our professional analysts were not well educated in the Arab. thinking
process- -the ,197:1 attack on Egypt was a complete surprise to us--a national infor-
mation failurenot an intelligence failure. Our petiple failed to understand that
even certain military failure could be justified by Egypt and described later as "vic-
tory because they viewed their cause as just.

Of all the nations on Earth with which we Seem most eager to competeJapan, I
find little evidence that U.S. decision-makers really study the Japanese psychethe
realities of Japanese life as opposed to the surface effects which stem therefrom in
their dealings with Americans.

:Africaprobably one of the most important continents to Our industrial health
the source of very critical mineralsis probably least known by Americans of any
part' of the Earth. Our understanding of her peoples reached its hiatus iri'our deal-
ings with her colonial masters. Little understanding iithown by AmeriCans of the
hundreds of individual tribal languages, customstraditions, which drive Africa.
We'll never deal with what has become a principal target of Soviet 'expansionism!
unless we learn how they think and act and drehm.

So, Mr. Chairman, I wholeheartedly applaud your efforts to put some money on
this priority-one areathe Soviet Eastern European Area. It is so important to find
better ways to move., to the peaceful solutions of our international probletns. To do
less is to make a mockery of all the other means weitake`toassure our independ-
ence as a nation. Thank you.

Mr. COLEMAN. I thank both of you for your 'statements.
Both of you are in positions to know what our capability is and

isn't. I suppose maybe, without getting into areas which you osbvi-..
ously must limit becautse of the sensitivity of. your.answers, do we
have sufficient capability now to provide ourselves access to infor-
mation which calls into question our national security? ..

In other words, how bad is it?Can you get into any of this more
specifically? If you might, I knOw that General Tighe did not want
to pepper us with statistics, but 'perhaps some statistics for ale,
record, if yoU could supply those 'later on, might be appropriate.

Can you quantify a little bit how we really stand, other than
being the peak of the mountain, as the general Said?

General TIGHE. It is nice to be retired. I don't know if (
Odom would like fo comment first, but I think I wo"uld relson his
currency first:

General 000M. I can't quote statistics, any figures that would
bear immediately on this. I would like to make the following points
on the importance.

1 don't think the field of Soviet area studies is the disaster scene
as some seem to' picture it today. I do think that the trends down-
ward in some areas are very disturbing, and the field is what I
would call very uneven in vihat it produces. I said earlier and else-
where that it is the boom-to-bust cycle that I think has put us into
this condition.

Let me Cite two areas where I think -the field is be'hind what it
could he in the academic or nongovernment area. The first has to
do with the Soviet economic system. In the fifties, we had numer-
ous fine-grain monographs on how Soviet factories worked;-how the
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system worked. We had careftil studies of' the.effort to decentralize
the economy in 1957. We do not have similar analysesat least I
have not seen them lately: Maybe some are about to bo published
or have been published very recently and escaped my attention.

For instance, in the early 'seventies, Brezhnev made an effort at
reform which didn't go very far, but that has not been studied in

the close institutional fashion that was the*rabit in the fifties.
The other area related is Soviet military pelicy..From where I

view the Soviet economy, l'am.very.much concerned with the Mili-
tary industrial sector. I can only say thalt people who don't take
that into account are very much like peOple studyingone of the
blind Indians talking about an elephant who had only its tail or its
leg or its nose and didn't realize the enormity of therest of the
beast. Failiare to understand the constraints that the Soviet mili-
tary policy places on overall economic development in the Soviet
Union is one that. I think greatly distorts the academic and public
view of Soviet. economic growth, the kinds,of problems they have,
and what they are likely to do about it.

(leneral TIGHE. I would like to speak to a couple of areas that I
thinkI support the lack 'of fine-grained studies, for example, on
the economic means thdt the Soviet Union uses today to turn out
what they turn out. But I would suggest that one of the great con-
cerns that I have had down through the years is real understand-.
ing of how the Soviet military forces as glue for the Soviet Socialist
Republic, which I think is their first order of business.

In that process, I think it is important for this country to under-
stand how_the military establishment is involved in that peace-
keeping" business among their own, what the differences of views
are among the 'locals and the problems that they Piave, and how

kkarious and sundry ethnic problems rise to challenge those forces,
.- NS la ich is a very important thing for U.S. military planners to know,
it .would seem. And I find very little light shed n that process.

'The industrial analysis that General Odo poke of used to be
something that we had access to in very, v y great detail. I can
assure him that I have neither seen anything of that nature, nor
have I seen any of the 'analysis that should have been around in
abundance on attempts to change .industrial procedures and to
reform some of them. ..

We have heard a great deal in. general of the names of people
who have gone up and down the ladder of importance in 'Soviet"
hierarchy for their attempts to reform. But I haven't seen a gieat
deal of very fine-grain analysis on the impact of those reforms and
whether or, not we are gradually seeing an erosion of the ni!nolith-
ic establishment that we have all taken for granted is there.

I guess what I am speaking to is 'that the analysts that are hired
in the Defense Intelligencer,Agencyand we hire interns every
yearand those 1.5ith whom we interact in the other organizations '
in this town seem to lack a considerable foundation in the fine-
grained lhok at what actually the Soviets are all about.

I think one of the comments that was made at the Princeton
symposium here several years ago was the fact that there is virtu-
ally no one in this country paying attention to any of the literature
from anywhere but Moscow, that to have someone looking into the
presses that is relating to.the whOle of the Soviet Union is virtually

0
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impossible thing to find. .in this country. It is. astounding to
think on those issues, and maybe it is not a correct statement. But
it seems to me that if it is anywhere near correct, it is akin to look-
ing to a central publication here in the United States and expect-
ing you to know aid about Americans.

General ODOM. May I add a comment? Let me give you an exam-
ple of the kinds of deficiencies that I can see having very practical
and real. influence on Army officers who specialize in the Soviet
area.

,We have an old and Well-established program for training Soviet
foreign area officers in the Army. The thing that I have noticed in
the last S to 10 years about people going through that program is
that they come out of their graduate training with little or no
knowledge of the political developments in Eastern Eur,ope in 1945
to 195 ;)., that they have little idea of the World War II settlements,
they really don't know what I would call Marxist-Leninist.ABC's,
and they have not really been drilled in the categories of Marxist-
Leninist analyses which are still quite operative in most Soviet
policy statements today.

I think that reflects a decline in the quality of classroom educa-
tion at the graduate level in many of our graduate schools. And
'think that decline is no small part b, cause money has gone away
from the funding of the chairs, the Maching posts in those areas,
and students have not been coming. Therefore, the ,infrastructure
has begun to decline. The thing I like about the approach to this
bill is that it promiSes to restore some of that infrastructure.

Mr. COLEMAN. Do I get it right that these are students who have
*graduated from graduate school, and they are in the Army?

General Onom.. They are majors, lieutenant colonels who have
completed a 3- or 4 -year, program of, first, Russian language study;
second, graduate education at some American university; and
third, a phase of more advanced. Russian studies at a school we
manage in Europe. .

Mr. COLEMAN. Are they coming out 'without the basics?
General Onom. Very Aten, they tome out quite weak in the post-

World War II historicaltdevelopments. Very, few of them can sit
down a'ndtell you the years in which all the party congresses took
place. That used to be sort of ABC information that graduate stu-
dents either brought to graduate school or learned very' quickly
after they got (here.

Mr. COLEMAN.,Both of you are in the ,intelligence community. I
wonder if you would look at the bill and tell me whether or not you
feel that the moneys used should be strictly limited to studies that
would have a valu'e to our national security? In other words, we
are not suggesting that we study; are we, 14th century art of the
Soviet Union?

General Ooom. I don't see how you. can tell from the )3111 what
the money will go to in that regard. I don't know whether that is
good or bad.

I would not object to seeing the funding directed more heavily
toward, things that bear on national security.' At the tame time, I
am inclined to take,,the view that if you want a healthy university
infrastructure, too-close guidance or too much direCtion may not be
a healthy thing. Although I would not like to see the major por-
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tions of such funds go only to 14th century literature or ", medieval
'Russian history, I don't rulek those disciplines out .as playing a very
significant role in training pbople in the area.

I will give you an example. I Found my own personal interest in
Russian and Spviet literature an enormous aid, both in undstand-
ing a lot of things about the Soviet Union, and in establishing per-
sonal rapport with Soviet Citizens and Soviet officials. Therefore, I
think it is very difficult to decide where to draw the line.. '7'

That is why I made the point in my earlier remarks here that I
-think the point is not so-much to push it all towardt,national secu-

rity, but rather to insure that a few key centers develop very high-
quality studies and produce the kind of' intellectual leadership,
without which no real major accomplishments will' be seen in the
Soviet area studies in our university sy§tem.

General TIGHE. I would add, too, that it is hard, for me to imag:
ine any facet of Soviet life that wouldn't bear on 'national security..
I think it is very important that we understand what makes those

4 people tick and how they act and how they have acted and how
they got there.

I would, as General Odom, be very,, very inclined not to specifi-
cally guide our educational institutions into specific channels. I
think all of it will lead to a healthy national security if we have a
very broad interest in knowledge of the Soviet Unibn.

Mr. COLEMAN. I would perhaps make a suggestion that the De-
partment of State have Some sort of input into this, whiCh is not in
the bill nowTreasury has a perfunctory role, I 'think unclip the
billbecause that would determine basically the thrust, the policy'
areas the official government is concerned about, notwithstanding
the desire to have other aspects go into it.

Let me make sure that I understand a little bit what General
Odom was saying. I think I agree to the extent that'you are sug-
gesting that 'salary help be given to teaching positions in order to
keep the positions going, and that that is one of the areas that we
are falling, down on. We don't have the qcperts to teach, and we
don't have the ramifications of 'students learning. "

_Isn't it true that we have plenty ofinteres in people wanting to
study, but, we don't have any positions to' give them once they .
become experts in the area? In other words, without creating a
Soviet scholars welfare program here, how are-we going to keep
these people in a job, on their own, if you will, and under bur
system where they are not just going to be on the Government pay,-
roll? How are we going to piovide a system that is ongoing and
able to fulfill the needs of the country as well as fulfill tM econom-
ic needs of the individuals involved in the analyses and studies?

General TIGHE. One way, of course, is that as soon as pockets of
excellence arise, competition arises. I think you are going to find a
healthy respectful academit position creating an interest in the
studies the ves. I think that today, without that excellence in
the teac mg.are without areas of funding for continuing debate
and discussion of 1161estravel, an ability to see what the other
side looks like first hand and talk with individualsunless You
have that overall fertile environment for Soviet Studies? you are....
not likely to enhance the quality of the studies in general.

18
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From that, though, I. would suggest tbe stimulation forpositions
will come 'not only in Government 71 would hate to %ee that
,happenbut, by virtue of an availability of new excellence, stimu-
late some new interest in exchange. of, going back to and studying
over, and stimulating the whole educational environment.

The positions that you speak of, this country, of course, had an
immense decline over an alhriost 10-yearperiod in. governmental in-
terest in Soviet studies, and the numbers of-positions available
throughout the Governinent everywhere have shrunk, as you
know. That has been changed by the Congress, and I think there is
a healthy new approach to increasing the studies within the Gov-

* ernment as well. So there will be positions available if there are
people qualified to fill4them.

Mr. COLEMAN. I Was going.to follow up on that. r think it is /tie-
t to the General's remarks..It is not as much maybe that we

do 't have people who 'are interested and trained as much as it' is
. positions available. It is my.understanding that in the-Congresision-

al Research Service, there was recently an entry level -position for
. which a 'person would have to have a background or knowledge of ,a

. Sqyiet and East European affairs. They got 100 people who actually
s4t for 'the interview, let alone made applications. This was a
$16,000 to.. $18,000 job That says me that we have interested
people out there, but there ate no jobs for them to hold. If. there
are no jobs for them to hold, they are going to go into another field
where they can at least make a living. I would like to have you all
respond-to that. .

. --General ..0nom. The way I would suggest that be haridled is that
the functions I spelled Out be monitored by. some sort of oversight',"

.

group and some judgment made each ye'ar about what the future
4 prospects for jobs are. The number of scholarships that would be

granted ought to, be brought into line with what the assessment of
futUre needs will be 10 years out.

If you tie these functions together with some sort of oversight fo
make sure that each one is funded in some regardin a very mini-
mal or austere fashionyou have the possibility, it seems to me, to
keep a steady flow going through which will not create this boom
production that provides many, many people for that one job which
you'just'tlesc ed in the Congressional Research Service.

e that,athere are large numbers of people who have
had graduate raining in the Soviet area looking for jobs right now.
As I said earlier, I think we went. &dm boom in the 1960's to bust
in the49704s.,That has created that kind of scene.
. , I don't think that ()night to be a reason for doing nothing. I think
that ought to lief a reason for trying to flatten the signwave curve
of production a little by patting a floor /under it and pushing it up
to a very modest level in trying to assess how many you put into

1 graduate school or how many. people you ought to really encourage
to go to graduate school, 'in light of future prospects for teaching,
for Government service, et cetera.

Mr. COLEMAN. One last question before I turn it over to Chair-
man Simon. ' . .

,- You mentioned -that, in the 1950rs, we had a lot more informa-
tion tong out. Is the lack of.available information because of the
Soviet attitude? Ist it because they aren't allowing people to study?
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. If we had the capability, .do you thinkwe could go in and make
these significant studies, or have the Soviets.'changed in the sense
ofinot wanting to be as forthcomingif that is what they were in
the 1950's? I can't imagine that that was the °asp.

General.ODoM. No. You might force the Soviets to accept more
exchange students into areas they are not now,accepting them, in if
you really take a hard:nose line and just. threaten to cut theirs off.
However, I am not, intimately familiar with what the score is in
that kind of game right now. Therefore, I think we probably could
get some better access.

I don't think that access is what generated the good work in the
1950's. I think it was the intellectual leadership of the tied at the_
time and the specific focus and willingness to do tedious institu-
tional studies. It is much mor . attractive today to massage econo-
metricmetric models on computers art it is go through very boring lit-
erature of Spviet journals to ry to trace down what the real rules
of behavior are in making allocations of,funds in certain sectors of I"I'
the Soviet economy. That kind of tedious work isn't very attractive.
It doesn't pay a student off very, well. Nor does it proMise publica-
tion of that kind of material, nor does it seem to insure tenure for
young Ph.D.'s in the system or professorships in many universities.
They need something that hag differential equations in order to im-
press their colleagues. .6),

General TIGHE. I also, if I might comment, think that during the
1950's, there was a general appreciation of an almost tofal lack of
important knowledge of the Soviet Union wherever you went in
this-country. We were humble enough to know we didn't know, and
we really applied ourselves to finding out. We almost started from
scratch in many ,areas, particularly in the defense arena. The
Soviet defense establishment began to be something, and we were
interested in how it was developing. It was new and it was very,.
very vigorous.

So I would suggest that, sture that time, there has been a posi-
tion of mind in this country Aga we kind of know it all, and we are
beginning to find that we didn't at all and that we have let it slip
very badly. .

In' response tr, the 100 -applicants for jobs at the Congressional
Research Service, it would be marvelous if they would rather stay
in an academic institution where they could earn a living and
study things that are very important to us, than necessarily taking
a GovernmeTt job and always having to look for a Government job.
I think thWrit would very much help stimulate that kind of envi-
ronment. .
° Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Simon has 'returned. Perhaps he has some
questions. .

Mr. Simorl [presiding]. I want to thank my colleague, Tom Cole-
man, for taking over. We had a Democratic caucus call. I apologize
to the witnesses. .

I will read your testimony. I have had the chance to work with
General Odom. General Tighe, 'I have not had the chance to work
with you, but I appreciate your interest in this subject and your
leadership, and we are grateful for your testimony.

Thank you very, very much.
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We have two of my colleagues who are here. I will call first on
Representative Lee Hamilton, who is the chief sponsth of the bill.
He has provided leadership in this area,.as well as in other areas of
foreign relations. He is chairman of the key subcommittee-foi- the
Foreign Relations Committee. We 'are pleased to 'hair? yoU Here,
Mr. ,Hamilton.

STATEMENT 01; HON. LEE HAMILTON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF INDIANA

Mr.HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and mem-.
tiers of the subcommittee.

I want to express my appreciation to you for the interest you
have shown in this and Ow' priority that you have given it. Obvi-
ously,. I think it is an implittant bill, bilt I would like to express my
apprecifitIon to you for your concern and your interest and your
willingness to move ahead on it. -

I know you have a long morning ahead of you, so will be' quite
brief. I would ask,, course, that my testimony be put into the
record in full. O

Mr. SmoN. It will be.
Mr. FrAMILTON. 1. also have an addendum I would like to put in

with it, which includes some excerpts from other persons that I
think 'might be helpful to the subcommittee. I would like that to be
put into the record as well. .

Mr. SIMON. That will also be entered into the record.
Mr. HAMILTON. The Soviet Union obviously is our chief riyal.

That is true today, and it is going to be true for a long time to
_come. I have become increasingly aware of the fact that we just.
don't "lave the amount of information abut the Soviet Union that
we ought to have in the detail that we ought to have it. We face a
very serious threat to our security from them, and our ability to
understand what is going on in the SovietrUnion is limited and, I
think, indeed in serious jeopardy.

We have had a significant portion of experts currently studying
the Soviet Union who are going to be retiring very soon. We are
not getting the number of young specialists that we want to get
into this area, and funding for area studies on the Soviet Union for
every source, private as well as Government, is sharply down. You
get some very strange results. We have more college students today
studying Latin than are studying Russian. We have more studying
Norwegian than are studying Polish. We have a declining number
of candidates for the Foreign Service. We have a dibp of about 50
percent in the number of graduate students. and young faculty who
are participating in scholarly exchanges between ourselves, the
Soviet Union, and Eastern Europe. . a

What we don't need is a pattern of boom and bust on these spe-
cialists like we have had in the past, sometimes creating surpluses,
sometimes creating shortages. What we want is 'stability, consistent
support for graduate studies and for research. I think that is the
whole idea of this bill.

There have been important private initiatives taken in this area
in recent months. Those are important.' But I don't think they
begin to meet the (1 ong-term problem that is before us. This bill, as
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you well know, addressed two 'problems, graduate and postdoctoral
support, and funding for advanced research, both of'whicii are criti-
cal.

.

If you look at wtqat the.Sovietp are doings and how much they
know about the American scene, you can't help but:be impressed.
We all remember the grain deals of a few years ago when the &ovi-

-ets showed amazing_detailed knowledge about our commodity ex-
changes. If you.-visit with Soviet people who work, for example, in
the Institute of the United States and Canada, you cannot help but
be impiessed with their very, very detailed knowledge of,Arnerica,
the American political system, American economics and. a lot of
other areas.

So at a time when we are lasing Sbviet experts in this C01,1iitt.y,
when we are not bringing the skills that we neednot only lan-
guages, but on experts on Soviet sciences; experts on Soviet tech-
nologYexperts on the Soviet economyat a time when we are cut-
ting back, the Soviets are expanding their efforts, and they, have a

, remarkable group of scholars who are very familiar with the de-
tails of-American life.

So .I think this bill goes a long way toward correcting an impor----;
tant problem. The bill doesn't solve the problems of higher educa-:
tion. It is not a substitute- for title VI. It is not an answer to the
lack of foreign language stuff in .the country, which I know the
chairman has been exceedingly interested in It doesn't provide for
a massive infusion of funds. It is a one-time, $50 million appropri-
ation, the interest of which will be used to fund research and schol-
arship.

So I think the endowment will. help reverse a very serious de-,
cline in our analytical capacity with the most important country in
the world,' as far as the United States is concerned now, and for a
good many years to come. I hope it has strong bipartisan- support. I
think it does. We have a lot of cosponsors to the bill. I would hope
that this subcommifte would concur and.dernonstrate that concur-
rence by rapid approval of the legislation.

- [The prepared statement of Corigressman Hamilton follows:]
PREPARED. STATEMENT OF HON. LEE H. HAMILTON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS/k

FROM.NE STATE OF INDIANA

I would like to express my appreciation for the opportunity to offer testimony on
this important legislatiOn. I commend the Chairman ¢nd members of the. Subcom-
mittee for their cooperation and interest in this bill.

The Soviet. Union is America's chief rival in.world affairs, and. is likely to remain
our major competitor for a long time to come. In my'eapatity as Chairman of the
Subcommittee of the Foreign Affairs Committee with responsibility for the USSR
and Eastern Europe, I am aware of the difficulties encountered by American policy
makers resulting from lack of information ab9ut this key region. I come before you

..today to support legislation aimed at improving the quality of the information avail-
able to American leaders and policy makers.

Constraints on the collection of information about Comniunist regimes have
.always made it very difficult to put together an accurate picture of conditions and
policies in those countries. Despite the enormous obstacles imposed by restrictions
on travel, limited access to publications, and censorship in these societies, American
area specialists have done excellent work interpreting:the behavior of the Soviet
Union and its allies. But even at its best, our information about this region has been
less than we would like.

Now we face the prospect that at the very time the Soviet Union presents the
most serious threat to our security around the world, our ability to,understand its
internal development and international behavior is in serious jeopardy. Economic
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conditions, difficulties in higher education and inconsistent support for area studies
in our educhtional system have combined to produce a situation that may legiti- .

mately be called a crisis. ,
,I Declining support 'for area studies is in part a result of oth r problems affecting
our higher education system. Universities are strapped for fu
Faculty positions are being eliminated, library budgets are Ileip

ds for all purposes.
slashed, and funds

for research are vanishing. Suppqrt for graduate students has declined. We face the
prospect that there will be fewer people teaching in eur colleges and universities,
and that fewer of them will be,specialists in critically important areas.

While many of these.difficulties affect our entire systgrn of higher education, the
specific problems in area studies are especially severe. -Funding'for 'area studies
from Artually every source has decreased in the past few years. A Rockefeller Foun-
dation survey for the period 1980-82 projected that government Support Would de-
cline by 55 percent; corporate contributions by 22 percent; individual contributions
by 30 percent; university allocations by 20 percent and endowment funding by 18-
percent.. These reductions must be viewed in light of the 50 percent reduction in
federal, contracts for foreign affairs research in the decade 1967-76. The dractical o

impact of such cuts is perhaps even more striking: In 1980 more American college
students were studying Latin than Russian; more were studying Norwegian than
Polish. In the last half of the 1970's, only five or si s'` Americans per year were com-
pleting doctoral dissertations on Soviet foreign policy. This number is hardly enough \

, to meet the needs of academia, much less staff our policy institutions and meet
other international affairs needs. _. . la

There is substantial evidence that the crisis is already upon us. A recent study
indicated that the United States government currently needs 1600 area specialists
to meet, optimum staffing requirements. In the past few years there has been a
sharp drop in the number of foreign service applicants in general, not to mention
the greatly reduced, number of applicants with area studies backgrounds. The
number of graduate students and young scholars applying to participate in scholaily
exchanges with the Soviet Union has dropped-nearly 50% in the past few years.

. While it is true that there are many PhDs unable to find academic positions in,
America -today, this situation compounds the problem of training specialists for '
future needs. Young persons surveying the PhD "glut" find it hard to believe there
will be a serious shortage of specialists in five to ten years. At present we dill have
the. institutional capacity to train the specialists we need. If we allow that capacity

. to atrophy, it will require an enormous investment of time and money to restore it.
The large infusions of support for Soviet studies in the late-1.350s and early 1960s

have been substantially curtailed in the past decade in addition to suffering the rav-
ages of inflation. It is not likely we will see a return to earlier levels of funding, ant),
this is not necessarily desirable. What is req is sthbility: consistent support for
research and training in impoltant areas. Rece several foundations have dis-
cussed reviving their activity in this area. Renewed dation and private support
will help, but it is not enough. I have received a letter from officials of the Rockefel-
ler Foundation stressing that -their new program is a modest contribution to an
enormous problem. It in no way reduces the need for the endowment. Tahe Rockefel-
ler Foundation, and the new Harriman -Institute will provide support for just two or
three academic centers, while the endowme.nt will be available to students and
scholars throughout the'cotintry.

This legislation really addresses two aspects of our problem. Through a program
of graduate and post-doctoral support, it will help us attract.top people to the field
to meet future needs; by providing support fo'r advanced research, it will encourage
more scholars to conduct research on needed top,ics. In many vitally important spe-
cialties we have a' dangerous shortage of experts. Among the disciplines that might
be identified as under-staffed are Soviet politics, particularly Soviet foreign policy in
the Middle East, Latin America and Africa; Soviet nationalities studies, including
the languages of Soviet minority regions; the Soviet and Eastern European econo-
mies; demographic trends; end Soviet science and technology.

The problems facing area studies in the United States are in marked contrast to
the situation in the Soviet Union.-/Pt the very time that support for these subjects
has declined in our country, the Soviet Union has been engaged in a massive pro-

4 gram to increase its capacity to learn about the world. In our emphasis on the Sovi-
et's military buildup, we may have paid too little attention to an equally important
information buildup.

At MoscOw's Institute of the USA and tanada there are over 300 scholars work-
ing full-time on various aspects a American political. and economic -life and .

our international behavior. There arc eleven other academic institutes in Moscow
alone where Soviet scholars study. international affairs and world economic sub-
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jfkts. Soviet scholars visting the United States have mastered the, intricacies of our
Fommodities markets and can discuss the inner workings of the Iowa presidential ,
caucuses. We are not developing similar knowledge or the Soviet Union and EasternEurope.,

It would be a mistake to overstate the quality of Soviet scholarship. Many of theirscholars are trapped. in bureaucratic institutions that stifle creative thought.
But the sheer size of t:se Soviet effort means that an enormous volume of informa-tion is collected and made available to the test analysts and policy makers.

Thi.e differences between the Soviet and American systems of research are worth
noting. In the Soviet Union, a large number of scholars spend their entire careers
doing research at institutes of the Soviet Academy of Sciences or the Republican
Academies. In the United States, the vast majority of area specialists are based at
colleges and universities where their research is an adjunct to major teaching coni
mitments. This has the overwhelming advantage of insuring that, American stu-dents are exposed to the latest information collected by'active scholars, but it also,"
Can reduce the amount of research generated by capable scholars.

Although it is difficult to match the scale of the Soviet effort within our diverse
education system, diversity is a major source of our intellectual and analytical .strengti, we would not reap the maximum benefits from a massive program of gov-
ernment research.,Many of our best scholars prefer th% academic lifestyle. Rather;
we should sencourage experts in The academic community to carry out rtsearchmeeting the needs of policy makers-at the same time that they train youngeieople
to assume positions in teaching and in the government.' Such an approach maxi-
mizes the benefits of our university-based system, simultaneously generating person-
nel to staff future vacancies and a knowledge base for the academic and governfnentcommunities. 4 ..

This legislation represents a solution to some of the problems resulting from the
cyclical nature of support for Russian arid Eastern European studio.. At the samk
time, there are a number 'of things this endowment is not. It is not a`solutiOn to the
serious problems facing America s institutions of higher education. It is not in any
way a subltitute for Title VI support for area studiesindeed, it would be theheight of irony if at the very moment we are creating an endowment to make better
use of drea studies centers at our universities we were to reduce support for the
institutions that train the people we want to encourage. The endowment-is not a
solution to the extremely acute lack a foreign language study in the United States.
And it is' not a massive infusion of funds. Rather, it is a cafefully targeted program -intended to meet pressing national requirerbents in specific areas.
- Questions have been raised about other regions of the worldAsia, Africa, Latin
America, the Middle East.. All are important; all merit increased study;...research in
these subjects should be encouraged and supported. As our economy mends, it may
prove valuable to provide similar kinds of endowment support for th e fields. But
no other country has thousands of nuclear warheads targeted agai t the United
States. Poot understanding of any area of the world is profoundly cf turbing; in the,
case of the Soviet Union and its allies it could be catastrophic.

In discussing this legislation. with. my colleagues and with re resentativesof the
administration, most have express id strong enthusiasm forthe project. The sole res-
ervation I have heard concvals the need for an oversight mechanism to guarantee
that the endowment is used in ways suited to the needs of the nation. An amend-
ment will be introdnced establishing a Oversight Committee to supervise activities
conducted 'under the endowment. In considering this change in the legislation, I
would urge my colleagues to keep in mind the difference between Congress control-ling the program -and Congress running the program. The oversight mechanism we
are proposing insures thatgovernment bodies will review and comment upon the
activities of institutions receiving funds under the endowment. This is fitting and
proper. But we do not wantlhose same government agencies involttsd directly in
the allocation of endowment resources. Such a role would go against the tradition of
independent scholarly inquiry upon which our system of higher education is built,
and would make it very difficult to retain the.lonw time frames required if wc are
to train needed specialists.
, The oversight system that will bq.roposed mandates supervision of activities.on a

'" regular basis and provides for consultation with the Congress in the event that sig-
nificant changes are needed. I strongly encourage you to adopt ft.

Properly handled, the Soviet-Eastern European Research and Training Endow-
ment will help to reverse a serious decline in our analyticalcapacity.. The strong bi-
partisan -srli\pport with which it lips been greeted indicates that it addresses broad
national needs rather than partisan political purposes. I hope this Subcommittee
will concur, and demonstrate its agreement by rapid approval of the legislation.
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In resoon,,e tun M11111114' of questions about the specific purposes to which the en-
dowmnt qnds wood be put, I ask consent to append to my testimony excerpts from
statements pesented to Senator Lugar's Subcommittee on European Affairs in Sep-
tember 1982 by Dr. Herbert S. Levine, Chairman of the Beard of Trustees of the
National Council for Soviet and East European Research; Dr. Alan H. Kassof, Ex-
ecutive Dirt;ctor of the International 'research and Exchanges Board;. and Dr. James
II. Killington, Director of thie! Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars. I
would also like tojliclude a brief outline of how the funds from the endowment
might initially be allocated among these institutions.

I would again like to thank the Conithittee and its Chairman for the opportunity
to apwar this morning, and for their expeditious action on thiS legislation.

ADDENDUM

It IS not advisable to legislate the specific .activities each institutional recipient
will unclerte with endowment funds, since to do so might encumber future adjust-
ments to meet changing needs and financial circumstances. Ho Weyer, it is impor-
tant that the Congress have a clear understanding of the uses to which these funds
wily be directed. The following excerpts from testimony presented before the Sub-
committee onl..1oropean Affairs of'the Committee on Foreign Relations of the U.S.
Senate on September 22, 1982 indicate the nature of the programs that will-be
funded by the en444AKment.

From the test of of Di'. Ilerbert S. Levine,. Chairman of the Board of Trustees
of the National Councillor Soviet and East European Research:

FUNCTIONS OF TUE NATIONAL COUNCIL. UNDER THE ACT

Under the pi'ovisions of the propo4d Act, the National Council will,. first of all,
monitor' all dispersals..Afi, n ds and will report to the Congress, the President, and
t.L.Secretary of the TMsury do !Activities supported by assistance under the Act.
o'Seconc11%... the Council will use its allotment to continue to carry out its research-
based program in pursuit of its three long-term objectives: (I) to provide informa-
tion, interpretation and policy recommendations to the Government; i2) to check the
national .decline in postdoctoral research on the Soviet Union and East Europe; and

.1:11 to help ellSUIP the development and availability of a cadre of highly competent
professionals in the field to step into the shoes of the post-war generation of special -
fists.

It will provide funding by contract to universities .on a cost-sharing basis for use
e jn individual post-doctoral research projects focusing on such issues as the operation

of and long-term prospectS for the Soviet and East European economies, including.
the 'defense burden; long-term developments in Soviet and East European foreign
policies, especially as they affect the United States; lorig-term trends in Soviet and
East-. European societies; and Soviet and East European intentions, objectives and
policy options. Such studies should be especially concerned with the ability of the
regiMes to foster, manage, and contain processes of change and with the possible
consequences of their efforts to do so. The Council will also provide funding for
meetings, conferences, workshops, consultations, pilot studies and Other activities to
design, stimulate or facilitate relevant research, and the publication of results.

Finally, the National Council %gill organize a National Manpower. - Development.
Program and a Public Information Program.

NATIONAL MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The purpose of the National Manpower Development PrOgram will be to foster
flexible comprehensive integrated manpower training programs for young special-
ists pursuing long-term Ph. D. disciplinary and short-term Masters-level area stud-
ies educational programs. The Program would seek' to provide support at each stage
in the training of Soviet and East European affairs specialists. Funds would be
made available on a competitive basis for students entering area studies programs.
In addition, students, following a year or two of graduate training in an academio
discipline, would be encouraged to apply for a Preparatory Fellowship. The aim of
the Preparatory Fellowship Program would be to attract students who have already
proven themselves in disciplinary pogroms, into the Soviet field. Preparatory Fel-
lows could receive up to two years support at this stage of their educational careers.
to supplement their disciplinary training with work in the Soviet and East Europe-
an field isuch as the study of appropriate foreign languages). After the Preparatory
Fellowship period, a student .would be eligible for the IREX exchange. Following the
exchange experience, a graduate student could then apply for Dissertation Support
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or funds to support additianakraining necessary for the completion of the graduate
education cycle of career development. In this manner, an integrated National pro-
gram of long - range supports for individual scholars based upon targeted goals of na-
tional need could develop.

The funding proposed is estimated to allow a pool of 40 students to receive sup-
port under the National Manpower Development Program at any one time. Since
tht,.rength of the training program is envisaged- to be on the average 4 years (exclud-

4g the year in the.Soviet Union and Eastern Europe under the IREX program), this
pattern would generate an entry group of approximately 10 scholars each year.
Therefore, the-National Manpower Development Program will serve only_as a mini-
mal program designed to supplement already existing sources for graduate support.
However, the new pr-gram would be sufficiently flexible and attractive as to en-
courage talented students to move into Soviet studies from various social science
disciplines in-order to pursue.research interests and language training for areas of
particular need.

The reorientation of many university social science programs away from area
studies toward disciplinary approaches has made the initial Placement of young
Soviet and East European affairs specialists in teaching positions increasingly diffi,
cult. A National Junior Faculty Placement Program will be established to allow
those participants in the National Manpower Development Program who choose to
pursue an academic career an opportunity to teach through a cost-sharing program
with universities. It is also hoped that universities lacking a particular component
of a well-rounded Soviet and. Past European Affairs Program might be encouraged
by the existence of this cost-sharing arrangement to hire a younger scholar to meet
such a need. The funding available would allow the placement of approximately 10
teaching fellows on a 50 /50.cost- sharing arrangement in any one year. The term of
appointment would vary according to the need of the scholar and of the university.
However, three-year average terms of appointment would probably be the norm. It
is anticipated that junior faculty would then be in a position to move into regular
tenure track positions at the end of the fellowship period. /

The National Manpower Development and- National,Junior Faculty Placement
Programs would combine to create a coordinated program' of support for' young spe-
cialists in the Soviet and East Europeanifields from the time a young scholar has
established his or her position in a graduate: program thrbugh to job placement. It
will maximize the possibility of encouraging 'students to mpue into areas of particu-
lar national need w le eliciting institutional responses to the decline of their Soviet
and East EuropeaffStudies Programs which might otherwise not be possible. In this
manner, it wouldhnhi it the further erosion of our Soviet and Bast-European train-
ing capability vat* e. couraging the production of trained spelialists for public, pri-
vate ancjeducatio service.

PUBLIC INFORMATION PROGRAM

The Public Information Program of the Soviet-Bloc Research and Training Fund
would be used to support a variety of activities undertaken by other in,stitutions se-
lected through a national competition designed to en4trage the intefaction of aca-
-clemic specialists with government analysts, .members of the-haginess community
and the mass media, as well as the public at large. For example, the fund could.,_
support a series of Summer Workshops focusing upon specific topics. These work-
shops would bring together scholars, public officials, businessmen and journalists to
discuss in depth a specific subject area of particular concern during-a given period.
Such a workshop program would, in particular, serve the needs of young faculty,
businessmen and journalists who are located throughout the United States in areas

that do /not have strong research centers in Soviet and East European Studies. In
addition, funds could be used to support public forums at which Soviet affairs spe-
cialists might discuss new developments in that -part of the world. Finally, a signifi-

% 'Zarit,proportion of the Public Information Program's funds would go to help finance
university-supported media productions which would make use of local academic
and non-academic specialists. Such programs have already been successful, for in-
stance, in the State of Washington, where University of Washington officials pro-
duced a series of programs examining the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe for the
local Public Broadcasting System affiliate.

With the National Council performing the functions just described, no new admin-
. istrative bureaucracy will need to be created to administer the Act, either within

. the Government or outside of it. -

From the testimony of Dr. Alan H. Kassof, Executive Director, International Re-
search and Exchanges Board:
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The IREX programs are made Nssible by grants from the United States Informa-
bon Agency. the National Endowment for thellumanities, and from private founda-
tions and corporate donors. While we shall continue to be depe6dent on this mix of

',public and private support and are deeply grateful to all those who have worked so
hard to make it possible, it has not been fully.adequate to the national need.

First, most of the budget must be sought on a year-by-year, catch-as-catch-can
basis, so that the funding levels for the prograths typically are not known until the
very last minute; in fact, in most years we find ourselves several months into the
programs withotit assurance that they can be completed. Apart from the immediate
practical difficulties resulting from this .p`attern of uncertainly, it is a serious dis-

' couragenumt to the field as a whole when even near-term research plans, not to
mention longer range expectations, are subject to this constant risk and fluctuation.

Even more serious, there are substantial and coVnuing gaps in the budgpt that
have required us to turn away from important opNrtunities and to curtail, suspend,
or cancel a number of programs that are essential to Soviet and East European
studies in the United States. Their loss has aggravated the overall problems of the
field.

The bill under consideration would make a significant contribution towards the
solUtion of both these problems, even though by itself it is by no means a Substitute
for other sources.

What are the most urgent gaps in our national coverage, and how,would this bill
help?

Already in ,l975, IREX was obliilba for budgetary reasons to reduce by about half
the exchange quotas with a number of East European countries. These cuts, which
were to have been temporary, have never been made up. While in some cases the
remaining quotas are about to the current needs of the highest quality re-
searchers. a limited restoration of selected quotas with 'some countries would be
very productive.

A second serious gap in coverage is that we are unable to provide short-term re-
search opportunities for senior specialists who need to spend several weeks in East- .

ern Europe or the U.S,S.R. in conjunction with current research; our limited ex-
changes budget must be reserved almost entirely for longer-term stays, typically of
a semester or a year, so that we have been unable to provide for briefer visits by

' researchers who need to consult sources in the field for the efficient completion. of
work in progress.

A third need concerns mid-level graduate student traitress. Because of financal'
limitations. the exchange quotas currently are restricted to those who have complet-
ed all of the requirements for ,the Ph. D. except the dissertation, and to senior re-
searchers. We need to make provision for trainees sooner'in their careers if they are
to gain early on an effective, on-the-ground familiarity with the countries of their
smCialization, Moreover, for those who plan government or public service rather
than academic careers and who will complete their training at the M.A. level, there
currently are;no provisions at all for in- country. experience.

A fourth and highest priority need is for the. restoration of IREX's preparatory
fellowship program. This program, previously funded by piivate. foundations, pro,
vided supplementary language and area training for graduate students inspecial-
ities underrepresented in the exchanges in which important research opportunities
for field research have become available, 'but which the United States has lacked
the manpower to exploit: The earlier effort, now suspended for lack of funds, made
critical contributions in such fields as sociology. conomics. and Central Asian stud-
ies. Neither our USIA nor NEHifunds can be used for this purpose, and so far it has
not been possible to pelsuade the foundations to take this up again. The demon-
strated success of IREX'y pioneering efforts have led to the inclusion in this bill of
provision for a program of preparatory fellowships to be administered by the Na-
t-kited Council on Saviet4ind East European Research. But there will still be a need
for IREX to provide'training grants in specific areas where new ir-country research
opportunities develop, and which would also provide for the re-training of faculty- °

level specialists to move into undermanned areas. For example, we have been trying
t find funds to train a small number of experts who will have competence both in
Latin American and Soviet studies in order to monitor the growing Soviet research
on and involvement in Latin American affairs. Although a private foundation has
offered the passibility' of partial funding, we have been unable to raise the addition-
al sums required to undertake this program.

The fifth need has to do. with our 'projezt-based research cooperation with the
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Through a series of agreements that supplement
the exchanges of individual scholars, IREX has crated commissions on the social
sciences and humanities with the U.S.S.R., Hungary, Poland and East Germany.
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Join't research projects identified and facilitated by these zommissions make it possi-
ble fOr our U.S. specialists to become acquainted with the latest work of theirCoun-
terparts in Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R., and expand their access to institutions
and sources in the bloc ,countries that previously were beyond our reach. While we
have been able to maintain a certain number of these projects with the assistance of
NEU and by miscellaneous grants from private foundations, others have had to be
curtailed or delayed because of funding limitations.

The bill under consideration would help make it possible for IREX to respond
mere fully to these national needs, and would strengthenthe U.S. research capacity
on Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. ,

From the testimony of Dr. James H. Billington, Director of the Woodrow Wilson
International Center for Scholars:. .

The Wilson Center serves as a' focal point where issues.,ef concern to the large
community of academic institutions, government agencies, and'private organizations
in the greater Washington area are discussed in a congenial atmosphere. Approxi-
mately 7,000speople a year participate in Center events.

The need 'for a national and non-governmental center for Russian and Scl4iet stud:
ies in Washington. D.C. was discussed at a meeting of 23 senior specialists in May ....--.

1;172, at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton. Largely as a result of this
meeting, the Board of Trustees of the Woodrow Wilson International Center for
Scholars established the Kennan Institute for Advanced Russian Studies in 1974.
Th? institute served the following purposes: bringing scholars and researchers in
the field in closer contact-with the resources available in Washingtonspecifically
the Library of Congress; giving guidance and structure to the field of Russian Stud-
ies throughout the country; providing a place where mature researchers can pursue
advanced studies relieved of regular teaching commitmes and other involvements;
supporting thellnklication of nicknograpks and periodicffIS and facilitating channels
of scholarly communication in the field; maintaining liaison with foreign institu-
tions. and extending hospitality' and research facilities when possible to foreign
scholars. . -

The Kennan Institute attempts to provide a well-balanced field of scholars; 29
American academic institution' and ,two government agencies as well as 13 institu-
tions in 8 foreign countries have been represented by Institute Fellows. Since its in-
ception, the Institute has sponsor6;1 47' Fellows from 11 wide variety of disciplines
mainly history, political science, economic, and RtAsian language and literature.

The Director of the Wilson Center awards a small number of Gukt Scholarships
each year for periods of time from one month'to four months. The Kennan Institute
h.is sponsored 15 Guest Scholars since1975, representing three American academic
institutions, two goVernment agencies, t nd academic institutions in four foreign.
countries. Research disciplines include history, politicaljcience, economic, language
and literature, and geography. . .

The KennanInstitute, with private foundation support, has established a program
of Visiting Grants intended to help scholars at institutions distant from major li-
brary facilities and to provide oppojtunities for junior scholars to conduct advanced
research in Washington, D.C. The grants are awarded quarterly (Mat-ch, June, Sep-
tember. and December) for periods of up to one month. Since 1976 when the pro-
gram was initiated, 120 Visiting Grants have ben awarded. These scholars have
come from 58 academic institutions; public and private, representihg over 30 differ-
ent states. In keeping with the international focus of the Center, 38 awards have
been made to scholars from 11 foreign countries. Again, the majority of these sch,)1-.
ars pursue topics ih history, political scietide, and economics. Research is also con-
ducted on such topics as art, music, law, philosophy, demography, and anthropology.

The Wilson Center and the Kenn6n Inslittlie conduct conferences, colloquia, semi-
nars, meetings, media briefings, and other events related to Soviet and East Europe- 4
pal studies. Since its inception the Kennan hfstitute has sponsored 40 conferences
attended by area specialists, government analysts and interested private organiza-
tions. Four conferences are being planned for 1983. In addition many colloquia,
meetings and seminars are heldoften in cooperation with other organizations and
government agencies. Wednesday Noon Discussions' are held each week during the
academic year on topiCs of broad interest for a:wide range of participants in a
format that permits questions and discussion. . ,

Publication and dissemination of current r eh is an' important aspect of the
Center's activities. The Kennan Institute has issu Occasional Papers and dis-
tributed them free bf charge to a wide range of interest readers. The Institute has
also published a 403page scholars' guide to Russia and Soviet resources in the
Wanington area. A second edition of the guide' is in prTaration. Three volumes
resulting from conferences held at the Institute are to be dded to its Special Stud-
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ies series. Other; publications of the Institute include a three-volume guide to Soviet
research institutes, a guide to sources of suptioil in RuSsian and Soviet studies, and
several bibliographic reference works. ,

The objectives of the proppsed legislation, Soviet Bloc Research and Training Act
of l9S2, appears to be consistent with the charter for the Wilson Center, particiear-
ly in the area of Soviet studies. If enacted, the legislation would provide funding to
various institutions involved in Soviet and East European studies. The Wilson
Center has been specifically identified in the proposed legislatiprq

In fiscal year 1953, the Wilson Center plans to allocate about $316,000 from its
federal appropriation and private contributions to continue the above acclivities at
the Kennan Institute. A similar lev0 of support i4 expected for fiscal year 1984. We
believe that this level of funding is appropriate tp carry out the current objectives
and direction that the Center's Board of Trustees had identified for the Institute.
Tliis planned funding level is consistent with the President's budget and fiscal objec-
tives.-If additional responsibility is given the Wdodrow Wilson International Centm

The specific amounts to be allocatedsto each institution should, for similar rea- 1
sons, not he fixed by law. We want to insure raiRd and flexible responses to future
changes in needsvind financial circumstances. It does seem prudent, however, to.in-'
dicate my understanding of how the funds might be used initially. It must be
stressed that these'are tentative and non-binding estimates. An endowment intend:
ed to establish' stable support free from the constraints of annual appropriationr
sn"buld be equally free from other administrative restrictions, permitting it to re,
spond as needs change over atm.
. With these reservations in mind. we might expect a distribution of 55 percent to

the National Council for its programs of graduate training and advanced research,
25 percent to IREX and 20 percent to the Woodrow WilsoA Center and Kennan In-
stitute...'Assuming an 8 percent return on the endowment investments, this would
mean approximately $2.2 million to the National Council; $1.million to IREX, and
it500.000 to the Woodrow Wilson Center and Kennan Institute. Again, I want

timestress that these are speculative figdres that would require adjustment over tim
and might fluctuate from year to year depending on needs.

Mr. SIMON. We thank you very, very much..
Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You were here-when I asked 'the generals a question abourttis

boom and buSiyou mentioned it yourself. How are we going to
guarantee the people will.have jobs after they go ahead and es-
tablish themselves as Soviet experts and very knowledgeable if.
there is not a demand. for their services? Are you telling us that
there is all insatiable demand here for their services?

Mr. HAMILTON. Not insatiable. I am saying that there is a steady,
constant demand for high-quality Soviet scholarship in a great va-
riety of areas that it is just critical that this country have.

It seems: to me that one of the advantages Of this bill is that it
does seek to .supply a steady small amount of funds available for
this single purpose. And it works against the kind of boom and
bust that we have had, it seems to me. .

Mr. COLEMAN..I would certainly support the thrust of the legisla-
tion. It is just that I am not sure how we are going to insure that,
once we train these people and create this wealth of knowledge,

. t ey will have something they will be able to market and to be
ab e to support themselves. I don't know that we want them to be
e ployees of the Federal Government or whatever. We can hire

me of' them, I suppose.
But I am. not sure how .we are going to solve this boom and bust

, problem, particularly by this -bill, other than creating a group of-
people who will not be looking for employment in this area; unless
there is some reason to employ them through ou,r intelligence com-
munity, through private industrythrough whatever reasons-
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through university chairs that might he endowed. I just wonder if
we are going to solve this boom and bust which is the thrust of the
legislation.

Mr. HAMILTON. Obviously your concern is a legitimate one. Your
perspective on this subcommittee is much broader than mine be-
cause you look at higher education in a much broader, perspective
than I do. It has to be weighed seriously. I look at it from a foreign
policy standpoint, and I am very much aware of the fact that in
large areas of Soviet studies, we are just not getting the kind of in-
formation that we need:

I am under the impression now that there are hundreds of area
specialists that are currently needed by the U.S. Government in
the area of Eastern European and Soviet studies. And we have
very, very few young qualified people coming on. You don't prepare
these people in a matter of a year or two, it takes 8 to 10 years to
prepare an expert on some aspect of Soviet life. We are facing a
critical point already, it seems to me, in the shortage there. z

Mr. COLEMAN. I pointed out to the .generals that you have to
start somewhere, and the Congressional Research Service recently
advertised for an entry-level position for somebody with knovirledge
in Soviet-Eastern European affairs. It was an $18,000 job. They had
enough applicants that they could interview 100 people for what is
considered not that ,attractive a position. So I just wonder what we
are going to do with the other 99 and what we would have done
under this bill. But that is just a queslion I raise. ,

Mr. HAMILTON. Sure.*Mr.
COLEMAN. Let me ask you this. How do you see the funding

divided up between these various groups? If is not specified in the
legislation. Do you have. a suggestion to us as to how you might see
this funding divided?

Mr. HAMILTON. I put it forward only as a suggestion to you, and
obviously this is a matter that rests in your discretion in the corn-

de-mittee, but one possible funding distribution that you might consid-
er is roughly 55 percent to the National Council for its programs of
graduate traininT and advanced research; about 25 percent to the
other group that is identified in this bill, IREX, which is an estab-
lished group; and 20 percent to the Woodrow Wilson School and
the Kennan Institute.

Those are rough kinds of figures, speculative in some degree.
They may require some adjustment from time to time. Tlfey might
even fluctuate from year to year. But I submit that for'your'consid-
eration.

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. SimoNi. I would just comment on. the question that Tom Cole-

man posed. It seems to me that there is no way we can guarantee
anyone is .going to have a job. What we must guarantee is, that this
Nation have a reservoir of people who have knowledge and ability

. in this area. I think, inevitably, the demand is going to grow in our
academic institutions, in the State Department, and in a variety of
ways. But there 'is no Way that Lee Hamilton or Paul Simon, or
anyone c uarantee anyone that you are going to have a job if
you beco a 86-Viet specialist.

Mr. H miuroN. One thing the committee might want to keep in
mind is that we now have in place the institutional capacity to
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train these people. But we' are not going to be able to keep that
institutional capacity in place if we don't have bright kaung.echol-
ars coming ,along to fill the slots: So, in that event,. if that were to
occur, the institutional capacity would atrophy and then it is going
to be much, much more difficult to meet. If- we act, now, then we
have that institutional capacity, and it will not requii'e the kind of
enormous investment it would if we let it dissipate.

Mr. &mom. We thank you very, very much for your testimony
and your leadership., .

Mr. HAMILTON. Thank you.
Mr. SmoN,We are pleased to have Mary Rose Oakar here, our

colleague from Ohio.

STATEMNT OF HON. MARY ROSE DAKAR, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Ms. OAKAR: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and distinguished mem-
bers of the committee. Thank you very nkuch for allowing me the
opportunity to testify before this committee.

Mr. Chairman, I am here to positively endorse H.R. 601which I
think is a modes proposal, to say the least. ,Mr. Chairman, I would Jike to submit my remarks for the record
and just speak-a little bit extemporaneously, if I could.

Mr. SIMON, Your remarks will be entered in the fecord.
Ms. OAKAit. Just in reference to the areas that were just men-

tioned in. the dialog with Congressman Hamilton, the sponsor of
the legislation, I am reminded as a former ,teacher myself of the
advice:that was given to students DI years ago not to go into math
and science because there was a surplus of teachers in those areas,
and now there is a shortage. There was the advice given to women
not to go hip nursing because so many were going into nursing,
and now there is a jremendous shortage. I don't have to tell this
committee of other areas wfrerewe have given those kinds of pro-
phetic kinds of ideas.

But this is an area that is so subtle, and yet so important, that I
hope that it doesn't slip through our hands. The Soviets, as we
know, invest a great deal of money and talent into studying our so-

. ciety, much more than we invest in -stodying theirs. This relative
neglect on .our part puts us at a tremendous disadvantage with the
Soviet Union, at times causing the kinds of opportunities that we
have missed or at times blundered.

Take the muchrdebated issue of trade with the Soviets. Recently,
I became aware ofand I think' any of us who have traveled to
other countries have seenthe appalling lack of knowledge of our
business community in terms of being able to have, dialog with
their traders in the native tongue of the country they. are visiting.
' We are aware, for example, that in our own Embassy in Moscow,
it has never been adequately staffed with diplomats conversant in
the cultures and languages of the major non-Russian nationalities
of the Soviet Uhion, even though the-language issue in the ques-
tion of national rights are so important to people in that area and
to their relatives in our own country.

Millions of Aniericans, for example, besides a Russian back-
ground, trace their origins -to the Ukraine, Armenia, Estonia, L.
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Latvia, Lithuania, and other countries that are now part of the
Soviet.Union. Our Government must make it a priority, it seems to
me, toleaware of their interests and concern and continue to seek
people who can adequately address these Concerns. Of course, we
will continue to need a keen analysis of the larger context of global
competition. The pursuit of Soviet scholarship in its comprehensive
form is essential, it seems to me, to serve these various ends of our
policy with the Soviets,..peing one of the two superpowers in the
world.

One area that I am concerned about is that the 'ubcommittee
recognize that sound foreign policy must be based, not only on the
expertise of highly educated specialists, but also on the broad sup-
port of the citizenry. I hope that scholarship that results from this
legislation will involve a broader sector of our country than the
three distinguished institutions that are specifically mentioned in
the bill. Certainly, they are obvious candidates for some of the
funding for the bill.

But, Mr. Chairman, you and .I are from the Midwest and I think
we know that so many people who trace their background to the
Slavic element very often are the ones that we depend on in terms
of pursuing this kind of scholarship. I would just like to mention
one institution, John Carroll University, a Jesuit-run institution in
northeast 'Ohio that, for 22 years, has had an Institute for Soviet
and Eastern European studies, and has 'been serving the surround-
ing regionpeople come from all over the country to attend this
institutionby pursuing traditional scholarship, and certainly
more vigorously involving the community which very often relates
very much to the whole thrust of the Soviet Institute. .

Just briefly, Mr. Chairman, to give you an example of what a
small but very excellent academic institution can do, every
summer, between 50 and 100 high school history teachers .pirtici-
pate in a &week session to learn about the Soviet Union. I think if
there was one thing I.found lacking in niy own educational back-
ground, and I think most of us from my generation would agreeis
that we forgot about the global community. We usually studied a
lot about the Western European countrie'sor a little bit, anyway,
particularly Englandand certainly our own history, but we really
did not delve into-the intricacies of areas like the Soviet Union and
the Middle East and Asia, et cetera.

So here you have an institution of this caliber that has lecturers
from all over the country who attend and gives these people first-
hand exposure to Soviet life. Over the course of the 22 years, it has
not only attempted t9 serve those who are educators, but many,
many students.

So I would just like to put in a plug for smaller institutions, and
this particular institution specifically; that when you are consider-
ing the bill,. I hope you don't just limit it to the biggies that every-
body knows about. I think it is important to spread it around so
that our whole country has access to this kind of scholarship which
I feel is very, very important.

Mr. Chairman, I hope that this committee will favorably dispose
of this legislation with perhaps some add-ons. I think it is impera-
tive that we not forget how lacking in knowledge we are as a coun-
try about other cultures, and this culture in particular, which I
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think is not only important in terms of our relationships with the
global community) but for our own national security.

I think it is important that nor .only the scholars know about=
this, I think it is important that ;young people know about the
Soviet Union. Think of the high schools, for example, that offer
Russian as a second language or any of the Slavic languages or any
of the other languages that relate to the Soviet Union. I' bet you
could count them oi., one hand. That is part of the problem that we
have. That is why the thrust of this legislation is right on target,
and I personally think it is an extraordinarily modest proposal. I

"hope that you will favorably look upon this legislation and perhaps
even embellish it somewhat.

Thank you, Mr. Chairtnan.
[The prepared statement of Congresswoman Oakar followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. MARY ROSE DAKAR, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE SPATE OF OHIO '

I would like to commend the members of the subcommitteesand its distinguished
chairman for recognizing the importance of Soviet scholarship to our country's for-
eign policy. Obviously, our leaders can only make proper foreign policy decisions
when they have ddequa information based on thorough research and sound analy-
sis. It should be no less vious, that we a'so need an informed citizenry to support
that policy, one that %.e ope reflects their welltconsidered concerns.

The Soviets, as we know, invest a great deal of their money and talent into study-
ing our society; much more than we invest into studying their's This relative ne-
glect on our part, puts us at a disadvantage with the Soviet Union, at times tausing
us -to miss opportunities or to blunder. Take the much-debated issue of trade with
the Soviets: I was surprised to find that American businessmen routinely engage in
commerce with the Soviets using Soviet-supplied, translators simply because we do
not have enough of our own businesspeople who speak-Russian. Even more surpris-
ing, is the fact that our embassy in Moscow has never been adequately staffed with
diplomats conversant in the cultures and languages of the major non-Riissian na-
tionalities of the-Soviet Union, even though the language issue and the question of
national rights are important ones in the Soviet Union. Millions of Americans trace
their origins to Ukraine, Armenia, 4tonia; Latvia, Lithuania and other countries
that are now part of the Soviet Union. Our government rnu§t make it a priority to
be aware of their interest and concern and continue to sea people who can ade-
quately address those concerns. And, of course, we will continue to need 'a keen
analysis of the larger context of global competition. The pursuit of Soviet scholar-
ship is essential to serve these various ends of our policy with the Soviets.

I am concerned, however, that the legislation the subcommittee is considering also
recognize that a sound foreign policy must be based not only on the expertise of '
highly educated specialists, but also on the broad support of the citizenry. I hope the
scholarship that results from this legislation will involve a broader sector of our
country than the three distinguished institutions that are specifically mentioned in
the bill.

Permit me to mention in this rega.rd, a fine institution that I feel can serve as a
model for others in disseminating knowledge , about the Soviet' Union, Eastern
Europe and China. For 22 years now the Institute for Soviet and Eastern European
Studies at John Carroll University outside of Cleveland has been serving the sur-
rounding region and the nation by pursuing traditional scholarship and instruction,
certainly, but even more by vigorously involving the community in the serious con-
sideration of foreign policy. .

Every summer, between fifty and a hundred high school history teachers partici-
I pate in six-week sessions to learn about the Soviet Union. Lecturers include Ameri-

can scholars as well as people with first-hand exposure to Soviet life journalists,
diplomats, recent immigrants who had been professors in the-Soviet Union, writers,
etc. Over the. course of the Institute's 22 years of existence, hundreds of teachers
from the Ohio area and surrounding states have gone back toithe classroom to teach
many thousands of students, perhaps inspiring some to pursue further studies in the
subject. During the :course of the academic year, the Soviet Institute sponsors a
number of lectures, conferences and seminars on topics of current interest. Many of
thok who participated in the summer sessions come back during the school year to
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participate. Invariably. an interesting cross-section of citizens joins John Carroll stu-
dents in hearing k-ct ures and discussing the ideas of the speakers. Several years ago
I had the privilege of addressing a large gathering at the Soviet Institute after a
trip to Mainland China that I took witit the Banking Committee. I have also sat in
the audience at the Soviet Institute to listen to what others had to say.

Recently, the Soviet Institute has been working closely with area citizens who
have compiled extensive archives and collections of materials relating to Eastez
Europe and to the immigrant experience in Clevland. That experience spans the
19th century when people first came to sin- steel mills, to the most recent years
when the Greater Clevand area welcomed a good many Soviet Jewish immigrants.

.1 mention the Institute for Soviet and Eastern European Studies at John Carroll
University to illustrate how a small, modestly-funded institution can provide a corn-
munily with invaluable services in the area of Soviet Studies. Their's is not a stereo-
typical "ivory tower" environment. It'is° an approach I commend to others as one
that involves broader sectors of the community in foreign policy questions, helping
to create an informed citizenry. The Institute also does valuable field work by intro-
ducing audiences to personal accounts and by preserving valuable archival material.
The second reason I mention the Soviet Institute is to inform the subcommittee
members that during these difficult economic times, the funding sources for John
Carroll's Soviet Institute are drying up, precisely at the time when the need for in-
stitutions of this type is most apparent.

I would encourage the subcommittee to find room in the bill or in the report ac-
companying the'bill for consideration of this institution so that it may continue its
current activities and expand its Services by ptoviding'better facilities for the exten-
sive archival material I mentioned. I thank the members for their attention and
again commend them for their commitment to the development of intellectual capa-
bilities as a nation.

Mr. SIMON. We thank you very much.
If I could just comment on a point or two. One is that you are

absolutely right about the non-Russian languages, we have to pay
more attention to them. There is some disagreement among schol-
ars as to exactly what is happening, but either a majority or close
to a majority of people born in the Soviet Union today do not-have
as their mother tongue Russian. We hae to be thinking, about
people who can speak Usbek and all kinds* of languages that we are
not paying attention to.

Second,: one thing you mentioned triggered off in my mind that
we speak about the Soviets having a closed society and, in many
respects, they do have a very closed society. But there are a lot of
periodicals that are published' there that we don't even translate.
They could be more open to us than they are if we paid more atten=
tion to what is going on.

The third point; and one that has troubled me a bitI am not
"sure exactly how we handle nitand that is the question of just a
few elite institutions having the funding here..

The fourth point is covered in patt by a companion bill which
Lee Hamilton and I have introduced that has been referred to the
Foreign Affairs Committee which would encourage more ex-
changes, which I hope will be reported out about tht same time.
that this bill will be reported out.

Mr. Coleman. -

Mr. ,COLEMAN. I have no questjoris, NE. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Harrison.
Mr. HARILISON. I have no questions.
I would just like to say,--.Mr. Chairman, that as a part-time. col-

lege teacher of comparative politics, I completely agree with the
statement that the distinguished Congresswoman has made. I think
that when we thought about comparative politics and we talked in
terms of England, France, and Germany, we were ignoring better
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than 50 percent of the people of the world. I think that Soviet stud-
ies and, as we go down the road, Chinese studies,' are important
just to maintain our position in the world. It is certainly a lot more
important trying to understand people than it is in simply buying
more bombs to wipe them out.

Thank you very much.
Mr. SIMON. That Chair would just add that PBS a couple of years

ago had a series, "The History of Civilization." Civilization was all °
Western Europe and :North America. It was an excellent series as
far as it went, but in fact ciyilization comprises a great deal more
than Western Europe and North America.

Mr. Gunderson. .

Mr. GUNDERSON. I have no questions, Mr: Chairman.
,Mr. SIMON. We thank you. '

'Ms.' OAKAR. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
With your indulgence, I would like to submit to the Chairit is a

little long, and I don't think you would want it as part of your
recordbut just to show you what an institution can do in this
field, I would. like 'to give you some -material on it so that you don't
forget the small institutions when you are marking up this bill.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SrMori. Thank you very, very much.
We would like now to .call on Mrs. Averell Harriman and Mr. J.

H. Giffin.
Mrs. Harriman, you hardly need to, be introduced. We are very

pleased to have you.
If the Chair could indulge in just one personal item which said

something about the character of Mrs. Averell Harriman, my son
was a student at Winston Churchill High School working on the
school paper, and you were kind enough to give him an interview
for the Winston Churchill High School. Newspaper. You made one
teenager Very, very happy. It is one of those little gracious things
that you went out of your way to do that I 'appreciate a great deal..
We are happy to have you here.

If I can add, we are particularly appreciative of the generosity
and the leadership that you and Governor Harriman have'provided
Lhrough Columbia University in this very area. Mrs. Harriman, we
are pleased to have you here.

STATEMENT OF MRS. AVERELL HARRIMAN

MrS. HARRIMAN. Mr. Chairtrfan, thank you.
I welcome this opportunity to testify on behalf of my husband

and* myself in support of H.R. 601, the Soriet and Eastern -Europe-
an Research and Training Act of 1983.

It is our strong belief that the purposes to be served by this Act
are essential to the national security of the United States..

Averell and I have been deeply concerned with the decline in our
capabilities to understand and deal effectively with the Soviet
Union at a time when it should be evident to all that the peace and
well-being of the entire world depend upon the sensible manage-
ment of our relations with the Soviet Union. For this to be possible,
we need to have more and better trained specialists on the Soviet
Union, as diplomats; as teachers, as businessmen, journalists, and
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researchefs. The basis. for intelligent policy and informed judg-
ments by ou'r people must be the flow of accurate, comprehensive
information about the Soviet Union. It is our national obligation
one we have neglectedto insure that this vital, element of our
strength in foreign relations is maintained and nourished.

Continuity is the, missing ingredient in our efforts to understand
the Soviet Union. We have supported our community of Soviet
scholars only sporadically, feeding its growth 1 year and starving it
the next. As a result, we lack the depth of knowledge and the corps
of expert analysts we need to fathom the workings and direction of
the Soviet economy, the individuals and their maneuvers inside the
Sovjet leadership, and the forces at work within the non-Russian
nationality groups under Soviet

These are complex subjects. They cannot be studied effectively
except on a full-time basis. We must make it possible for research
in such areas to be conducted steadily and widely by men and
women who can be confident that their investigations will be a re-
warding career. We know that we will long have the need of such
expertise. We must provide the support to build and to expand it
on a steady foundations

The proposed measure will not do all that is needed to assure our
national capability for advanced research and training on the
Soviet- Union anok Eastern Europen, but it does represent a needed
step in that diredion. It addresses itself to some limited but impor-
tant programs by supporting some existing institutions in the field
of Soviet studies that are performing the vital function of assuring
continuity.

By its suppbrt of IREX, the proposed act will insure the continu-
ation of academic exchanges with the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe. These exchanges provide important insight into current
developrfients in these countries, and we would be seriously handi-
capped without them. The legislation will also Make ,it possible for
IREX to strengthen studies of the Soviet Union in" certain disci-
plines, such as economics, in which we have been particularly
weak. .

By its support of the Woodrow Wilson International Center for
Scholars and its Kennan Institute fbr Advanced Russian Studies,
the proposed act strengthens these institutions as a connecting link
between, scholarship and policymaking. They will be better able to
make a base here in Washington for scholars engaged in research
on the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, a setting where academic
specialists and government officials can educate each other.

Finally, the proposecialineasure will make it possible for th a-
tional Council 'for Soviet and Eastern European Research to spon-
sor graduate fellowships and research by senior scholars on sub-
jects of broad policy relevance, and to assure the continuity of
these programs from year to year.

We think it would be wise if the bill could be made sufficiently
flexible to allow for a broadening of the programs to be given sup:

_port if this should appear necessary and appropriate in the future.
We-think it is also critically important that the scholarly independ-
ence and objectivity of these programs should be protected from
volatile shifts in the politicalelimate. Therefore, we concur whole-
heartedly in making this financial support derive from ;interest on
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the endowment of $50 million to be set aside at the outset rather
than from annual appropriations.

The, amount involved is not large, considering the importance of
the program to our Nation. It will still be vitally necessary for uni-
versities, foundations, corporations and private donors to continue
their support to the field of Soviet studies. Our own conviction on
this point6led us lo s,eek 'to strengthen Colgmbia University's pro-
gram of advanced research- and training on the Soviet Union. It
was our hope that this example would serve to stimulate a national
effort in the same direction.

Passage of this measure should help greatly to awaken a more
widespread concern over the vital importance to our 'Nation of
maintaining and expanding our knowledge of the Soviet Union.
Our enlighteried action toward the U.S:S.R. depends on the spread
and availability of such knowledge.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. We thank you, Mrs. Harriman.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Harriman follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GOVERNOR AND MRS. W. AVERELL HARRIMAN

Mr. Chairman: Fwelcome this opporttinity to testify on behalf of my husband and
myself in support of H.R. 601, the Soviet and. East European Research and Training
Act of 1983.

It is our strong elief that the purposes to be served by this Act are, essential to
the nationasecurity of the United States.

Averell and I have been deeply concerned with the decline in our capabilities to
understand anli deal effectively with the Soviet' Union, at a time when it should be
evident to all that the pedce and well being of the entire world depend upon the
sensible management of our relations with the Soviet Union. For this to be possible,
we need to have more and better-trained specialists on the Soviet Union, as diplo-
mats, as teachers, as businessmen, journalists and researchers, The basis for intelli-
gent policy and informed judgments by our people must be the flow on accurate,
comprehensive information about the Soviet Union. (It is our national obligation
one we have ,neglectedto insure that this vital element of our strength in foreign
relations is maintained and nourished.)

Continuity is the missing ingredient in our efforts to Understand the Soviet
Union. We have supported our community of Soviet scholars only sporadically, feed-
ing its growth one year and starving it the next. As a result, we lack the depth of
knowledge and the corps of expert analysts we need to fathom the workings and
direction of the Soviet economy, the individuals and their maneuvers inside the
Soviet leadership, and the forces at work withhi the non-Russian nationality groups
under Soviet rule.

These are complex subjects. They cannot be studied effectively except on a full-
time basis. We must make it possible for research in such areas to be conducted
steadily and widely by men and women who can be confident that their investiga-
tions will be a rewarding career. We know that we will long have the need for such
expertise. We must provide the support to build andto expand it on a steady foun-
dation.

The proposed measure will not do all that is needed to assure our national capa-
bility for advanced research and training on the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe,
but it does represent a needed step in that direction. It addresses itself to some lim-
ited but important programs, by supporting some existing institutions in the field of
Soviet studies that are performing the vital funCtion of assuring' continuity.

By its support of JREX (the International Research and Exchanges Board) the pro-
posed Act will ensure the continuatiory of academic exchanges with the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe. These exchanges provide important insights into cur-
rent developments in these countries, and we would be seriously handicapped with-
out them. The legislation will also make it possible for IREX to strengthen studies
of the Soviet Union in certain disciplines, such as economics, in which we have been
particularly weak.

By its support of the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars and its
Kennan Institute for Advanced Russian Studies, the proposed Act strengthens these
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institutions as a connecting link between scholarship and policy-making. They will
be better able to make a base here in Washington for scholars engaged in research
on the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, a setting where academic specialists and fda
government officials can educate each other.

Finally, the proposed measure will make it possible for the National Council for
Soviet and East European Research to sponsor graduate fellowships and research by
senior scholars on subjects of broad-policy relevance, and to assure the continuity of
these programs from year to year.

We think it would be wise if the Bill could be made sufficiently flexible to allow
for a broadening of the programs to be gi'en support, if this should appear neces-
sary and appropriate in 'the future: We think it is also critically important that the
scholarly independence and objectivity of these programs should be protected from
volatile shifts: in the political climate. Therefore, we concur wholeheartedly in
making this- financial support derive from interest on the endowment of $50 million'
to be set aside at the outset, rather than from annual appropriations..

The amount involved is not large, considering the importance of the'prograrns, to
our nation. It will still -be vitally necessary, for universities, foundations, corpora-
tions and private donors to continue their support to the field of-Soviet studies. Our
own conviction on this point led us to seek to strengthen Columbia University's pro-
gram of advanced research and training on the Soviet Union. It was pur hope that
this example would serve to stimulate' a national effort in the same direction.

Passage of this measure should help greatly to awaken a more widespread con-
cern over the -vital importance to our nation of maintaining' and expanding our
knowledge of the Soviet Union..fOut enlightened action toward the U.S.S.R. depends'
on the spread and availability of such knowledge.)

- TESTIMONY OF' Gov. W. AVERELL HARRIMAN ON BEHALF OF H.R. 601, THE SOVIET-
EASTERN EUROPEAN RESEARCH AND. TRAINING ACT OF 1988.

Mr. Chairman: I welcome this opportunity to testify in behalf of H.R. 601, the
Soviet and East European Research and Training Act of 1983.

It is my-strong belief that the purposes to be served by this Act are essential to
the national security of the United States.

I have been deeply concerned with the decline in our ciapabilities to understand
and deal effectively with the Soviet Union, at a time when it should be evident to
all that the peace and well-being of the entire world depend upon the Sensible man-
agement of our relations with the Soviet Union. For this to be possible, we need to
have more and better-trained specialists on the Soviet Union, as diplomats, as teach-
ers, as busineamen, journalists and researchers. The basis for intelligent policy and
informed judgments by our people must be the flow of accurate, comprehensive in-
formation about the Soviet Union. It is our national obligationone we have ne-
glectecPto insure that this vital element of our strength in foreigigprelations is
maintained and nourished.

Continuity is the missing ingredient in our efforts to understand the Soviet
Union. We have supported our community of Soviet scholamonly sporadically, feed-
ing its growth one year and starving it the next. As a result, we lack the depth of
knowledge and the coups of 'expert analysts we need tofathom the workings and
direction of the Soviet economy, the individuals and their maneuvers'inside the
Soviet leadership, and the forces at work within the non-Russian nationality groups
under Soviet rule.

These are complex subjects. They cannot be stitched effectively except on 11- full-
time basis. We must rake it possible for research in such areas to be conducted
steadily and widely by men and women who can be confident that their investiga-
tions will be a rewarding career. We know that we will long have the need for Such.
expertise. We must; provide the support to build and to expand it on a steady foun-
dation.

The proposed -measure will not do all that is needed to assure our national cape;
bility for advanced research and training on the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe,
but it does represent a needed step in that direction. It addresses itself to some lim-
ited but-important programs, by supporting some existing institutions in the field of
Soviet studies that are performing the vital function of assuring continuity.

By its support of IREX the International Research and Exchanges Board) the pro-
posed Act, will ensure the continuation of academic_ exchanges with the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe. These exchanges provide important insights into cur-
rent developments in these countries, and we would be seriously handicapped with- -
out them. The legislation will also make it possible for IREX to strengthen studies
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of the Soviet Union in certain disciplines, such as economics, in which we have been
particularly weak.

By its support of the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars and its
Kennan Institute for Advanced Russian Studies, the proposed Act strengthens these
institutions as a connecting link between scholarship and policy-making. They..will
be better able to make a base here in Washington for scholars engaged in research
on the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, a setting where academic specialists and
government officials can educate each other.

Finally, 'the proposed measure will make it possible for the National Council for
Soviet and Fast European Research to sponsor graduate fellowships and research by
senior scholars on subjects of broad policy relevance, and to assure the continuity of
these programs from year to year.

I think it would be wise if the Bill could be made sufficiently flexible to allow for
a broadening of the programs to be given support, if 'this should appear necessary
and appropriate in the future. I think it is also critically important that the scholar-
ly independenceaiid Objectivity of these programs should be prot cted from volatile
shifts in the "political climate. Therefore, I concur wholeheartedly in making this fi-
nancial support derive from interest on the endowment of $50 million to be set aside
at the out&t, rather than from annual appropriations.

The amount involved is not large, considering the importance of the programs to
our nation. It will still be vitally necessary for universities, foundations, corpora-
tions and private donors to continue their support to the field of Soviet studies. My
Own conviction on this point lead me to seek to strengthen Columbia UniVersity's
program of advanced research and-training on the Soviet Union. It was my hope
that this example would serve to stimulate a national effort in the same direction.

Passage of this meas.ire should help greatly to awaken a more widespread con-
cern over the vital importance to our- nation of maintaining and expanding our
knowledge of the Soviet Union. Our enlightened action toward the U.S.S.R. depends
on the spread and availability of such knowledge. -

k Mr. SIMON. We will ask Mr. J. H. Giffin, the corporate vice presi-
dent for Armco, Inc., to speak at this time.

STATEMENIk OF JAMES H. GIFFIN, CORPORATE VICE PRESIDENT;
ARMCO, INC.

Mr. GIFFIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. chairman and members of the subcommittee, my name is

James H. Giffin, and corporate vice president of corporate strategy
and development of Armco, Inc., and president of Armco's foreign
trading subsidiary, Armco International, Inc., which coordinates
our program in the planned economy countries of Eastern Europe,
the Sovigt Union and the Peoples Republic of China: I am.also an
adjunct profeSsor at the Harriman Institute for Advanced Study of

/ the Soviet Union at Columbia University.
Mr. Chairman, I first became interested in United States.Soviet

relations over 20 years ago when I began researching a textbook on
the legal and practical aspects of trade with the . Soviet Union.
There were few experts on the subject at that time, and even fewer
materials.

Over the last 18 years, I have traveled extensively to the Soviet
Onion, making as many as 12 to 14 trips per year., During that
period, I have had an opportunity to meet with many of the top
Soviet leaders and see a good deal of the country. While there have
been a great number of changes that have occurred in both the
Soviet Union and the United States over the years, one trend has
remained intact, the Soviets continue to educate and train an ever-
increasing number of acaderhicjan, economists and military special-
ists on the United States; while the United States continues to
expend little effort in edimating and training American experts on
the Soviet Union. Thits trend can and must be reversed.

/
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Benjamin Disraeli once said about England that "Upon the edu-
cation of the people of thiS country, the fate of this country de-
pends " Mr. Chairman, that statement is true about any democra-
cy, including the United States. It is particularly true in a time
when the United States is engaged in political, military and eco-
nomic competition with a strong and formidable adversary like the
Soviet Union. We must insure \that we have an adequate number of
educated and °experienced sch\Aars and professionals to represent
this great country.

The key issue is, Mr. ChaiAnan, why haven't we been able to
provide the needed scholars or professionals and what can we do to
correct the situation?

I would submit, Mr. Chairman, that the reason we have not been
able to supply our needs lies in the inadequacies of our formal edu-
cational training and our views as to the proper practical training
our Soviet study specialists should receive after their formal educa-
tion. Let me briefly summarize \ the problem in somewhat more
detail.

Let's take a look at our present formal educational system. Be-
cause Soviet expertise is not regariled highly in this country, we do
not interest enough students in he subject matter. Even if stu-
dents do become interested in the \Soviet Union at an early age in
their edudational careers, we fail to provide a balance of stimulat-
ing and practical courses which will hold their interest and which
will give them the background no .ssary to go forward with their
training.

For example,, as a earlier witneses pointed out, how many high
schools in the United States provide Russian language facilities
and, of those that do provide such I facilities, how, many provide
or even 4-year programs? How many colleges in the United States
provide courses on Russian or Soviet history, culture, art, econom-
ics, law and science? How many graduate schools of business, law
or international affairs have courses dealing with the Soviet mili-
tary economy or political systems o all three?
. Furthermore, Mr. Chairman, we do not interest students at the

university or graduate level on viet studieg because, as was
pointed out earlier, there simply are not sufficient job opportuni-
ties in academia, government, or btisiness for such students. This is
not an easy problem, but we must! recognize it and find a solution
or we will eventually be in the unhappy position of haVing few job
opportunities and even fewer job applicants.

Adequate funding of our Nation's universities and other institu-
tions of higher learning.will help to insure that there will be suffi-
cient numbers of teachers and resources available to prov..de job
opportunities fof our current Soviet studies specialists and tin tide:
quate number of courses to interest new students in the field.

Second, improving our university and graduate programs will
help solve the problem, Mr. Chairman, but-it will not so entirely.
Many of the students who are considered specialists in Soviet stud-
ies and end up in high academic, governmeht, or business positions
do so with little practical experience in dealing_or negotiating with
the Soviets and, in addition, do not have balanced training.

For example, few economic expt 'Is on the Soviet Union know
very much about strategid arms reduction talks, intermediate-
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range missile discussions, or conventional arms negotiations. At
he same time, few American political advisers on the Soviet Union ,

ow very much about the Soviet economy or trade practices and
p cedures. We must establish a system whereby Soviet studies ex-
pe can gain practical experience in dealing with the Soviets and
haw a broad. base of knowledge about the Soviet system and how it
oper tes.

Mr. Chairman, I support the Soviet-Eastern European Research
and raining Act of 1983 as a modest and necesi.-;f:xy initial- step
that this Government must take.

However, I would like to make several suggestions' to stengthen
the act. I believe that the intent of Congress should not only be
that knowledge about the. Soviet Union and Eastern Europe be of
utmost importance to the national security of the United States, it
should be a national priority. The act should recognize the need to
stimulate interest in our top students in the study of the Soviet
Union and for the provision of broader-based studies programs in
our universities.

The act, Mr. Chairman, should contain language. which encour-
ages better cooperation between acarleinia, Government, and the
business community in the exchange of information, and in the
provision of opportunities for Soviet studies experts to broaden
their background and gain practical experience.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, while I believe that the errElowment fund-
ing -provided by the act is the proper method of funding such stud-
ies, the act should go further. It should state as a goal the encour-
agement of matching funds from the private sector. Mr. Chairman,
there are differe..., between the United States and the Soviet
Union with rest -ct qrategie arms reductions and to the method
of implementin, reductions. There are differences between
the two countries respect to Soviet actions and activities in
Afghanistan, Kampuchea, Poland, the Middle East, South Africa,
and Central and South America. There are differences between the
two countries with respect to each_ country's concept of human
rights.

-But we must realize that if 'progress is to be made betiNeen the
two countries on these issues; we must commence serious negotia-
tions. Negotiations require intelligent, educated, and experienced
negotiators. In the 1980's and 1990's, the problems between the two
countries will become even more sophisticated and require even
better-trained American experts on the Soviet Union. While we are,
looking for leadership in the current administrr Lion to commence
negotiations in order to reach agreements with the Soviets that
will help insure a continued and lasting peace; the Soviet-Eastern
European Research and Training Act of 1983 will help to insure
and provide for the statesmen of tomorrow to continue those dis-
cussions to the benefit of every U.S. citizen, -the U.S. Government
and the, entire international community.

Thank you.
MT. SIMON. Thank you both very much for your testimony.
Before we get into questions, let me just add that I understand,

Mrs. Harriman, yob. are here on behalf of your husband and your-
self and you are not posing as a Soviet expert, but we may have
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Iquestions that you would want to give to Governor Harriman,whcr'
is unable_ to be here. We can have those questions for the record.-

I will just niake a couple of comments in response to' not only
your testimony, but to the others. It seems to me it is beyond. dis-
pute that never in all of history has it been so important that two
nations understand' each other, and not miscalculate than it is
today between the Soviet Union and the United States.

If' that is the caseand it seems to me' 'that' is indisputable
then, understanding what the other side is doing and thinking is a
.much .greater priority than we have made it in our country up to
this' point, and that includes the area of exchanges you talked
about, Mrs. Harriman. We now spend more money to construct
one-fourth of a mile of an interstate highway than we do on all of
our exchanges with the Soviet Union and other Warsaw Pact coun-
tries. That, again, looks to me like an imbalanced sense of prior-
ities.

One of the things that you mentioned, Mr. Giffin that struck'
meand you get over there regularly, and I just very occasionally
dobut in visiting with their experts in the USA-Canada Institute,
one of the things that strikes you is how they know little details
about the United States, amazing details, and then have these huge
gaps in understanding. One of the areas is they simply don't under-
stand public opinion and how it meshes into American politics.

Is it your observation, Mr. Giffin, that there may be similar gaps
in our understanding of the Soviet Union and their system and
how it works?

Mr. GIFFIN. You know, Mr. Chairman, the concept applies both
ways. The fact is that those Soviets that do spend any time over
here in the United States have a much better understanding of the
.United States than those trained specialists in either ISKAN or
EMMO in the Soviet Union, two of the main studies groups there.

The fact is that we have two problems. Our first problfti is not
enough 4rnericans really get over to the Soviet Union ad make
an attem/A to travel throughout the country to see what is really
going on. Second, they don't spend .enough time whil5 they are
there asking the right kinds of questions.

When the Soviets are over here, they are asking the right kinds
of questions and trying to get the right information. Some people
say 'the Soviets have an advantage because our system is more
open than theirs. In actual fact, I find that if you really need to
find out the kind of information you- are looking for other than
very sensitive military information, you can find it over in the
Soviet Union. But I am, afraid that there just isn't a great enough
effort to find that information and to bring it back here and then
to pass that information on to other people.

So I would say4both sides have the same kind of a problem there.
There are gaps on both sides.

Mr. SIMON. Let me just add one other observation. I had the
pri 'lege of being part of the U.S. Delegation to the special U.N.

sion on Disarmament in 1978. The head of our Delegation was
Governor Averell Harriman. One of the great things about that
special session was to- visit with him and to get his insights, which
were very practiCal, down-to-earthas .y9d know, Mrs. Harriman
insights into what we ought to be doing and where we are making
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mistakes. Those kind of insightsunfortunately, the people who
have those insights are passing-from the scene. So this kind of leg-
islation becomes very important.

Mr. ColeMan.-
Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Giffin, I welcome your call for private support

for this project. Your suggestioris about matching funds or some
participation by the private sector, I think, is a very good one.

Do you in fact have positions that are going unfilled in your cor-
porate structure because of this lack of training?

Mr. GIFFIN. Let me start with the broader problem. Some of ours
earlier witnesses had hinted that there were adequate job opportu-
nities. I have 30 or 35 graduate students that come from the Law
School,_the Business School, and to School of International Affairs
at Columbia. Year after year, the students are always in a panic
at trying to find a job. The ones that find a job are the ones, gener-
ally speaking, that have a second discipline that they can get into a
given business opportunity through that discipline and then some-
how apply their Eastern European or Soviet expertise, except for
the ones that are heading for the CIA, Defense Department or the
State Department.

As far as American business is concerned, in general,. as the
downturn occurred after the imposition of the sanctions in January
1980, most American businesses cut back-their offices. Most Ameri-
can businesses cut back the expansion of their economic plans.
Nevertheless, many of us kept the people that we did have 'in those
positions because we knew full well that it took such a long time to
train those types of experts and make them knowledgeable.

At the present time, we have no new opportunities. Most of
American businesses that I know of do not have new opportunities.
But at the. same time, I think that most American companies, if
thby saw a viable plan established, would work toward providing
internships of some type for students who have a dual type of a dis-
cipline or a dual type of education, if they had something that
could be related to the industry and, at the same time, had that
Soviet and Eastern European experience, hoping for the time when
we would come out of the present trough are in and hopefully
when we have better relations.

So the answer is there are nottimany new opportunities, but I
think business would be ready to cooperate with some type of an
organization or cooperate with government and academia to find
jobs for these people if there was a mechanism that was set up.

Mr. COLEMAN. Of course, this continues the questioning that I
have been asking all morning. That is, we are getting these people
hyped up, we are getting these people trained in the Soviet-Eastern
European affairs, we are asking them to invest, as I heard, 10 years
of their life doing so, and we have no opportunities for a job when
they come out.

Unless you are independently wealthy and you can afford to do
that. I am all for better understanding, and I am all for better
training in any event, even if you can't apply, but what happens to
the person who needs,to go out and make a living to apply what he
has trained himself 'to do? How are we going to accomplish that ?.
We are talking about boom and bust. Well, here we go. We are get-.
ting everybody going in there, and we are going to train these
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people, and if there is no demand out there for them, how are we
going to in 1.0 years or 5, years from"'now absorb these people? 'We
.thoaveo.provided training and stimulated them and there is nowhere

Maybe things stall, maybe things get, better, maybe they don't.
What are' we going to do? What kind of plans will be made? Is this
a hoax That ,we are perpetrating on the people? We don't want to
flim-flam on this.

Mr. GIFFIN. There is an easy answer for many of its in business,
Mr. Coleman, and that is just lift the sanctions on trade with the
Soviet Union and we Will provide plenty of jobs for those people.

Mr. COLEMAN. I am a little concerned about some of that. Is that
the thrust of what you think this legislation is going to accomplish?

Mr. GIFFIN. No, I don't, Mr. Coleman.
I was wondering if you were going to get us on the debate of the.

Export Administration Act, which I would be happy fa do.
But no, it isn't. You are absolutely correct as to the key issue, as

far as I am concerned. What are we going to do with these bright
young students when they do graduate. I simply don't believe that
there are job opportunities available that some people seem to
think there are.

Consider if the 10 major universities are graduating 35 Soviet
studies specialists, where are the 350 jobs per year that those stu-
dents are going to go into?

Mr. COLEMAN. Yet, we hear all of the _tintimony that we don't
have these people, we don't havthe understanding, we don't have
the intelligence expertise. We talk about all this, and I haven't
-seen any documentation: You are telling me that there may not be
that shortage as far as --

Mr. GIFFIN. I don't have the numbers on the job opportunities,.
but can say, Mr. Coleman, that some of the testimony here has
been directed toward the quality of the education as .opposed to the
quantity, as General Odom had pointed out. I think that most of us
who are involved in this area of study are concerned about a broad-
er base of courses that are taught to our students, and that they
have not just art and culture and history, but they do understand
something about reading a balance sheet,, and that they do under-
stand something about Marxism and Leninism and that they do
understand something about strategic aspects of the relationship.

I find with my students that far too many of them have large
gaps in their understanding of the Soviet Union, and that causes
rilsjudgments.

Mr. SIMON. If my colleague would yield, you mentioned one area
that is of concern.

Are our trade restrictions beyond the point that they should be
to protect the security of the United States?

Mr. GIFFIN. rjust testified last week in the Senate on that very
subject. I would have to say that you would have to, in three or
four sentences, divide the Export Administration controls into two
aspects, the foreign policy controls and the national security con-
trols.

As to the foreign policy controls, many of us in the Ameridan
business community believe that we ought to rescind them because
they are not accomplishing the purpose for which they were in-
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tended and ,inlany-case,-there_is_authority under other legislation
to allow the President to do that very same thing.-

As to the national security controls, the key issue that is in-
volved is we all understand that we shoujd not export items which
contribute directly to the military potential of the Soviet Union
for example, weapons. At the same time, even those who have phi-
losophies to the right of Attila the Hun don't believe that we ought
to be, restricting food stuffs to the Soviet Union.

The key issue, Mr. Chairman, is where do you draw the line be-
tween those two, areas? What- most of us in the American business
community are looking for4are.standar'ds to which the administra-
tion can apply the act so that *e can have restrictions that are
clearly understood before we get involved in some of these projects
and so the American business, community. doesn't suffer and pay
the only price on the sanctions when they are applied.

Mr. SIMON. You have not really answered my question, with all
due respect. That is between those two extremes that you are
pointing out, are we quite some distanced from., protecting Ameri-
can security or have we drawn that line Only to pitbtect American
security interests, in your opinion?

Mr. GIFFIN. Let's put it in real terms. We export 2.5 billion dol-
lars' worth of products to the Soviet Union currently. Only ap-
proximately $100 million of that are in machinery and equipment
or technology. As far as I am concerned, $100 million in exports to
a $2 trillion economy is not exactly hurting the national security of
the United States.

Mr. SIMON. If I may follow throughwe are obviously beyond the
jurisdiction of the subcommittee here now, but it is of concern to
all of us in Congresswhat you are saying is that we could expand
the machinery sales without having an adverse impact on the secu-
rity of the United States?

Mr. GIFFIN. That is a pprfeCt question. I was hoping you would
ask that.

Mr. Chairman, the national security of the United States is de-
pendent not only upon maintaining a strong military, it is also de-
pendent upon maintaining a strong and viable economy. While
United States-Soviet trade has never amounted to more than 0.5 to
1.2 percent of total United States turnover, nevertheless, if you
take a look at the balance of payments, that positive balance of
payments, that has`been derived from United States-Soviet trade as
compared to our total trade, you will find that it represents about 8
percent since 1914 of our total positive balance of trade in constant
1982 dollars. It creates ,jobi, capital formation, new sources of
ener , new sources of other raw materials, and it creates new
sourc s of technology.

When I look at some of our plants that are closed down, Mr.
Chairman, and I find that 1,400 workers in Pennsylvania are cut of
work because I can't sell drill pipe to the Soviet Union, and compa:
nies from Japan and Western Europe are selling that same drill
pipe to the Soviet Union, I have to ask myself who is getting the
benefit of these restrictions and who is suffering the losses.

Mr. SIMON. You have answered my question.
Mr. Harrison.
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_Mr. HARISON. I don't have any questions, Mr. Chairman, but
once agai I would like to associate myself with the remarks of k'he
vitnesses. It has been enlightening for me to hear Mr. Giffin's re-

Pponse to the last question, especially since I come from Pennsylvd-
nia. I share in the chairman's comments that it is an honor to have
Mrs. Harriman with us'this morning, both on her own behalf and
that of her very distinguished husband.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I share many of-the

_feelings of my colleague from Pennsylvania and the honor- and the
insight that we all gain from this kind of testimony in your presen-
tations. I appreciate that very much.

I would like -to present a question to both of you. I have just hap-
pened to come from the Republican conference on the budget, and I
understand the Democrats had a conference on the budget this
morning, too, and we are going to begin debating the budget this
afternoon. I think we allrecognize it presents sorhe real fiscal diffi-
culties to each and every one of us. ,

You people are far-more traveled worldwide.and experienced in
international relations than I am. My question is a followup to that
of Mr. Coleman's earlier when he said, "What do we do when we
finish this training?" Where do we start training and where do we
stop? This focuses on the Soviet Union ..and Eastern Europe. You
have traveled greatly, Mrs. Harriman. What about other areas? As
we look at the developing decades in the Middle East Sand Africa
and Central and South America, isn't there just as great a need to
do this, have areas.studies.in those particular regions of the world
as there is in the Soviet Union?

I happen to think this is a 'popular area. It is sort of the fad. The
Soviet Union, you know, .they are the bad guys, let's study them.
Everybody wants to do that. What about the rest of the world? If
you look at Central America, we are probably making more mis-
takes in our judgment in terms of international relations in Cen-
tral America than we are anywhere in the world because we don't
understand.

Would you comment?
Mrs. HARRIMAN. I think we all admit that the biggest danger

facing us today is our relations With the Soviet Union. These other
countries are very, very important. But unless we can really grap-
ple with the big guy, which is the Soviet Union, there is no point
starting at the bottom. We have got to go 'head on with the. Soviet
Union.

As far as why, are we training these people, why do they need to
be trained, I would like to suggest that people of the caliber of Am-
bassador Tommy Thompson and Ambassador Chip Bohlen, in their
era, there is no real similar way today that people can get trained
like they got trained. I think we have less Russian-speaking in the
State Department now than there was 20 years ago.

I would like to suggest that our danger with the Soviet Union is
greater than it was. 20 years ago and, therefore, it is very impor-
tant that we get high-level people who can take the jobs that
Bohlen and Thompson represented in our country in' their era.
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But to get back, to your question, I think, first things first, the
Soviet Union is our big problem in the world over the other coun-
tries.

Mr. GIFFIN. Before-I answer, I would just like to also correct one
Other thing. It was insinuated at the beginning that Mrs. Harriman
was not an expert on 'the Soviet Union. She knows more about the
Soviet Union tlfan any 5 or 10 people I know. Having traveled,
there and dealt with them for some time, she has got firsthand ex-
perience.

I agree with Mrs. Harriman. I think our first priority is Soviet
studies, simply because of their position in the world. But that does
not exclude studies in other areas, other areas that are keenly im-
portant to the United States., some of which you mentioned, South
America, Africa, Middle East, and Far East Asia. But we must im-
prove our entire educational process and make this country more
internationally minded. The world.is going to be more internation-
ally minded as the economies of all of Sour countries begin to
become more interdependent.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. MT. Packard,
Mr. PACKARD. I apologize for not being able to hear all of the tes-

timony. It obviously has been an -excellent group of witnesses
before our committee, for which we are grateful.

Have you sensed that the schools themselvesand perhaps even
carrying it on down to the young, people of the country them,
selveshave taken a keen enough interest in Soviet studies to take
off and run with a program that might be available to them?

Mrs. HARRIMAN.. I think that since the few months the Harriman
Institute at Columbia has been established, there has been an ex-
traordinary amount of-interest from schools throughout the coun-
try of people who would like to become involved and have never,
before had a possibility of being able to do so.

Mr. PACKARD. Are there specific Astitittions in the country that
are expert in providing the programs for this area?

Mrs. HARRIMAN. There are. I cannot give you the details. I know
that there are six or seven really interested schools and universi-.
ties.

Mr. PACKARD. To your knowledge, is there a. backlog? Is there
such an interest in those programs that they can't fulfill the need,
or at least the desire? Or would we be providing a Government-
sponsored program for which we would have to go out and recruit ,

participants?
Mrs. HARRIMAN. Jim may know better, but I would think that

there were those peopleif they knew they could have the added
incentive, they are there.

Mr. GIFFIN. I think you have got other witnesses later, Congress-
man, that can probably give better expert advicilian this than we
can. But I can tell you that there are an awful lot of Soviet experts
that find their wayso-called 'Soviet experts or specialiststaat
find their way into, the business community simply because they
can't find programs within the universities so that they can devote
their full time to the study and st#1 support themselves and their
families.
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I think that once this Congress makes it clear that the study of
the Soviet Union is an important subject and has top-prioritYi-and
once that message goes forthand along with it a little financial
backingI think you will find that the interest will continue to
grow.

But as I said before, what my problem is is if this surge comes,
what are we going to do with this mass of students- if they don't
have a place to go if they are trained?

Mr. PACKARD..1 suppose the real concern that I have ha already
been expressed, and that is you used the, words "if this surge
comes." My concern is with a program before the. surge. Is that the
appropriate way to go? Again, that is true with every good pro-
gram.

Mr. GIFFIN. Yes.
Mr. PACKARD. I hsfve no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. We thank you both very, very 'Much for being here

and for your leadership. It was great to have you here.,
Mr. GIFFIN. Thank you.
Mrs. HARRIMAN. Thank you, -Mr. Chairman.
Mr., SIMON. Tha4k you very, very much.
We are pleased to have. Ambassador George Kennan here as our

next witness.
While I think of him as Ambassador George Kennan, I knoW,my

witness list lists you as Prof. George Kennan. I don't-know which
title you prefer, but we are honored to have you, in either event.
You are one of the men who has contributed to the thinking in this
Whole area just tremendously. You made great contributions to- this
country.

If I can recall just a little bit of history, Geo,rge 'Kennan was sta-
tioned in Moscow in about .1945 or 1946 Wand said that We ought to
be little more cautious in our,relations 'wit lk the Sovie,t'Union, and
he was then 'criticized by a great many peable for saying that In
recent years, -he has Said we ought to be trying to understand the
Soviets a little' bit and not view them all as having horns, and he
has been criticized* for that.

So we welcorrle the much-criticized Ambassador, Prof. George
Kennan. .

STATEMENT OF PROF. GEORGE KEr,NAN, KENNAN INSTITUTE
FOR ADVANCED RUSS'AN STUDIES

Mr: KENNAN. Would you like me to-read the Statement? -

Mr. SIMON. However you would like to proceed. We can enter the
statement in the record.

,Mr. KENNAN.If will take about 5 min Los or so.
Mr. SIMON: Let's proceed as you wish.
Mr. KENNAN. .The following is .a summary of my views with:

regard to this bill.
For this country, the 'Soviet Uniol, today, and is ,going to

remain for the foreseesiole future, t17,, J.ost important single object .

on the horizon. For reason, 1.,11 ,tions with that-country are
going to have supreme impor a...ze both for the security of the
United States and for the preservatiori of world peace.
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This policy cannot be correctly formulated and executed unless it
is supported by a wide body of expert and sophisticated under-
standing, both within our Government and throughout, the opinion-
making elements of our society,. of the situation in the Soviet
Union,. of the cultural, economic, and political background of that
situation, and thus of the various factors that go to inspire and to
produce Soviet policy.

Essential to the creation and preservation of such a body of un-
derstanding is the maihtenance at all times of a high level of aca-
demic and professional expertise in this country relating to the
Soviet Union.

This level of expertise was fairly high in the immediate postwar
years. But within the past decade, it has been declining and declin-
ing, I think, alarmingly for anyone who has these matters at heart.
It is clear that the resources of the various teaching institutions
across the countryand there are hundreds of themare not in
themselves sufficient to correct this decline and to establish and
maintain the requisite standards of training in this field.

There are several reasons for this. ')ne of them is, of course, the
heavy strains on academic' budgets that have been occasioned by
the economic situation of the last few years. Another is the lack of
any strong body of private support for Russian/Soviet studies. In
this way, they are different from many other studies of foreign ria-
tionalities in this country because there is not a large and influen-
tial and affluent colony of Russian Americans in this country com-
parable to what, you would find with Czechs, with the Ukranians,
with the Poles, with the Yugoslays. It is dependent on other people
to find the money for these forms of study.

Another reason is the tendency of Arrierican centers of higher
education, the colleges and the universities, to organize the studies
of foreign cultures along the lines of established academic disci-
plines. By that, I mean to divide them into literary studies, studies
of economics, but not to study one country in all of its aspects. This
last is just what is most needed in the case of study of Russia and
the Soviet Union.

The final difficulty here has ben the handicaps that do rest on
private contacts and exchanges of Americari scholars with persons
and institutions in the Soviet Union' unless there are special facili-
ties, as there are today, to arrange those exchanges on the basis of
agreement with the Soviet Government. In other words, the Soviet
Union is not lust a country where it is easy for an American stu-
dent just to go and get a visa and go there and travel around and
meet people all on his own. There have to be 8ffcial facilities to
.promote that as we have, and they have to be preserved.

The most important need, as I see it, in this field todayI
haven't been, of course, as close to teaching institutions as some of
the other people have' been who will be testifying herebut as I
sfte is, the greatest need is not today for quantity, but for quality. I
bolieve that the number of persons who are completing training at
the post-graduate level today is probably sufficient, or nearly suffi-
cient, to fill most of the professional slots available, as teachers, as
diplotmtts, as those people who go into the armed services, as
economists, and so forth.
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What is most needed is the improment of the quality of train-
ing, with a view to providing fer ofif society at all times a small
corps of highly qualified authorities in the different branches of
these studies, capable of filling with distinction the highest and the
most responsible positions inside and outside of government, and of
exercising a -high quality of leadership in all those functions of our
national lifesome of them are private, some of them are official,
governmentalbut all those functions where a deep understanding
of Soviet realities is needed.

We are talking here abort :. training experts. One must remember
that it takes a minimum of 15 years from the time a student starts
to study Russian until he acquires both the knowledge and the ex-
perience to become a superior authority in this field. This is an on-
going prsocess; you cali't interrupt it; there has got to be vitality at
every level of the instruction, all the way from the bottom to the
top.

For this reason, private assistance which is extended, as is most,
I think, of the foundation assistance, only for programs at a given
institution of a limited durationa 3-year program for this or a 2-
year program for thatthey are not really sufficient as a total so-
lution to this problem. They could be very useful, but they don't
solve the problem that I have in mind here. The support which we
need here is support of broad scope and of long duration:

The number of teaching institutions in this country is so great,
and there are such great differences in the scope and quality and
instruction that they offer, that I think it would be quite out of the
question that the Federal Government could try to give support in
this field by dividing it among all these teaching institutions. You
would have to find hundreds of them, and you would have to select
between, and it would be a very, very hard thing to do. I couldn't
recommend it.

For this reason, ita`igiiis to me, the best approach would beas
this bill envbsageslong-terrn support for the three well-known and
well-established off-campus organizationsby off campus, -I mean
they are not teaching organizations, they have other functions.
They are mentioned in the bill as it' now stands-the National.
Council, the Wilson Center which contains the Kennan Institute,
and the International Research and Exchanges Board. All three of
these off-campus institutions function as servicing agencies for the
entire national community of colleges and universities who work in
this field. Each one of these three meets certain needs of the teach-
ing institutions which 'those institutions would not be able to meet
in adequate degree out of their own resources.

The most important of these needs lie on the areas of facilities
for advanced researchwhich are provided actually through the
national committee, and through the Wilson Center and the
Kennan Institute, and also, in part, through IREXsuitable possi-
bilities for travel and residence in the Soviet Union, which IBEX
provides, arrangements for contact and interaction with the Gov-
ernment experts and many others in Washington who have profes-
sional interests in this field of knowledge. This last is what the
Wilson Center and the Kennan Institute offer to them. It has been
very deeply appreciated and.many people have gained from it, both
in the Government and among the scholars.
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We also have the fact, that,what we might call the profile of Rus-
sian studiesthat is, the pattern of these studies as they are of-
fered to the student by the teaching institutionsdoes not cover .
the entire structure of our national needs. I am thinking of the
_needs of the country as a whole. Certain subjects tend to be over-
emphasized in our colleges and universities, and others underem-
phasiied. Among these last, I would mention the cultures and the
languages and the economies of the non-Russian/Soviet nationali-
ties. After all, the Russians are beComing a minority now in the
Soviet Union, and the studies of these other nationalities are un-
deremphasized. They are very little taught in this country. Also,
Soviet relations, for example, wifh Third World countries, with
Asia, they ought to be more closely studied. This is not being ad&
quately done anywhere.

Soviet economic history and geography are very irnportant. We
have a lack of really first:rate people in the study of the Soviet
economy. This is a matter which our Government thinks. abotit---
everyday here, but we ought to have better expertise than we have
on 'it. These things tend to be neglected. Now, all three of these off-
campus organizations mentioned in the bill are in a position to
exert influence on the teaching curricula with a view of remedying
these deficiencies.

I have just one last thing. I recognize that for our Government to
give this kind of support naming indivijuti institutions in this way
represents something of an innovation in governmental policy. I
can understand that it requires a lot of thought, and that you have
a lot of questions about it. I assume that you.do. I .personally con-
sider it justifiable for several reasons.

First of all, there is the great importance of the Pubject to which
this bill is addressed, and the clear evidence that what is needed
here is not going to be provided without Federal support and inter-
est.

Second, there is the fact that each of these three institutions has
been for sometime, to one extent or anotherif I am not mistak-
enthe beneficiary of Federal support, and is receiving it today.
Each one of them has long been 'recognized as an institution that
serves a public purpok rather than just a private one. So I think
that what is being proposed here resents no significant change
in principle..

Third, there is the fact th r Government is not being asked,
as I.understand it, in this bill to give the funds out of its hands; it
would retain ownership and control of -the capital; only the interest
would be committed; and even this would be committed only so
long as Congress wants to continue to see it committed.

Finally, there is the fact that, in taking these measurEsif this
bill' were to go throughand giving this sort of support, our Gov-,
ernment w.ould.only be matching the practice of a number of other
governments and .encouraging and supporting, this of study: I
think that we ought to note in this connection that the Soviet Gov-
ernment already spends, and will be spending even if this legisla-
tion is passed, far more in the way of encourage?nent. and support
for the study of the United States in the Soviet Union than any
thing envisaged even in this-bat-But this bill would help enor-

,
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mOusly for us to reduce this great disparity between Soviet practice
and our own.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of George Kennan follows: },

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PROF. GEORGE F. KENNAN, KENNAN INSTITUTE FOR
ADVANCED RUSSIAN STUDIES

The following is a summary of my views, and comments on H.R. 601.
1. For this country the Soviet Union is today,, and will remain into the foreseeable

future, the most important object on the international horizon. For this reason our
relations with that counqy have, supreme importance both for the security. of the
United States and for word peace.

2. The formultition and execution of American policy towards the Soviet Union
will ndt be carried out as effectively and successfully as it could be unless it is sup-
ported by a wide body of sophisticated understanding,. bath within our government
and throughout the opinion-making elements of our society, of the situation in the
Soviet Union, of'the cultural, economic and political background of that situation,
and thus of the various factors that help to determine Soviet policy.

3. Essential to the creation and ,preservation of such a body of understanding is
the maintenance. at all times of a high level of academic and professional expertise
with relation to the Soviet Union.

4. This level of expertise, which was fairly high in the immediate postwar years,
has within the past decade been declining seriously. It is clear that the resources of

..the various teaching institutions across the country are not sufficient, to correct this
decline and to establish and maintain the requisite standards of training. There are
several reasons for this, among them: The heayy strains on academic budgets occa-
sioned by the economic situation or recent years; the lack df any-strong body of pri-
vate support for Russian/Soviet studies; the tendency of American centers of higher
education to organize studies of foreign cultures along the lines of established aca-
demic disciplines rather than of cross-disciplinary area studies; whereas it is precise-
ly the latter that seems, in the case of Russian/Soviet studies; to be what is most
required; and the peculiar handicaps that rest on private contacts, and exchanges Gf
American scholars with persons and institutions within the Soviet Union.

5. The most important need at this time,Iirthe training of scholars in- this field, is
not for quantity but for quality. The number of persons completing training at the
post-graduate level is probably now sufficient or nearly sufficient, numerically. to
fill most of the professional slots available. What is most needed is improvement of
quality of training, with a view to providing for our society at all times a small
corps of highly qualified authorities in the different branches of the studies in ques-
tion, capable of filling with distinction the highest and most responsible positions in
and out of government, and of exercising a high level of leadership in all those func-
tions of our national life for which a deer, understandingiof Soviet realities is neces-
sary.

6. One must reckon witha period of at least some fifteen years between the time
when a student begins this type of study and the emergence of an expert with these
superior qualifications. For this reason, private assistance extended (as is most fre-
quently the case with private foundation support) for specific training programd of
relatively brief duration at individual institutions is, while often useful, not suffi-
cient as a solution to the problem. The support for which there is the greatest need
has to be wide in scope and long lasting.

7. The number of teaching institutions involved in the process of training people
in this field is so great, and the differences in scope and quality of instruction of-
fered by them so extreme, that it would be idle for the federal government to try to
give useful assistance by spreading its resources among all of them or by making
choices between them. .

8. For this reason, the best approach to the problem would be long-term support
for the three well-known and well.ebtablished off-campus organizations whose activi-
ties support this field of study as a whole.. These are the ones mentioned in H.R. 601
as it now stands: the National Council, the Wilson Center (with the Kennan Insti-
tute), and the International Research and Exchanges Board. All three of these off-
campus institutions function as servicing agencies for the entire national communi-

jsy of teaching institutions. Each of them meets certain needs of the teaching institu-
tions which those institutions cannot meet in adequate degree out of their own re-
sources. The most important of Oiese needs lie in the areas of facilities for advanced
research, suitable possibilities far travel and residence in the Soviet Union, and ar-
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rangements foli contact and interaction with the govertunentar experts and the
many others ill Washington who have professional interests in this field of knowl-
edge.

'Beyond that we have the fact that the profile of Russian/Soviet studies, as it now
emerges from the prevailing patterns of .instruction at the teaching institutions,
does not cover the entire structure of pational needs. Certain subjects are overem-
phasized in this respect; others, such as the cultures, languages, and economies of
the non-Russian/Soviet nationalities, Soviet relations with Third World countries,
and Sovita economic history and geography generally, are relatively neglected. All
three of the off-campus organizations mentioned in this bill are in a position to
exert influence on the teaching curricula with a view to remedying these deficien-
cies.

9. I reeogni'm that for our government to give this sort of support, by legislation to. individual institutions appears td represent an innovation in governmental policy. 1
consider it justifiable, however, in the present instance; and this, for several rea-
sons.

First7there is the great importance of the !wed to which this measure is ad-
dressed, and the clear evidence that this need will not be met Without federal inter-
est-and support.

Secondly, there is the fact that each of the three recipient institutions is already,
and has been for some time, to one extent or another the beneficiary of federal sup-
port, it having long been recognized that each orthem serves a public purpose.
What is being proposed here thus represents no significant change in principle.

Thirdly, there is the fact that in this instance the government is not being asked
to give funds out of its hands; it would retain ownership and control of the capital;
only the interest is being committed; and even this commitment could be withdrawn
at any time at the pleasure of Congress.

Finally, theie is the fact that by this means our government would only be match-
ing the practice of a number of other governments in encouraging and supporting
this form of study. It might be noted in this connection that the Soviet government
already spends, and I'M' be spending even if this legislation is passed, far more in
the way of encouragement and support for the study of American society and gov-
ernment in the Soviet Union than anything contemplated, conversely, in this bill.

Mr. SIMON. We thank you, Mr. Ambassador.
4 have a question that my colleague from Missouri asked befpre,

a question we have, frankly, not addressed in the bill .as it is pres-
ently drafted. How would you divide the money among the three
institutions?
. Mr. KENNAN. It.is.my recollection from looking at the billI saw
it possibly in a sofinewhat earlier stage than,it is now-I:that this
was to be determined by the National Council in consultation, I
suppose, with a number of other people, including the three institu-
tions. But I personally would think that .an even division between
or something like that would be just about what Alas needed.

Mr. SIMON. One other area. I agree with you NI your statement
that we need to emphasize the quality of training. At the .same
time,. I have a concern that we build up a very small elite group'
whct understand the prbblems, and so .forth, but somehow it isn t
permeating southern Illinois. Do you have any reflections on that?
How do we make sure we are spreading the knowledge and not just
have kind of a little group talking to each other rather than reach-
ing out to grassroots America?

Mr. KENNAN. Of course, there are several partial answers to
that. One is that if we can elevate the whole quality and vitality of
instruction in this field across the country, we are going to have
far better teachers out in the universities and colleges, even In
southern Illinois, and that is-going to help. .

But I agree that that is not enough, and one faces the great prob-
lem of feeding accurate and; I would say, well-judgedI don't like
to use the word "sophisticated" because it conveys something a
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little different than what I meanbut there is the problem of con-
veying sensible and, at -the same time, penetrating informatioh
about the Soviet Union to the broad mass of our public through the,
'media. It has got to be through them, because there is nobody else
who can do it.

I would hope that we might, if we are able to do what We want to
do with this bill, bring in this whole process and bring .through it
and graduate from it as sehiot specialists a number of people who
would be willing to go into thel-4-nedia and into journalism and to
make their influence felt that way.

I quite agree that this is absolutely necessary. There is no use
having a little closed-off body of esoteric information which doesn't
get through to the American, public. This is partly a problem of the
techniques of the,media-themselves. I must say that I havegreat
worries about this, because when you have media that'say that you
can never arrest the attention off the viewer for more than about 2
minutes to any one subject without them instantly dragging them
away Apo look at an ad or to go over to Some other subject, I think
you lih'tre got a real educational problem there. I would like to see
some -corrections some day in our media which would permit them
to give a little more serious type of briefing and really teaching to
people in general. I think it can be done and should be done.

Rut in any case, to do even that, you have got to have the people,
and these people have got to know what they are talking about
before they can talk to people who know less. You knot,/ how quick
people are to spot the person who pretends to be an expert and
really. isn't. If you get the proper..people out of this process who
really know the subject and know their Russia, and if they go out
to talk to other people on TV or personally or however it is going
to be, they will be effective. You --don't have to worry about that.

Mr. &wax. Thank you. -

Mr. Coleman:
Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Ambassador, I gather from your comments

that you, first of all, feel that we-ought to beef upthis area of stud-
ies for quality, as you. say, and riot necessarily for quantity. .

SeCond of all, we have heard a lot about the senior statesmen,
like yourself who are experts in the area and we are not gekting
the younger generation trained in this area. How are we going to
insure that we are going to have this money go to people who are
in their more formative years who will be able to be a national re-
source for a number of years? If you look at how some of the
money has been spent. in the past, at least in the. past 4 or '5 years,
we do seem to have a little bit of an elite and some of it is growing
older and older, how are we going to be sure this money. gets down
to the people that we are really looking toward?

Mr. KENNAN. I tlitrik the key agency here twill be the National
Council for Russian and Eastern European Research. It is up to
them to make their decisions about the people who are going to re-
ceive suppoit for 'advanced research, to make those decisions with
discrimination and with knowledge of the people involved. That is
the best thing I'can think of.

I think they do.. have opportunities there for encouraging, for
finding, for discovering the better people, the more promising

.
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people, for giving them the possibility to go on and have support
for work of a higher order.

Mr. COLEMAN. Perhaps if we could put some language in to say,
"those most promising," some of the words you say--

Mr.-KsismAN.-That is correct.
Mr. COLEMAN. Given the legislative. intent that we don't mean to

discriminate against people who have been in the field for a
number of years, but to train those who are coming forward. You
would support that type of-language?

Mr. KENNAN. Yes, I would, Mr. Coleman.
I think, too, that the very passage of this act is going to give a

great boost to morale throughout this field.
Might I, IVI#Thairman, in this connection say a. word or two

about how I got in. this myself, into this whole problem? About 10
years ago, younger people in the field began to come to me and say
they were worried about the courses declining, support was declin-
ing,. and they didn't know to whom they should turn to get help
about this. I suddenly realized that people who, in earlier days, had
accept0 this roleProf. Phil Mosely.at Columbia and .others were
no longer there. They had died.' My colleague, Chip Bohlen and
others who Might have been interested in it were also dead or not
available. And I thought that I had to do something about it," that
if I didn't, nobody would.

I.have held two nationwide conferences at Princeton at intervals
of about 5 years to go over this with all of the authorities we could
find, the best people all around the country. We have goni through
all of this. Since then, I tried where I could to recognize a certain
responsibility here because so many young people come to me and
say, "What can you do about it?" That is really my only.,interest in
it now.

I do believe and this is, I hope, responsible to Mr. Coleman's
questionthat these three institutions are all in a position, to exer-
cise a discriminating selectivity. I know we do that in the Kennan
Institute. We have an advisory committee of nine of the best pro-
fessors we could get from all around the country, and they pass on
every candidate who wants to come there for advanced research'.
Believe me, they go over these applications with a fine-toothed-
comb. I am absolutely delighted with the quality of the people they
have produced.

I think this can be done right down that line, and that the effect
is going to be electrifying down through the various institutions.

Mr. COLEMAN. I thank you.
Thank you, Mr. -Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Harrison.
Mr. HARRISON. Mr. Ambassador, 1 sense we are receivir 0- an his-

torical perspective today that is not often available. We have just
heard by proxy Ambassador. Harriman, and now you are with us.

A particularly thoughtful constituent of mine:, Dr. Roy Morgan,
in one of his radio editorials.recently observed that the crisis in our
knowledge of the Soviet Union and its system was observed in the
lack of knowledge and analysis on the death of Premier Brezhnev
and the passsage into power of Mr. Andropov, and that we knew so
very little about that happening compared to what they know
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about our Presidential elections. I wonder if you could reflect on
that for a mipute for us.

Mr. KENNAN. Those people there in Moscow, as you know, they
have a complex about secrecy and they retain the privacy of the::
own deliberations in the top organs of the Communist .Party to
where it is almost unbelievable from the American standpoint.

I am not sure that our various people could have done much
better than they did in anticipating what happened there. I am not
sure. This is a question of Sovietology. Perhaps there is even a
danger in attaching too much importance to changes of individuals
at the top of that government. You are dealing here with a tremen-
dous great political machine, with 17 million members, with some-
where between one-half a million and 1 million full-time party
workers, and with various echelons. It makes a great bureaucratic
hierarchy in itself. This-is what we are-up against.

Ipdividuals at the top like Brezhnev and Andropov certainly
have a lot of influence and they are in a position .to exercise initia-
tive and to influence, as I say, on this apparatus, but they can't
run it just as though they were individuals alone.

I think that our people did very well' in anticipating the changes
this time, and that they realized that these changes would not be a
revolution overnight, that it would be still the same old party.

There is one very significant difference this timewhich I think
our people spotted, I am not surein government. SOme of the
journalists, I think, spotted it, but not many of them. Namely, that
this is going to be the first generation of Soviet leaders at the very
top who didn't have their political origins either in the Lenin or
the Stalin period. In other words, all of the ones up to date, the old
ones who have been dying off, they were people put in there by
Stalin, and their views and their ideas of how things should be
done were colored by that experience.

This is the first generation. which didn't have that experience
and they may be a little more flexible. Andropov's behavior sug-
gests this to mea little more flexible, a little more pragmatic, less
ideologically fanatical, more willing to ask what works rather than
to look and see what Marx said 140 years ago, whenever it was.

I think personally that, while that can be viewed as good or bad
from our standpoint, depending on how you see our whole conflict
with Russia coming out_in.the_endritis-a- good -development-a-fa--
vorable one. If we have to deal with people in Russia, and we are
going to have to, I would rather deal with sensible people who ask
what works than to deal with ideological fanatics.

Mr. HARRISON. Thank you very much, Mr. Ambassador.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Packard.
Mr. PACKARD. I had a couple, of questions, but we have been

called to vote. So I will just ask a question following up the chair-
man's comment.

I had a young high school graduate, a neighbor of mine out in
California, who was very interested in Russian affairs right from
the onset and went on to spend the last 12 of 14 years. -in concen-
trated research and studies, learning thelanguage, and even living
in Russia for a short period of time, doing much of what this pro-
gram appears Co be promoting. Yet, he did not, to my knowledge,
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attend any of these three institutions. I think one of the schools he
wef.t to was Columbia.

I am wondering if the institutions that are available in the coun-
try, exclusive of these three, would not be hindered in their pro-
grt-ms if these were specifically pulled out and given spe -'al treat-
nent and si,ecial funding to do what some other institutions obvi-

ously are doing in the country. I don't know how many or how
qualified they ale, but, nevertheless, tlicre must be other programs
:1'1 some cf these learning institutions across the country. How
would it affect those?

Mr.KENNAN. Of course, these three institutions are not teaching
institutions, so that, in a ,vay, there is no direct conflict between
them anu the traini.ig activities of the other ones. I think that in
each instance here, the people who come to these three are taken
from the °ther institutio s at the highest level.

In the Kenrian I,_stitute here, for example, we have five senior
scholars who are selected from among the teaching resouces of the
other institutions, and Jri each year we bring about 20 to 30
youn r-r_scholars,--justyoung faculty, to Washington for shorter pe-
riods of time who want to work in the resources of the Library of
Congress or the National Archives. We give them a place to sit. We
give them an introduction to the Library of Congress or the Ar-
chives. We give them $30 a day and we find them a cheap place to
live if we can because most of them are poor. They have the oppor-
tunitY of associating anti eating their meals with the senior schol-
ars at the institute whom they would.otherwise never meet. These
are great privileges for them. They wouldn't have this opportunity
otherwise:

They go back after a short time to their own institutions, I hope
and I have reason to believe, refreshed and stimulated and- better
able to teach than they were before.

In other words, ttch point I want to make is these three are serv-
icing institutions to the institutions where teaching and training
takes place. They do not perform this themselves. They try to help
and enrich the people who do come from the teaching institutions.

Mr SirvioN We thank_you_very_much.__
We have a rollcall on, so we are gning to have a 10-minute recess

of the subcommittee.
Mr. Ambassador, we thank you very, very much. I particularly

was interested in your response to Mr. Harrison's question. I think
- that was an excellent answer. We thank you very, very much, not

only for your testimony here, but for all you have contributed to
our country.

Mr. _KENNAN.. T_hank_ you,d_zppreciate- that,
[Recess.]
Mr. SIMON. The subcommittee will resume its hearings.
Our final witnesses are Mr. Vladimir Toumanoff and Mr.

Warren i ,erner. .

Mr. Toumanoff is the executive director of the National Council
for Soviet and East European Studies.

We will hear from both witnesses before we ask any questions.
Mr. Toumanoff.
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STATEMENT OF VLADIMIR TOUMANOFF, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES

Mr. TOUMANOFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank the committee for this opportunity to testify on

this bill.
I come to you as the director of the National Council, and I have

submitted a written testimony which is mostly about the Council.
Mr. SIMON. We will enter the written testimony in the record.
Mr. TOUMANOFF. I will be happy to answer questions about that

particular institution. But as I listened to the testimony thus far, it
strikes me that there are a whole series of very important issues
which that committee has started to look into which, I think per-
haps, with all due humilityI am not the most competent to
answer all of these issuesI would like to comment on.

I have a prepared statement for you, which I think I will simply
submit, and do my best to respond'to a wad of little notes which
have been, handed to me which I have got in my pocket in response
to the issues that have already been raised. will try to comment
as best I can on some of the most. important ones.

I would also, before I go further, call the committee's attention to
the testimony in the Senate last September Which touched very
deeplyit didn't touchit really went in and dealt very deeply
with many of-the questions which have arisen, both in the testimo-
ny of previous witnesses and in the question of the members of the
subcommittee.

Let's take a look at some of-these issues which have been raised.
The first is really a question of why this should be in the form of a
trust fund or an endowment and the importance of yeliability and
duration and consistency for the funding, which bears on the qties-
tion of why this is a trust rather than annual appropriations. An-
other one is the enormous cost of recreating the national capability
which is in such really drastic decline. Another one is the question
of how you insure quality in this process that the legislation ad-
dresses.. -

e

The question was raised of the role of the Department of.State
and the government in monitoring and the management of these
programs. Mr. Coleman has several times raised the critical issue
of employment. A question was raised of the duties and distribu;
tion of funds. There-was the question of elitism and the proper bal-
ance between major universities,. some of the outstanding centers
of Soviet studies, and the proper distribution nationwide, so that
the Nation as a whole, society as a whole, benefits from this lgis-
lation.

There was a question _of_how to introduce flexibility, and-whe#ier_
indeedand I think this was the testimony of Mrs. Harrirhan
whether the bill should contain some language which would'hiake
it possible to address new and different issues or to correct we k-
neSses that evolve and develop and be demonstrated in terms of t e
practice of the programs legislated under this bill.

There are a couple more questions. Let me just try very,, very
briefly to address some of these. The first question is the question
of-continuity, duration. We have various testimony over the length
of time that it takes to produce a really competent specialist in
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Soviet and Eastern European studies, ranging anywhere fr2m 15
yearswhich I think Ambassador Kerman s estimateto my own
estimate of really a minimum of 6, 7, or 8. What is involved here is
not only the 3 or 4 years which are required to reach a doctorate
level of competence in the appropriate discipline, economics, politi-
cal science, sociology, and the others, there are very difficult lan-
guages and it takes several years to acquire competence in One, let
alone two or three of these. That area is rife with extraordinarily
unusual and difficult language learn.

In addition to which, there are specialized area studies to become
familiar with the peculiarities of those societies. The whole aspects
of those societies are very, very different from our culture.

For a talented graduate BA, a senior in college who is trying to
decide what to do, what kind of a training pattern to pursue, what
kind of a career commitment to pursue, he and his potential family
are looking at a training period before they acquire genuine em-
ployability as qua Tied specialists of at least 6 or 7 years and per-
haps) 10.

If the legis don were to haVe a kind of 'a guillotine clause or
depend upon annupl appropriations, I think it introduces an issue
of unreliability which would steer a talented individual away from
making that kind of a commitment. It his been one of the great
problemsas you will see if you see the Senate testimonyof the
National Council and of the other institutions of an extraordinary
fluctuation of funding and an unreliability and uncertainty about.,
it. All of these have been funded essentially on an annual basis.

Not only do students need to have that kind of prospect, that the
fellowship and scholarship program which this legislaticn prom-
ises, will not be terminated in midstream suddenly, but reseach
scholars who are witnessing a drastic decline in the facilities and
the support for advanced research need to have the same kind of
assurance within this legislation to be encouraged to stay iri a field
which is marked by decline. They, too, and their families need to
know that the research effort and, in fact, the oriented research
effort which this legislation seeks to support will be supported not
just for a couple or three or four years, but for some substanti
duration for the legislation to accomplish its basic purposes and
jectives

That same assurance needs to be available not just the first year
of the legislation, but in the fifth and in the sixth and in t 'e eighth
and in the ninth years to maintain a flow of capability a flow 'of
new'talent into the field.

So much, I think; for that.
There have been two -studies of funding for center of advanced

research and the universities of this country, one done, by Stanford
University and one by done by the Rockefeller Foundation. They
requested-information-on-the budgets of CIIntprs. of advanced re-
search and training in Soviet and Eastern European studies for the
period 1965-82. If you combine those two studies, theST are slightly
different in their orientation and the time period hich they cov-
ered.

What emerged was a decline of 77 percent constant dollars
from 1965 to '1982. What that means is thfy--t e university centers
for advanced research and advanced training; their budgets have

r
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been cut to 23 percent of what they were in 1965. That is, I think,
probably the best and most accurate measure we Have of what is
happening to advanced research and training in this field.. They
are trying to limp along on 23 pergent of what they were in 1965.
They are not doing very well.

The entire apparatus that was constructed in this Nation to give
us. this capability after World War II is eroding. It consists of all
aspects of it. It is the fellowships and the scholarships that are
available; it is the number- of students who are attracted to the
field; it is the number of appointments being made by universities;
the research support; the secretaries; the space; the computer time;
the publications. There isn't any aspect of advanced studies of the
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe which have not been affected by
this drastic decline in funding.
- It is in fact kind of a self-reinforcing process, because,students
are the first to see, this decline, and are the first to turn away.
When students turn away, then the whole justification for this
level of studies at universities declines with them. So it is a self-, reinforcing process, and I have an awful feeling that if it is allowed
to continue, the national capability in this field, which is already
eroded, will really be in dreadful shape.

To recreate that capability, simply to reconstitute a research li-
brary, which has been discontinued for 4 or 5 -years, would cost
enormous amounts of money to find and hire the new faculty. To
reestablish the scholarship programs and have them extend for a
period of time which would in fact 'recreate interest and support
and a flow of talented personnel would take a decade and a great
deal of money. So if this national capacity is allowed to erode fur-
ther, it will cost much, much more to recreate it than it would cost
to sustain it.

The question of quality and the question of the role of the Gov-
ernment, --itt seems to me, are combined. The bill provides very
wisely for a measure of oversight by a special committee designat-
ed by the Secretary of State. It specifies and requires consultation
between the National Council' and that governmental committee.

The National Council itself is composed of between 12 and 18
trustees, all of whom are prominent faculty scholars, specialists on
the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. It was carefully designed
this way. It was designed jointly by..the .universities and the .Gov-
ernment to create a vehicle for consultation; for collaboration, for'
joint design, for the monitoring by the Government of the program
and the adjustment of the program, so that both the university
community which are the direct beneficiaries of this legislation,
and the Government which receives not only the end product of re-
search but benefits of a trained pool of manpower, have a joint col-
laborative role in the conductand would have under this legisla-
tion in the conduct of the program.

There is, however, a danger in going too far in terms of the
powers that-the executive branch should have This is a very small
program. It will generate at current rates of interest maybe $4 mil-
lion a year. The training aspect of it will produce some.vhere be-
tween 5 and 10 people per year coming out at the end. On the scale
on which the executive branch functions, which is a concern of bil-
lions, if not hundreds of dollars, the oversight function will drift
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clown-in-t-ht-executive--branch-td-rverrittnior-officers. It-is-just-too
small and it is peripheral -to the center of their attention.

To have them consult, to have them assess, to have them moni-
tor, to have them with the authority, to report on the conduct of
the program, I think, is beneficial, is necessary, is prudent, is wise,
and will help insure not -Only quality, but flexibility, flexibility to
adjust the program as it goes along,

To give them the power over funding,' however, to withhold
funds, to apportion funds, to reallocate funds, it seems to me s-risks
having junior employees of the executive branch in a position

..really to impose their specific needs and requirements upon a pro-
gram under the threat of termination or the withholding of funds
or the,reallocation of funds.

If you look at the functions which this legislation would support,
advanced research, advanced training and public information, it
would place them in control or might tempt them to exercise a fine
control over all of those functions. Universities and scholars, by
and large, under that kind of instruction and that kind of direc-
tion, would' probably. turn away from this program. Other organiza-
tions which might be hungry for funds would probably emerge and
they would emerge eager to please. The control over funding, it
seems to me, should, as it does now rest with Congress, and that
the executive branch oversight be both in the design of the pro:
gram, in consultation, in the assessment of the product, in report-
ing to Congress.

This bill, it seems to me, represents a kind of voluntary. compact
between the Government, Congress and the universities.to make a
long-term, long-range investment commitment to the intellectual
capital of this Nation in a field of critical importance, the critical-
ity ..of which has emerged reasonably recently in our Nation's histo-
ry and is likely to increase. That voluntary collaboration, that vol-
untary commitment is a two-way street and shouldn't be dictated
by either side.

It was with this kind of thought that these three institutions
were created by the universities in consultation with. Government
with Government funding and have, in fact, functioned precisely
that way. It is a constant interplay between the two, between the
academic community and the 'Government community, on the best
design, the best function, the best purpose. I think the legislation
does precisely that.

The question of employment. Mr. Coleman has raised this issue
several times. I think that there are several things that I could say.
There are others here in the room who are more competent to com-
ment on that than I am.

One of the problems has been that -we have a very uneven prod-
uct of the efforts of the last 30 or 40 years. We have overproduced
in some fields. We have overtrained. We have more people in lan.:
guage, literature and history clearly than the marketplace re-
quires. We have and are underproducing people in the fields of eco
nomics, political science, geography, anthropology, sociology, mili-

. tary affairs, 'agriculture. These socialand almost in some, cases
practically phy§icalscience specialists, and,especially people who
can encompass several of those in the fashion that Ambassador
Kennan was speaking of, are pretty few and getting fewer.
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My impression from having been here in Washington now for the
last 3 years, and a goo many students come through my office
seeking employment, is that qualified scholars in these special
fields, especially those who" have a variety of capacity, plus espe-
cially those who may have another competence, which the Armco
vice president testified, have no problem finding employment.

I have a couple more points. The Federal Government, in the
form of the executive branct and I will think you will find this in
testimony in the Senate hearingsanticipates a very substantial
increase in its manpower requirements in the State Department,
the intelligence community and the Department of Defense, all
three. I think you will in fact find this in testimony in the Senate
hearings.

We have a kind of boom and bust cycle in the business economy.
When there is a prospect of trade, there is a sudden demand. When
a prospect for trade declines, the demand for the manpower re-
quirements decline. This is such a long-range program that this
legislation addresses that I anticipate several fluctuations.

I think that there will be at a cet'tain point a great deal of oppor-
tunity for employment in business, in journalism. As the nature of
our relations with the Soviet Union fluctuate, as global economic
conditions, weather patterns change, I think if there is a recogni-
tion of the importance of this field of study, it will in fact permeate
down into the undergraduate levels, the high school levels,' for
teaching about those societies, for teaching about their cultures
and for teaching of their languagesA think that will 'also create
teaching positions.

Perhaps there is more that is supposed to be said, but I am not
really competent to address it.

Fund distribution. The&riginal conception was in fact, I think, to
establish hard and fast roportions. That was given up with the
thought' that all of these functions also vary from time to time. The
Soviet Union could indeed curtail usso could the Eastern Europe-
an countriescurtail of- the extent of the exchange program, in
which .case the requirement for funds by IREX would only de-
crease. The research center here in Washington run by the Wilson
Center has fluctuating requirements for funding. The programs to
be run by the National Council could fluctuate in terms of the re-
afirements for funding.

So no hard and fast absolute proportkOns were thought to he
flexible enough to enable the programs 'to change, the allocations
to change, the designs or the actual functions to change, as this
constant interchange between_the 'academic community and Gov-.
ernment takes place and redefines and reshapes.

There is a question of elitism: Let me draw your attention to the
record of the National Council over the last 5 years that it has
been in existence in terms of funding advanced research.

We have issued, I think, about 84 research contracts to some 50
or better institutions in 22 States from major centers which have a
critical mass of schalarships such as Columbia and Havardthe
Russian Reseaich Center at Harvard', the Harriman Institute at
Columbia--Indiana, Berkeley, Stanford, Chicago, to North Texas
Stale, to universities where there are one or two highly talented
people who seek to do research which is central to the concerns of
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the Government and of the Council, so that there has in fact,- in
practice, been a very wide distribution.

The major centers are apt to get rather more than the average
amount of support simply because they do have critical masses of
scholars and can undertake larger, more complex research projects
and training projects than the smaller universities. Nevertheless,
the membership of, that board of trustees is from all across the
country and is conscious of,the necessity to support the field broad-
ly. So there is not onlythere has been, at least in the past, and I.
expect it would continuenot only a balanced distribution between
what you might call excellence of critical mass and separate indi-
vidual work anywhere, but also a capacity to adjust to make the
flexible change in those distributions as they are perteived by the
universities and by,the Government.

One of the advantages of this kind of flexibility that is built into,
these institutions, all of them, the iftEX as well as the Wilson
Center, is it picks up scholars from all across the country on a com-
petitive basis, as does the National Council.

The training program- could also be adjusted and made flexible. If
'it were thought necessary, if the consensus emerged that doable ca-
pacitythat is, to take someone who has Soviet area expertise and
train them in business management, that could be done. You could
expand the program. You could retrain people who are superb in
language but don't know much about economics. Almost any com-
bination can be done under this legislation as it now reads.

Perhaps I should stop there, Mf. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Vladimir I. Toumanoff follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF VLADIMIR I. TOUMANOFF, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL,
COUNCIL FOR SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN RESEARCH

Mr. Chairman, Congressmen, I would like to thank you for this opportunity to
contribute to the information available to/yourselves and the rest of the House of
Representatives as you consider the legislation proposed in H.R. 601. For 601. For
the most part I will speak about the National Council, of which I am the Executive
Director. But I'd like to start with the most accurate financial data we have on
what has been happening to Soviet and East European studiesover the lest 15 years
or so.

According to two systematic surveys, funding dropped by almost 70 percent be-
tween 1965 and 1980, and was projected to drop by another 7 percent by the end of
1982. Stanford University conducted one of these surveys. In 1976 it requested data
for the period 1965-1976 on the operating budgets of leading United States universi-
ty centers of advanced research and training in the Soviet and East European field.
In 1981 the Rockefeller Foundation conducted a similar survey covering the period
1975-1980, and estimated budgets for 1981 and -1982. Together, these surveys show a
drop, in constant dollars, of almost exactly 77 percent from 1965 to 1982.

By these measures, programs of advanced training and research are trying to sur-
vive on 23 percent of their 1965 funds. They are not doing well. Gifted students are
the first to turn elsewhere as titey perceive the effects of the catastrophic decline,
and with their departure goes the rationale for everything else at universities. All
of the elements are affected, and reinforce each other in decline: the availability of
graduate scholarships and fellowships, the staffing and maintenance of research li-
braries, administrative and secretarial support staff, office space and equipment, al-

. locations of computer time, publications support, advanced course offerings, appoint-
ments for young faculty to replace those who retire, and weight in university coun-
sels and decisions. Bit by bit the apparatus that was built after the second World
War to give us our national capability for expert knowledge and analysis of the
USSR and Eastern Europe is coming apart. It is a slow process, but it has been
going on for more than ten years now. If it is allowed to continue, in another ten
years we will not have "a capability outside the government, and recruits for Govern-
ment, private sector, and university needs will be unavailable. To recreate the na-

.
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tional capability after that would take another decade or more, at enormous cost.
Just to reconsti'ute a discontinued research library would be a staggering task.
That it; the nature of the national problem that has matured to the point of bring-
ing it to Congress, and which is addressed by H.R. 601.

The legislation is not a total remedy, nor is it appropriate that the Federal Gov-
ernment should bea'r the burden of remedy alone, or even in major part. Universi-
ties. properly, provide the great preponderance of support. Foundations, corpora- .
tions,, private citizens, and other sources also provide a share.. put in spite of con-
tinuing appeals to all of these traditional supporters, the fact is inescapable of the
precipitous decline in the face of a national need that can only increase in the
future. Under the circumstances it is most appropriate that the Federal Govern-
ment. as the single most direct and largest beneficiary of trained personnel, and
end-user of research, should contribute a share of the remedy.

The legislation seems to me carefully drawn to address those functions in the field
of Soviet and East European studies for which the Government is the most natural
constituent! The presence of American specialists in the USSR and Eastern Europe,
the broadest public use of Washington s 'research data, ongoing contact between_
Government specialists and those outside, a Modest program of advanced training in
skills relevant to Government concerns, a national research program on an agenda
designed in consultation with the Government, and the public dissemination of reli-
able, independently developed information about the Soviet bloc.

The three institutions identified in H.R. 601, the National-Council, the Soviet pro-
gram of the Wilson Center, and the Exchanges Board, were created and are gov-
erned by scholar specialists to carry out precisely the functions mandated by the
legislation. All three are in frequent consultation with the Government and cooper-
ate with it. Each of them already operates with at least component of government
funding.

THE NATIONAL: CO NCIL FOR SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN RFSEARCH

H.R. 601 assigns prima y responsibility for the conduct of the legislated program
to the-National Council. Its origins and function uniquely match the legislation. Let
me describe them- for you. .

High officials of the Executive Branch have been aware for some time of the na-
tional decline in Soviet and East European studies, share the concern of scholars,
and recognize the national interest in arresting it. In discussions with academic spe-
cialists during the mid 1970's they also expressed their growing concern with the
decline within the Government of basic researqb on the USSR and Eastern Europe,
and the increasing difficulty of finding qualified reseprch specialists for government
employment. A variety of steps were advocated and examined in response to these
shared concerns. What emerged after several years of discussion among Govern-
ment officials and scholars across the country was the national Council: a federally
fuqded, non-profit, autonomous academic corporation whose task is to develop and
sustain a long-term program of basic re,$earch, on a national scale, dealing. with
policy issues and questions of Soviet and East European social, political, economic
and historical development. Through the conduct of this research program, the
Council also seeks to encourage existing scholar-specialists to continue in this field
of work, and 10 train new young cadres of specialists. The Council fulfills this task
primarily by providing, through national competitions, research funds to independ-
ent scholars through cost-shared contracts with their universities. it does not-itself--
perform research. The results of the research are delivered to the funding Govern-
ment agencies, but the individual scholars retain the right to copyright and publish
their findings.
The Council structure

The National Council, incorporated in the District of Columbia in 1978, consists of
a Board of Trustees and an executive staff. The original twelve members of the
Board were designated to their office by the Chancellor of the University of Califor-
nia, Betkeley; the Provost of the University of Chicago; the Presidents of Columbia
University, Duke University, Harvard University, the University of Illinois, Indiana
University, the University of Michigan, the University of Pennsylvania, Stanford
University, and the American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies;
and the Chairman of the Academic Council of the Kennan Institute for Advanced
Russian Studies of the Wilson Center. The right to designate a Trustee remains
with these institutions unless, upon the departure from the Board of such a desig-
nee, the Board decides to turn to some other institution for designation. The Trust-
ees may also elect-up to six additional members of the Board for a maximum total
of eighteen. . ,
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All Trustees, whether designated or elected, are nationally recognized faculty spe-
cialists on the USSR and Eastern Europe, who serve as individuals rather than as
representatives of their home institutions for three year terms. No Trustee may
serve more than two consecutive terms in office. The Trustees establish Council poli-
cies, review and select research proposals for funding, representthe Council for sub-
stantive questions on research contracts, and conduct most of the Council's substan-
tive business. Administration and management are the responsibility of an Execu-
tive Director appointed by the Board.
Functionsbf the Council

In recognition that the national interest is served by a capacity to generate and
disseininate reliable independent knowledge of the USSR and Eastern Europe, the
Council was designed and created by, officials of the Executive Branch and academic
specialists to be the vehicle for a Government share of funds in support of that na-
tional capacity. The scholarly composition of the Council's Board of Trustees and
the Council's autonomy of decision were to insure against Government prescription
of research and to protect .freedom of inquiry and conclusion. The support provided
through the Council .was intended to encourage existing scholars not to leave the
field of Soviet studies, and to encourage new scholars to enter it, notust through
the actual dollars transmitted, but also by having the long-term commitment of the /
Government serve as witness that the nation recognizes and values their work. .

It was established that the Council would meet annually with representatives of
Government using-agencies to review its program hnd discuss subject areas of spe-
cial interest, and that the Council would from time to time set out, in relatively.
broad terms, a research agenda based on those discussions, However, on the princi
pie that free toilers in the vineyards of kndwledge are the most productive, scholars
were to be free to proffer research projects of their own choosing in response to that
agenda, and the central assumption was made that the overlap of what.,scholars
wish to investigate and what the Government would wish to have investigated is
sufficiently extensive that a.national program of a million dollars annually would
fit easily into the space. A parallel assumption was that the products of research
would be.useful to the Goverment, would inspire further scholarship, and through
Publication would help inform the public at home and abroad. It was hoped that the
cumulative knowledge of the field and of the scholars in it, embodied in the Coun,
cil:s Trustee, would make their choices wise, and that the respect in which they
would be held by their colleagues would invest proposals, labors, and products with
quality and timeliness. It seemed reasonable to expect that since the Council would
support the central purpose of universities, i.e., scholarship, the latter would will-
ingly share costs, and the program would be more frugal than one the Government
could run directly.

And finally, the critical supposition was accepted that the value systems, habits of
thought, and bureaucratic practices of the Federal and academic communities were
not, so incompatible as to prevent the Council from functioning between them with-
out being crushed. It was thought that the Council might even serve in some small
way as a bridge between Government and academia to ease the estrangement and
mutual distrust of the previous decade.

The Council was launched by Government and universities in the full knowledge
that it was an experiment and an act of faith in a difficult society, albeit supported/
by ample good will and a mass of ingeniously devised legal and administrative scar
folding. How has it fared? In a word, the record has been mixed. The research pro-
ductitarhas-been-good,--But-instability,-delays,'and uncertainty in funding have seri-
ously limited the achievement of the basic purposes,
Accomplishments

The Council has sought to carry out its joint academic-government mandate in
three ways: contracts with universities for resea'r'ch by individual scholars; a variety
of meetings and pilot studies to stimulate research; and a large Soviet
survey project.

Thy centerpiece of the Council's activities has been the research contract, To
date, the Council has been able to contract for 84 projects involving well over 100
scholars from 58 institutions in 22 states (see Appendix). The projects have beep in a
wide range of fields jncluding economics, political science, history, sociology and
law. One-fifth have been on Eastern Europe. Eight have been Soviet minority na-
tionality studies.

The product of each study-is a final report which is distributed among th various
"government funding agencies. The researchers themselves use their work to write
articles or to expand into books. To ,date, contract funds provided by the National
Council have led to the publication of at least 9 books; 60 articles and 35 papers
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presented at professional-meetings Examples_of_the range of studies produced in-
clude: I

1./A demographic study, using Soviet statistics, of a major population shift in the
USSR from Slavic peoples to Moslem nationalities and the short-term and long-term
implications of that shift;

/2. A historical and political study of Soviet relations with Latin America both
state-to-state and within the international Communist movement:
i 3. A structural study of the Warsaw Pact Military forces to understand their role.

,as an internal control mechanism;
4. A study analyzing current trends in Soviet economic development and project-

, ing trends forward to the end of the century.
5. An analysis of the political succession process in the USSR with a particular

/ focus upon the possible outcomes of the Brezhnev succession.
Secondly, the Council has held and sponsored a number of meetings to formulate

research, among them three meetings, in different parts of the United States, on
Eastern 'Europe; a workshop on political decision-making in the USSR; conferences
on defense economics and onthe second economy; and two workshops on law and
science and technology. The Council has helped finance two research wsletters,
one on agriculture and the other on the Soviet military and society.

The third major area of activity of the Council has been the Soviet terview
Project. There are now .over 100,000 former Soviet citizens recently arrived in the
United States. Ever since this exodus began in the early 1970s it has been theaambi-
tion of American scholars to conduct a large scale systematic survey of these new;
comers to find out what they could tell us of the USSR. Recently that became a
possibility. At the request of the Government, the Council (undertook to kapnsor the
design of such a sUrvey, and signed two contracts with 'the University ofnllinois to
that end. The design is for a project that consists of a general survey of a systemati-
cally selected sample of approximately 3000 individuals, complemented by intensive
interviewing of 1,500 more for specialized topics. The project is intended to fill gaps
in our knowledge of the structure and functioning of Soviet society and, to the
extent possible, to measure change since the similar Harvard project of,the early
1950s. It is estimated that the project, directed by a large research team with the
aid of a professional survey organization, will take about five years aeattotal cost of
about $7 million. The design was completed and the project got underway in the .
autumn of 1981 under a separate contract between the Council and the Departnient
of State. The major group survey is underway. The benefits to the field and to our
national knowledge should be considerable. A. substantial number of established
scholars will be involved, -and a much larger number of graduate students and
junior scholars are expected to take part. The data compiled, systematized, and
made machine readable, will be available to all scholars and government specialists
in the future and should provide material for much more research than even the
project itself contemplates. The Harvard project of thirty years ago was the source
of much valuable information and creative scholarship for years. .

Problems
.

The major difficulty and the basic reason why the proposed legislation is so essen-
tial to the manpower and research problems facing Soviet and East European stud-
ies derives from the fragility of Executive branch funding. This funding has been
subject to repeated delhys, wide fluctuations and great uncertainties. Scholars, who,

. as it is said; punch calendarAathet than time clocks, find it extremely difficult to
operate under such conditions. Furthermore, in order to attract young scholars into
the field-, funding must be reliable over a Ping period of time. The following chart
illustrate§ fluctuations and delays in the receipt of funds from one fiscal year to an-
other for the council's regular research program.

COUNCIL FUNDING BY FISCAL YEAR

Date received Total Sc fiscal pan

Amount received:

$570,000 September 1978 1978, $570,000.

S600,000 April 1979

$525,000 September 1979 1979, S1,125,000.

S67,607 pctober 1979

S420,000 January 1980

S450,000 May 1980

5400,000 September 1980 1980, $1,337,607.
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COUNCIL FUNDING BY FISCAL YEARContinued

Date received Total for fiscal year:,--

T,365,000 2 September 1981 19E1, 5365,000.
5245.000 Decembir 1981
5250,000 April 1982
5175,00Q .... July 1982
5265.00C Septemlir 1%82 1982, $935, 000.
Anticipaterl.wcds 1983, $530,000.

August 1918. the ACDA offered an additional 050.000, but it could not be processed before the' end of the fiscal year.
is lane of 1981 the DO allocated $125,000 which was not processed before the end of the fiscal year.

difficulty is three-fold. The Council 'and thefield do not know from one year
to the next whether there will be any funds, and whether, indeed, the Council will.
be in existence. They do not know what the level of funding will be, only that it
fluctuates widely. They do not know when it may be available, but do know that ,
contributions have been lost because the complexity of inter-agency transfers and
contract modifications could not be completed before fiscaj, years ended.

Initial funding for the Council was provided by the Departments of. Defense and
State, which were joined almost immediately by the Arms Control and Disarm-
ament Agency. For a variety of reasons, efferts to obtain contributions from other
Departments have not been successful thus far, and, under budget constraints; the
ACDA has suspended funding since 1981. However, a contribution by, the Director of
Central Intelligence was made in 1981 and has been repeated in 1982 and this year.
The Council was caught up, in 1981 in the review by the new Administration of all
funding 'programs. Happily, the decir.iun was ultimately favorable, but there was a
delay of almost twelve mociths in the Council's ability to contract fo) research, and
until the last moment it was uncertain whether any funds could be processed before
they reverted

as
Treasury at the end of the fiscal year. Funding in 1982 was.nearly

as uncertain, as it is again this year, and the amounts continue to fluctuate wildly.
The uncertainties, delays, and sudden interruptions in the Council's support of

the field have damaging immediate consequences, and make the_attainment of -the
objectives for which it was created unlikely in the long run.---Applicants whose re-
search projects have been approved are left unsure for a year or more whether-they
will be funded, and some are ultimately dropped when expected.funding fails to ma-
terialize. The start of research is sometimes delayed by as much as two years. Other
research is interrupted for varying periods in mid-stream. The Council is unable to
stimulate research on important topics because itcan give no assuranceof support,.
and as much as four years can pass from -the time the Council announces its re-
search agenda to the time some of the psojects designed in response to it produce
results.

The Council's experience demonstrates 'that it is altnost impossible ts, reconcile
the academic schedule, which demands forward teaching commitments almost a
year ahead, with the Federal schedule of appropriations, allocations, contract
umendmenti and fiscal year deadlires, especially when several Government agen-
cies.are. involved. The end result is that from the viewpoint of the specialists and
potential trainees in the field, the entire effort is so uncertain and unreliable as to
make a professional commitment dubious. That is why the funding procedure pro-

^ vided for in the proposed Act is so essential to Ichievement of the Act's long-range
purposes.

The critical uncertainties of whether, at what level, and when, funds may be
available from year to year put a stamp of unreliability on the effort that deters
gifted individuals from making a professional commitment to the field, and thwarts
tha'ultimate purpose'of arresting the \decline.of our-national capability to study the
USSR and Eastern Europe. Why does puch uncertainty mark the effort?

It happens for a number of contributory reasons, and one overwhelming one.-, Among the lesser reasons are:
There is no locus within the Executive Branch that has both the responsibility

and the financial resources to maintain our current knowledge of the Soviet bloc,
and our national capability to develo such knowledge, outside of the -Government.'

Funding by contribution from a nu rtber of different Departments and Agenciek
involves elaborate administrative mac inery, the cooperation of hundreds of individ-
uals who do not know of each others' existence, and unending problems and compli-
cations.

6 ,
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-The--personnel.--in red_in_the....decisions_each.. yea r_wb ether...M.1)0AP. -ELM d
effort, and if so at what- level, as well as those involved in executing the decisions,
turn over rapidly. As a consequence individuals whO know nothing of this unique
undertaking are constantly 'appear* in 'positions where their positive action, and
even initiative, is critical. Catching their attention for a program costing hundreds
of thousands, when their concerns are with hundreds of millions or billions, is some-
times next to impossible.

The processes of budget formation in each Department, in the Executive Branch,
and in Congress, as well as the subsequent.processes of appropriations, allocations,
etc. .are themselves uncertain. Al the microscopic level of the council's funding, it
simply gets overlooked, or shanted aside for larger concerns.

All of these circumstances contribute to the funding, problems which threaten to
defeat the purposes for which the Government and academic community created the
National Council. But the overwhelming reason is the lack of a Congressional man-
date.

Without a Congressional mandate, eve Executive Branch official involved if)
supporting the Council is apprehensive that either he, or worse, his superiors, in
whose name he acts, will be subject to criticism. It is infinitely easier fol- an appre-
hensive officW to say "No," or take no action; especially one-new to his responsibili-
ty to act, and there is no basis on which to appeal inaction except conviction and
courage. There lies the root (-Ruse of, delay, of ,bazardous and haphazard existence.
Without-your endorsement through legislation, the entire effort flou'nders in acci-
dental neglect, in administrative complication, and in doubt. Four years have taught
me that this unique start of a' truly collaborative program by Government and
scholars to address an urgent national need, cannot be effective, and will ultimately
fail withbat your sanction and approval. What's'worse, is that having been started
iri the full view and Support of the profession, its failure will only make matters
worse.

What is its track .record, is this effort worth supporting?
Economy of operation

'13y requiring cost sharing, the Couail receives One third more research effort
than, it pays for. Every university that receives federal research contracts negotiates
with the Government annually an administrative overhead rate that applies to
every federal contract it receives. This adrhinistralive surcharge, called the "incli-
rect cost rate," is based on a complicated formula andvaries from institution to in
stitution, and from year to year. Roughly speaking, it runs from about 50 percent to
over 100 percent of the direct Costs. From the start, the Council has limited this
charge to 20 percent or leis on all of its research contracts, and 'requires universities
to contribute the difference as their share of the cost.of the project. This is a step -
the Government cannot legally take. On that score alone, the Council has calculated
that the universities have been contributing-one dollar fore every three Council dol-

Put'another way, if the Government had contracted for the same research, it
would have cost one third more.

;Since the start, the Council's own total administrative costs have been 10.3"per-
cent of the-funds entrusted to it by the Government. All tha-',rest have gone into the
research programs. In part this is due to simple frugality. Government contracting.*
officers estimated that the Council would need a staff of thirty to administer the
program. The Council has a staff of four. In part it is the product of voluntary serv-
ice by Tru-steeS ;who 'either charge less than their usual rates, or not at all, for theij
workou'the Council'sbehalf.

There are other sources of economy. In addition to indirect cost savings, the Coun-
. cil encoufages university contributions to direct costs, and makes that an element of

judgment in the competition for award of contracts. Scholar-applicants know that
'their budgets will be scrutinized by the Trustees, who are experienced' research
scholars themselves., and know real costs from inflated ones. The Trustee's also fre-
quently know the financial conditions of universities and even-of applicants. That
awareness not only deters budget inflation in a competitive setting, but often results
,in/further reduction of applicants' budgets by the Trustees as a condition of award.
Moreover, scholars know that every dollar they save will go to make possible the -

work of some. colleague in the profession, and therefore the researchers themselves
practice economy. As a consequence, the Council had not no costoverruns, but, on
the contrary, has had Modest recoveries from under-expenditure on completed eqn-
tracts.

It is impossible to calculate an accurate dollar figure, but the 'savings as against
the cosrof an equivalent research program contracted for directly by the Govern-
ment are between 25-50 percent,- and perhaps more.
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gaohiy
Individual .reactions tvo individual research reports done ;under Council auspices

vary. Underiaandably so, given the wide variety of knowledge and interests among
the Government readers. There has been only one systematic judgment, and the re-
sultt.rof that were gratifying. The CIA requested an evaluation by its onw specialists
of 25 of the Council's reports on two counts, quality of research, and usefulness.
Twenty one of the reports were judged "good" or "excellent" on both counts.

. The Council has built quality control into the program from. start to finish. The
proposals are reviewed by all the Trustees, who know their professional colleagues

_land have taught many of them), know the subject matter, the research methods,
available data, and current, as well as past, work in the field. Once a contract is
awarded, they designate Oneof their-nuinber best qualified in the subject to stay in
close tough with the researchers to monitor progress, and to help with problems
should thisy. arise. The Trustees also review all research reports, and frequently re-
miest additions or improvements, beftire submitting them to the Government.

There havealso. been two outside °reviews of the structure and functions of the
Council overall: Bah the President's Commission on Foreign Language and Interna-
tional Studies, and the General.Abccounting Office have commended the Council as.a
model for federal funding of advanced research.

Finally. it seems'approprinte_tairtentify the wave in which the Gayprnmpnt +old
maintain. oversight of the programS to be conducted under theprovisions of. the pro-
mised legislation. . ; .

The research agenda which would guide the national research program on the
I ISSR and :astern Europe would be drawn up in consultation with federal officials
designated y Ale Secretary of State. If current practice is any indicator, these same
individua s

,bile
be among those who would receive the reports of research and

findinAs, and would. thereby monitor the progreim.
The aunuterdWiurstonent from the Government to the National Council would be'

preceded, by application lo the Secretary of the Treasury which would have to der
scribe the pu'rpo'ses and programs for which the payment would be used. The Secre-
tory of the 'Treasury would be free to seek the advice of other knowledgeable indi-
viduals he might choose.

The Natiopal Council would_submit annual tveports of its activities under the Act,
including an annual financial audit, to the Secretary of the Treasury, the President
and Congress.

The principal of the limd. kept .within Treasury, could: of course, be withdrawn
from- the fund add retired to general funds whenever the Government wished to ter-
minat the program. ,

It is also one of the duties under the Act to facilitate research collaboration be-
tween Government. and academic specialists, which will ensure a wide awareness
within knowledgeable Government circles of the quality. of the work_ sponsored
under the Act.

,There comes a. point, however where too Much "oversight" power in the handS of
Executive Branch employees could also threaten the purpose of the Act to sustain
advanced research and training in the nation's academic community. That point is
reached if they have-the power to withhold funds unless their particular wants are
satisfied: in the subject Minter. conduct, and results of research, in which universi-
ties. or individuals. shall receive funding, and which shall not, in what the advanced
training curriculum shall be. in what information shall hi made public and what
shall- not.

Tip. Executive. Branch power of oversight should be to consult, monitor, assess,
and report to Congress. but not to terminate if the universities fail to please and
obey middle or low level employees.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
3

APPENDIX I

TOE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR SOVIET AND FAST EUROPEAN RESEARCH

sysrAscii coN-ram-r AwAcos lay THE NATIONAL COUNCIL MR SOVIET AND EAST
EUROPEAN RESEARCH

Since its formation in February 1978. the National Council has concluded 84 re-
search contracts allocating a total of $:3,93,58:1 to research projects on the USSR
and Eastern Europe. The investigators, their institutional affilation, the project
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titles, the contracting institutions, and the allotted amounts in that order are listed
below. Asterisk' signifies that a Final Report has been submitted to the Government.
Robert Axelrod, University of Michigan, "Politics and Deception in the Soviet

Press"; University of Michigan, $19,558. .-.

Alexandre Bennigsen, University of Chicago; Rasma Karklins, University of Chica-
go; "flthnic Relations in the USSR"; University of Chicago, $44,095.

Abram Bergson, Harvard University; "The Soviet Economy to the Year 2000"; Har-
vard University, $24,600.

Joseph Berlin r, Brandeis University; Barney Schwalberg, Brandeis University;
Christopher Davis, University of Birmingham, United Kingdom; "The Econom-
ics of Soviet Social Institutions"; Harvard University, $163,263.

Seweryn Miler, Columbia University; "The Politics of Change in the Soviet Union";
Columbia University, $20,832.

Yaroslav Bilinsky, University of Delaware; Tonu Parming, OniverAy. of Maryland;
"The Helsinki Watch Committees in the Soviet Republics"; University of Dela-
ware, $33,660

Cole Blasier, University of Pittsburgh; "Soviet Relations with Latin America"; Uni-
Versity of Pittsburgh, $51,108.

Daniel Bond, SRI International-WEFA: "Study of Soviet Research on Multi-regional
'1110414:ling11;_1aternational Research and Exchanges Board, $18,720.

Morris Bornstein, University of Michigan; "Pricing of Research and Development
Services in the USSR"; University of Michigan, 847,309.

George Bresluuer, University .1 California, Berkeley; "Policy Orientation of 1st
Party Secretaries in the RSFSR," University of California, Berkeley, $35,000.

Paul Cocks, Stanford University; "The Role of the Party in Soviet Science and Tech
nology "; Stanford University, $22,740.

Stephen F. Cohen, Princeton . University; "The Social Dimensions of De-Staliniza-
tion"; Princeton University, $20,000.

Stanley Cohn, SUNY-Binghamton; "Soviet Investment Policy Imperatives," SUNY-
Binghampton, $30,000.

Vera Dunham, Cit,V University of New York-Queens College; "The Worker and the
Soviet System Columbia University, $27,216.

Murray Feshbach, The Kerman Institute for Advanced 'Russian Stud:, s; "A Study of
the Multi-Dimensional Impact of Current Demographic Trends of Soviet Soci-
ety"; Georgetown University, $21,168.

Mary Ellen Fisher, Skidmore College; "The Romanian Political Leadership"; Har-
vard University, $38,388.

Raymond Garthoff, The Brookings Institution; "American-Soviet Relations in the
1970s"; The Brookings Institution, $52,504:

Zvi Gitelman, University of Michigan; "Bureaucratic Er counters in the USSR";
University of Michigan, $74,920.

Seymour Goodman, University of Arizona; "Intergration of the COMECON Comput-
er Industries"; University of Virginia, $34,340, University of Arizona, $6,622.

Kenneth Gray, North Texas State University; "Liverstock Cycles in the Soviet
Union with US Comparisons"; North Texas State University, $22,477.

Kenneth Gray, North Texas State University; "Research Newsletter on Russian,
Soviet and East. European Agriculture," North Texas State University, $4,875.

Paul Gregory; James Griffin, University of Houston; "The Anlytical and Economet-
ric Estimation of 'Correct' Measures of Relative Soviet Defense Effort"; Transe-
con, Incogporated, $52,423.

Jan Gross, Yale, University; "Russian Rule in Poland, 1939-1941; Yale University,
$53,374.

Gregory Grossman, University of California, Berkeley; "A Workshop and a Confer-
ence on the Second Economy of the USSR"; University of California, Berkeley,
$7.1,92S.

Edward Hewett, University of Texas at Austin; "A Theoretical Approach to CPE
Macro Models find An Experimental Application for Hungary ; University of
Texas at Austin; $45,873.

Franklyn Holzman, Tufts University; "US-Soviet Economic Relations"; Tufts Uni-
versity. $30,000.

Franklyn I lolzman, Tufts University; "A Comparison of US and Soviet Defense Ex-
penditures"; Tufts University, $10,000.

Holland Hunter, Haverford College; "Testing Soviet Economic Policies, 1928-1941";
llaverford College, $32,400.

Christopher Jones, Marquette University; "Perfecting Mechanisms of the Warsaw
Pact"; Harvard University, $41,432.
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Arcardius Kahah, University of Chicago; D. Gale Johnson, University of Chicago;
"Eaal European Agri ulture"; University of Chicago, $82,477.

Aron Katesnelinboigen, University of PennSylvan!a; "Toward the, Concept of Meas-
uring Economic Potential: The Soviet-American Case"; University of,Pennsylva-nia, .

Mark Kucnmetit, Harvard University; Stephen Sternheimer, Boston University;
Harley Balzer. Harvard University; ''An Assessment of Soviet R & D Capabili-
ties"; Harvard University, $120,276.

Fyodor Kushnirsky, Temple University; "The Regional Economy' of the Soviet
iUnion:. A Modelin Study" Wharton Econoinetric Forecasting Associates; Inc.,

$103,138.
Gail Lapidus, ersity of California, Berkeley: '"Workshop on Contemporary

Soviet Policy - Making "; L aiversity of California, Berkeley, $21,350.
Richard Caurino, Center for Planning and Researci:, Incorporated: "A Study of Red

Army History"; Center for Plf7aing and Research, Incorporated, $15,000.
Wassily Leontief, New York University; "The Position of the SOviet Union in the

World Ecunomy"; New York Universi $50,000.
Ronald Linden, University of Pittsburgh; The Impact of International Change on

Romania and Yugoeavia," University of Pittsburgh, $50,000.
--BerniceMa-disuii, San Francisersity; ''The Soviet Welfare System";

San Francisco State University, $53,055.
Peter Maggs, University of Illinois, Donald Burry, Lehigh University; Gordon Smith,

University of South Caroli..a; "SoV4et and East European Law and the 'Scientif-
ic-Technical Revolution' "; University of Illinois, Urbana, $64,376.

Shane Mahoney, Eastern Washington State University; "Role of the Soviet General
Staff in Military Management"; Eastern. Washington State University, $29,994.

Michael Marrese, Northwestern University; Jan Vanous, University. of British Co-
lumbia; "Cost and henefit.A. of Soviet Trade with Eastern Europe "; Northwestern
Universik, $56,645.

NewsBruce Menning, Miami'University (OH) "Military and Society in Russia and
Eastern letter Europe: A Research Newsletter"; Miami University, $10,246.

James Millar, University of Illinois, Urbana; "Contemporary Soviet Society: A
Study Based ;on the Third Soviet Emigration" (Design); University of Illinois,
Urbana. $254.7,60.

James Millar, University of IPinois, Urbana; "Contemporary Soviet Society: A
Stud Based on the Third Soviet Emigration" (Design); University of Illinois,
Urbana, $46,590.

Martin Miller, Duke University; "Mena Illness in the Soviet Union," Duke Uni-
versity, $39,504..

Adel' Nikolskaya, Illinois State University; Maria Neimark; Natalie Sadomskaya;
"Soviet Family of Two Post-War Ge. orations' "; Illinois State University,
$92.,349.

Martha Olcott, Colgate University; "The Developinent of Nationalism in Kazakh_
stan"; Colgate University, $35,000.

Jeffrey Osleeb, Boston University; Craig ZumBrunnen, University of Washington;
"Energy Consumption and Analysis of Optimal Interregional and International
Flows in the Soviet Iron and Stec. Industry"; Boston University, $34,162.

Walter Pintner, Cornell University; "Russian Army and Ryssian Society, 1700-
1917"; Cornell U niversity, $16,799.

.1ex Pravda, University of Michigan; "Industrial Workers and Political Develop-
ment in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe"; University of Michigan,
$39,360.

Gilbert Rozman, PrinceIon University; "Soviet Percept inns of Contemporary China";
Priv :eton University, $18,030

Boris Rumer, Harvard University; "The Dynamics of the 'Capital Coefficient of
USSR Industrial Output"; Harvard University, $70,974.

Boris Rumer, Harvard University; "The Investment Process in Siberian Industry,"
Harvard University, $27,322.

Stephen Sacks, g iniversrty of Connecticut; "Large Corporations Under Yugoslav So-
cialism-, University of Connecticut, $20,C v0.

David Segal, University of Maryland; Janet Schwartz, George Mason University;
"Military Service and Civilian Employment in the Soviet Union"; University of
Maryland. $48,000.

Louise Shelley, American University; "The Role of Law t'iviet Society" Ameri-
can University, $48,996.
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Brian Silver, Michigan State University: Barbara Anderson, Brown University;
"Language and Ethnic Identity in the USSR," Michigan State University,
$9,546, Brown University, $10,429.

Dimitri Simes, Johns Hopkins University; "Soviet Military and Society"; Johns Hop-
kins University, $95,526.

Robert Stuart, Rutgers University; Paul Gregory, University of Houston; "Fertility
and Eabor Supply: The USSR and Eastern Europe"; Transecon, Incorporated,
$44,076.

Robert Taaffe, Indiana University; "The Effects of Contemporary Soviet.Approaches
to Regional Planning, Locational Analysis and the Resolution of Regional Con-.
flict- on the Development of Siberia and the Soviet Far East"; Indiana Universi-
ty, $33,541.

Judith Thornton, University of Washington;" "Soviet Response to Changing Fuel
Costs and Availabilities: The Case of Electric Power"; University of Washing-
tony$28,281.

Robert Tucker, Princeton University; "Stalin: A Case. Study in History and Person-
.. ality"; Brinceton University, $20,000.
Tibor Vais, Harvard University; "Studies in East European Labor Economics," Her-
. yard University. $30,798:
Flizaheth Valkenier, Columbia University, "Soviet-Third World Relations; The Eco-

nomic Bind'; Columbia University; $13,0017
Elizabeth Valkenier, Columbia University, "Soviet-LDC Relations in an .Interdepen-

deht World Economy"; Columbia University, $26,361.
Nils Wessell, Lafayate College ; - "Ground Rules for Soviet and American Involve-

., ment in Regional Conflicts"; Foreign Policy Research Institute, Incorporated,
$13,740.

Shartiti Wolchik, George Washington University; Jane Curry, Columbia University
and ivItmluittanville College; :'Specialists in the Policy Process in-Poland and
Czedloslovakia"; George Washington Univerjty, $39,430.

Alexander Yanov, University of California, Berkeley; "The Debate on De-Staliniza-
tion in the USSR, 1961-1972";. University of California, Berkeley, $21;000..

Murray Yanowitch, Hofstra University; "Work Attitudes and Work Organization in
the Soviet Union"; T-fofstra University, $17,499.

Under a separate contract with.the Department of State, the-Council has conclud-
..ed anOtIler research contract, .involving 'a number of scholars and Universities, Zo

conduct a large scale survey of recent emigres from the USSR. The principal schol-
an; and universities involved are as follows: James Millar, University of Illinois at
Urbana- Champaign: Donna Bahry, New York University; John Garrard, University
of Virginia; Paul Gregory, University of Houston; ilasma Karklins, University of Il-
linois Chicago Circle; Norman Nie, University of Chicago-National Opinion Re-
search Center; Brian Silver, Michigan State University; Michael Swofford, Vander-

, bilt Uhiversity; Aaron Vinokur. University of Haifa; and William Zimmerman, Uni-
versity of Michigan: "Contemporary Soviet Society: A Study Based on the Third
Soviet Emigration";. University of Illinois, Urbana, $2,200,000.

APPENDIX 1, SupDLEMENT.RESEARCHCONTRAGT*AWARDS BY THE NATIONAL COUNCIL

FOR sovIET AND EAST EUROPEAN RESEARCH SIGNED SINCE.MARCH 1982

Raissu L. Berg. Washington University; "On the History 'of Genetics in the Soviet
Union: Science and Politics; The Insights of a Witness"; Washington University,
$5,000.

Sewer:in Bialer, ColuMbia University; "The USSR as a Global Power"; Columbia
University, $19,992.

Janet Chapman, University of Pittsburgh; "The Soviet Employment Service and the
Seawh for Efficiency"; University of Pittsburgh, $30,000.

Ralph Clem, Florida International University; "A User's Guide to Soviet Censuses";
Florida International University, $14,821. '

Thatie Gustafson, The Rand CorporatiOn; "The Politics ofSoviet Energy", Columbia
University, $33,000.-

Kenneth Jowitt, University of California, Berkeley; "Communist International Rela-
tions"; University of California, Berkeley, $45,000.

Arthur E. King, Lehigh University; Josef C. Brada,..:Arizona State University;
Marvin R. Jackson, Arizona State University; "Agriculture in Bulgaria, Czecho-
slovakia and Romania: on EcOnometric Model"; Lehigh University, $50,000.

Gail Lapidus, University of California, Berkeley; "Ethnonationalism and Political
Stability in the USSR": University of California, Berkeley, $4o,000.
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Robert A. Lewis, Columbia University; "Regional Population Growth in the USSR
and its Impact on Society: 1897-1979"; Columbia University, $74,696.

Gur Ofer, Harvard University; "Economics of the. Soviet Urban Household in the
1.970s"; Harvard University, $25,000.

Mervyn Matthews, Stanford University; 'Poverty in the So Viet Union"; Stanford
University, $48,Q00..

Alfred J. keiber, University of Pennsylvania; Moshe Lewin, University of Pennsyl-
vania; Conference on the Social Foundation of Bureaucracy in Twentieth Cen-
tury Russia"; $10,000.

Vladimir Shlapentokh, Michigan State University; "Social Values in the Soviet
Union After 1953"; Michigan State University, $33,430.

Paul Shoup, University of Virginia; "Political Development and Innovation in East-
ern Europe"; University of Virginia, $15,590.

Ivan Szelenyi. University of WiscOnsin-Madison; "Part-time Family Farming in Con-
temporary Hungary ; University of Wisconsin-Madison, $29,549.

APPENDIX I

Institutions which have received funds from the National Council up to Septem-
ber 1, 1982:

Institution State

American University Washington, D.C.
Boston University Massachusetts.
The Brookings Institution Washington, D.C.
Brown University Rhode Island.
Center for Planning and Research, Inc California.
Colgate University New York.
Columbia University Do.
Cornell University Do.

Duke University North Carolina.
Eastern Washington State University Washington.
Florida International University Florida.
Foreign Policy-Research Institute Pennsylvania.
The George Washington University Washington, D.C.
Georgetown University , Do.
Haverford College Pennsylvania.
Harvard University Massachusetts.
Hofstra University New York.
Illinois State University Illinois.
Indiana University i Indiana.
International Research and Exchanges Board New York.
Johns Hopkins University Maryland.

.Lehigh-University Pennsylvania.
Miami University Ohio.
Michigan State University Michigan.

.
New York University New York.
North Texas State University Texas.-
Northwestern University Illinois.
Princeton University New Jersey.
San Francisco State University California.
Stanford University DS.

State University of New York-Binghampton New York.
Transecon, Incorporated New Jersey.
Tufts University Massachusetts.
University of Arizona Arizona.
University of California, Berkeley California.
University of Chicago Illinois.
University of Connecticut Connecticut.
University of Delaware ', Delaware.
University of Illinois-Urbana Illinois.
University of Maryland Maryland.
University of Michigan , Miohigan.
University of Pennsylvania Pennsylyania.
University of Pittsburgh
University of Texas-Austin Texas.
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Institution State
University of Virginia Virginia.
University of Washington - Seattle Washington.
University of Wisconsin-Madison Wisconsin..
Washington University-St. Louis Miasouri.
Wharton Econometric Forecasting Association, Incorporated Pennsylvania.
Yale University Connecticut.

SPOKEN TESTIMONY OF VLADIMIR-I. TOUMANOFF, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL.
COUNCIL. FOR SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES

Mr. Chairman, I would like first to thank you and the members of the Committee
for this opportunity to testify on H.R. 601. I appear before you today as the Execu-
tive Director of the NCSEER, and my written testimony is mostly about that Coun-
cil. I'd be glad to answer any questions you may have about it, but in ,these brief
remarks let me just make two points that seem to me important.

The first is to underline the importance and the wisdom of the long term rellabil,
ity of support which this Act provides. That long term reliability is essential to the
success of the undertaking. It takes longer to train an expert on the USSR or East-
ern Europe than it does to train a lawyer, or a doctor, let alone a graduate engineer
or computer specialist. The normal graduate training period for a doctorate in ap-
propriate disciplines (economics, political science, sociology, and the others) is three
or four years. If you add to that, the:time to acquire competence in one or more of
the difficult languages involved, plus time for 'all of the specialized area studies to
learn the peculiarities of those countries, plus a year in residence there, the train-
ing period adds up to six, seven, or eight years. That's the time college graduates
must commit themselves to before they become employable as qualified specialists.
If they, are to:embark on such a training program, and make that career commit-
ment, talented graduates need the assurance, which this Act provides, that the
scholarship program it offers will not stop in midstream. And that reliability is
needed in the third or seventh or ninth years of its operation, as well as the first
year, for the Act to achieve its long range purpose.

This is not to advocate a risklegs environment, and Congress will and should
always have the option of legislating an end to the program. But if the Bill con-
tained an: automatic termination date, a kind of guillotine clause, it would lose its
effectiveness as that date approached. A graduate, weighing six or seven years of
further training would begin to discount the attraction of the Act even five years
before its termination. In the last two or three years before the scheduled fall of a'

.gtfillotine, the Act would be nearly ineffective, and its purpose defeated. .

Very much the same is true of its purpose to encourage existing research scholais
not to leave the field, where research facilities and support are dwindling. Perhaps
even more than beginners, they need to kngw that support fltir research under the
Act does not automatically terminate five or ten years hence.. I think, it is an accu-
rate assessment to say, if our Government_were unwilling to make a long term com-
mitment, how should we expect it of individuals, and their families? In a sense, this
legislation is a kind' of voluntary compact between Congress and a substantial seg-
ment of the society. some of its talented students and its universities, to make a
lasting investment in the intcllectual capital of the nation to serve a reasonably re-
cently emerged critical need. The universities and' some farsighted officials of the
Executive Branch have created the machinery 'and made a start, which flounders

. and will ultimately fail without the mandate and long term support of Congress..
The other topic I'd like to take up is a related point, and concerns oversight. We

are discussing a small program, that would generate some $4 million a year at cur-
rent interest rates. It is especially small on the scale of the larger Executive Branch
departments, whose concerns run into billions, if not hundreds of billions of dollars
annually. To the extent that legislative provisions vest oversight for this small pro-
gram in the Executive Branch, it will be performed by junior officers. The authority
given them in the Act to consult, to monitor, to assess and to report on the conduct
of the. program is prudent and beneficial. But the power over funding remains
wisely with Congress.. To give the power to apportion, to reallocate, or to withhold
funds to Executive Branch employees would introduce the same unreliability I
spoke of earlier. Worke, it might tempt them, or even put them under pressure, to
dentine the training, the research, and the public information_ programs authorized
by the Act in such a vviiTas-Tcriefire-there iiitefest.clifid-COtiforrn-to-their-require-
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Z-111441 0,--umiert hmatof_te.rvaination_liniv_ersitios_and_scholars_would_probabliturn
aside, val;le other organizations, hungry for funds would emerge, eager to please.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SIMON. We,thank you.
Mr. Warren Lerner, director of graduate studies, department of

history, and a member of the Committee on Soviet and Eastern Eu-
ropean Studies at Duke University. We are very happy to have you
with us,,Mr. Lerner.

STATEMENT OF WARREN LERNER, PROFESSOR OF HISTORY AND
DIRECTOR OF GRADUATE ,STUDIES, DUKE UNIVERSITY, .

DURHAM, N.C.

Mr. LERNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
One of the disadvantages of being last js 95 percent of the points

I had intended to raise have been covered by previous witnesses.
I would depart from my prepared text, which,' will simply leave,

for the record.
Mr. SIMON. It %vitt be entered in the record.
'Mr. LERNER. 1 would like to address a few concerns that have

been raised here this morning and see what can be said about
them.

Congressman Coleman and several gibers have raised very real
- concerns as to whether we would be training a gerieration of people

who would have unmarketable skills and for whom there would be
.few jobs;

One of my several responsibilities where I am now is job place-
----ment, and it is a very,overy difficult position. We sweat and labor

on placing the relatively few people we have who are trained the
field. Immediate extrapolation would be, "Well, maybe we don't
need these people."

I would beg to differ in this respect. First of all, there were sever-
al witnesses, including Mr., Toumanoff just now, who have made
the point that our needs are not necessarily in the field so much
where conventional trainingthas been, but where we have enor-
mous gaps, technology and science being the most obvious, but by
no means the only ones.

Through this legislation I presume to be more targeting of the
critical areas of need. The national council had in a senior scholar
program operated on a critical area basis and has indeed funded
several projects which are outside the normal scope' of our re-
search.

There is somgthjing more, however, even beyond that. One fea-
ture is demographic. One of the reasons there are relatively few
jobs is that people like myself are damming up the good ones. The
generation of the 1950's was a boom generation,, so to speak. A
great number of people went through. to major research centers,
were well placed, and have lived happily ever after.

Incidentally, I might notice that what made it possible for many
of us was a massive effort by the Ford Foundation, through,its for-
eign area training program, to simply create a body of newly
trained scholars in' Soviet Union and, Eastern European. I remem.
ber looking 1 year at a list of scholars. The Ford Foundation in 1
year gave 50 training grants in Russian and Eastern European

_stud ies_i_n_terms_of_present dollars or. it would cost to fund
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_somebody forthe--travel;sticrdyaird what -have you, each grant
would have been worth close $20,000. That is in terms of current
dollars. In' other words, the Ford Foundation then undertook a' na-
tionar responsibility;,, for whateVer reasons, and trained a whole
generation.

I also remember notin,g that in the years when I had a grant, out
of the 50 grants, 47 went to Harvard and Columbia. Since I was a
Columbia student, I felt it was a very fine ratio at the time. In ret-
rospect, I am not too certain. I ant not so sure that we didn't create
a too narrow a body of people who kept talking to each other and
echoing each other, and maybe' our own expertise has suffered as
well.

Be that as it may, the Ford Foundation went off in other direc-
tions. For a while, possibly resulting from the panic over the first
Soviet -Sputnik, there was considerable Federal funding through
title IV and title VI and other ireasThat tailed off greatly by the
end of the 1960's and it disappeared, as we well know.

The result is that there is almost a missing generation of people,
people who we might say that we don't need them right now, 'but I
think dwe do. But as my colleagues and myself start counting the
years to retirementI am a little lucky, I still have a few years to
go, and many of my colleagues do notwe have to ask the question
of who are going to be our replacements and what are they going
to do.

Quite coincidentalmAhing to do with this hearing today, I have
a meeting with the dean of faculty in my own institution tomorrow
to discuss the future of Slavic languages. Our concern is that two
members of the department are into their sixties and will be retir-
ing. Should we replace both of them and, if so, at what level? Obvi-
ously, we will continue to offer Russian. Should. we continue to
offer Polish? These are the kinds of concerns we will have. In the
national interest, I would hope we would.. In terms of what is going
_On, we have to ask hard questions as to .whether these are the com-
mitments we should make.

I would say that if this bill were funded, and I sincerely hope it
will be, there would be a spinoff effect to ,actually create employ-
ment. It is.riot so much that there_is no need for these people who
are underemployed, it is that there is no priority for them. Any
number of institutions, including good7size institutions, are Jot:-
Wing up. If you want to teach Russian history, you have to teach
Chinese history, or vice- versa. Obviously few people' are going ?:o
offer competence in both. One or the ether will be offering a paga-
ahead -of -the- students approach to teaching the subject.

I further feel that universities, whether they admit it or not,
point their priorities somewhat to what they feel the government is
willing to back. These grants that will come from this fund will not
go directly to the universities. But the fact that the gowrnment
feejS that the area is important, I think, will get a lot or :Jniversi-
ties to rethink their own priorities. In an area of scarce rt,toi)rttes,
is this where a university's priority should go? I think some deci-
sions will fall or rise on to the extent of which commitment exists
elsewhere.

As I said in my own paper, and I would not_ repeat_here4 think
there-is-very-defitiitelYa net ionaT neeRr which will be met for eo
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inform0 cadre of people who can assist the government in making
wise informed decisions. .

Let me addand this is of great interest to Congresswoman
Oakar's plea for an incorporation of lesser, activities, such as the
John Carroll summer program for high school studentsI would
hope that it would not be done, with all due respect. I think it is
important. I mum, having had for years my children coming home
from school saying that so and so says you are a Communist, why
else would you teach. about Riissia? I can sympathize with what she
is saying. I think it is a worthy project, but I don't think this is the
vehicle. Perhaps the National Endowment for Humanities or a
summer seminar program for high school teachers would be more
appropriate avenue of Approach for this kind of activity.

I feel this bill is specifically leveled at increasing national experfk
tise at the highest level, and increasing a fund of knowledge and
ability of dur Nation to functictn in relationship to one of the major
areas of the world. I think' that is the best thing to be said about it,
and I should rest on that.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Warren Lerner follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WARREN LERNER, PROFESSOR OF HISTORY AND DIRECTOR OF
STUDIES, DUKE UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, N.C.

From the perspective of the university, funding of Soviet and East European stud-
ies

serious deficit in the this nation's capabilities to deal with these coun-
ies as pr6rsed in H.R. Bill Number 601 raises all sort of expectations and - promises
to redress coun-
tries. Considerable evidence has'already been offered as to the-dramatic shortage of
trained personel in the Soviet and East E4opeari fields. This shortage becomes even
more dramatic when viewed in the light of specific disciplines: The number of
trained sociologists specializing in this area can literally be counted. on the fingers
of your hands. Although there is ,a larger number of economists specializing in the
area, they constitute but afraction of the personnel needed to cope with the varied
needs of government, business, and educational institutions.

Historically, two institutions, the Russian' Research Center at Harvard and the
Russian Institute at Columbia (recently renamed the Harriman Institute of Ad-

. vanced Russian Studies) have dominated the field and there is every likelihood that
this role of leadership will continue:However, the resources of both institutions are
finite as is their capacity to train specialists in the needed fields. The strength of
both institutions has been partially based on the favorable student-faculty ratio that
they have maintained and no one would wish to see this stri-agth vitiated in any
way. Further, even these institutions cannot provide all of the areas of training, and
all of the languages, that would be desirable for a total offering. There are a
number of quality universities throughout the country, some with large programs
(e.g. Indiana University), some with quite small programs (e.g. Brown University)
which can provide a number of well trained personnel in certain, if not all, of the
fields in which we lack qualified personnel.

looking at my own institution, Duke University, I can see that we have by no
been able to exploit our capacity for training people in these areas. For some

twenty years. we have offered a program in Russian and Eat European Studies and
have trained perhaps two dozen people in these two decades. These people 'are var-
iously placed in academic positions, in government positionsespecially in intelli-
gence-gathering activitiesand in business positions. All are making a contribution
to the study of the Soviet Union and East Europe. Yet it is perhaps wasteful to have
a program which trains an average of barely one or two persons a year. The capac-
ity exist,r; to do much more but the dramatically rediked sources of support in the
field, both for doctoral training and for advanced post-doctoral training, have pre-
cluded any greater output. The same scenario can be replicated in institutions of
higher learning throughout the country...

My generation of Soviet specitaiits, fiained in the noUtints alrisitdrbeconisin-
volved in a countdown to our retirement years. In a decade or less, the slim contin-
gent of scholars trained in Tecent years will be able to replace only a small fraction
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of the people retiring or dying. F,yen there, not all of the replacements will be in
areas where need is most critical., There is in truth a "lost generation" of people
who ought to be presently in entry level positions in the profession. We can never
make up for a dozen years of neglect or do anything about the capable'and interest-
ed people who might have trained as specialists in Soviet and East European Stud-
ies had the resources been available. These people have made career decisions that
take them elsewhere and they are in almost all cases irretrievably committed'to
other callings. What we can do is to provide training for a new generation and, by
the commitment expressed by the proposed endowment; persuade that generation
that the effort' is worthwhile and that there is a national and an intellectual need
for their talents.

What we ought to do is to aspire to an "oversupply" of trained personnel in the
field of Soviet and East European Studies. By, use of the term "oversupply" I do not
mean to suggest a significant number of unemployed or unemployable specialists;
rather I would suggest that bur need target not be determined by the specific spe;
cialists one could use today but by creating a critical mass of specialists who are
versed in many aspects of Soviet and East' European societies and who would form a
reservoir of talent to be summoned as need arises. At this moment, I would imaging
that the government could probably use apy number Of people Conversant with
Soviet energy policies what with the policy problems emanating from the Soviet gas
pipeline controversy and the recent Soviet decision to slash oil prices. Two years
hence new problems will have emerged which need a different type of expeitise and \
a different area of specialization.

It is often assumed that an academician takes automatic exception to any propos-
'al that speaks of "national needs" and does not address the more mundane probe.
lems of scholarship for its own sake. Here, I might note that I do not see them as
mutually exclusive in any way. Scholarship, or the quest for knowledge, needs no
justification or apology, be it in the field of Soviet and East European studies or in
Greek archeology. The present proposal may not directly support many types of se-
rious scholarly activity, but it will in no way weaken areas.of scholarship which do
not fall under the coverage of the "national need" envisaged by this bill. Quite to
the contrary, by offering support to critical areas, this bill will indirectly make it
possible for other sources of institutional and non-institutir;iarresoUrces to be di-
rected-towards assisting scholarly undertakings which cannoi. promise any payoff in
terms of immediate strategic or economic benefit. In the final.analysis,*the term
scholarship cannot be -defined in pragmatic terms. We are all in the same activity:
trying to learn about an area of the world that encompasses a great portion of its
surface, population, and political activity and an understanding of which is critical
to a rational United States policy. The more we know about the Soviet Union and
East Europe, in all Gelds of endeavor, the better our government can make an in-
formed and presumably wise decision.

One of.the further strengths of H.R. Bill Number 601 is the endowment approach
rather than an ad hoc appropriations for a specific project or projects. The need for
personnel in the several disciplines will vary from time to time and through the
National Council it will be possible to allocate these funds where they 'are most
needed and to the applicants who can most fulfill their promise. It would be impor-
tant that any awards from this program be subject to stringent peer review and
meet the highest academic criteria. The experience of the three institutions involved
here, The Kerman Center, the International Research and Exchange Board (IRMO,
and the National Council for Soviet and East European Research, suggests that
such criteria will be vigorously applied. Further, there are probably no institutions
in government or in the academic world who would be better informed or where
shortages of personnel exist and how these shortages can be addressed. The relative-
ly modest investment of this endowment will yield a benefit of a new generation of
scholars who can quickly close the sizeable gap in our national cadre of specialists.
What better return could we ask?

Mr. SimoN. We thank both of you.
If I might fallow through on that final point, Mr. Lerner, I agree

that this is not the instrument for helping a group of high school
students who want to gofabroad. The primary aim clearly has to be
to develop that body of expertise. I would hope somehowan you
teilehed on this._a_littleI would hope somehow, though, there__
'could be a way for Duke University and Southern Illinois.Uncversi-
ty and John Carroll, where they could through these three. institu-
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tions someho' be participants even if they do not have someorie
who is going to be an expert on grain harvest. in the Ukraine or
whatever that particular area of expertisc that would be supported
by your center might be.

Can either of you respond to that?
Mr. LERNER. As a point of information, Mr. Simon, several of my

colleagues are funded by the National Council at this moment for
targeted areas of importance.

Mr. SIMON. OK. At Duke?
M?.. LERNER. They are Duke faculty. They are on a research

project.
Mr. Simms'. They are on a research project?
Mr. LERNER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. And they are also teaching at the same time?
N. LERNER. Yes.
Mr. SIMONr That is what I was trying to get.
Mr. LERNER. We are not excludedfar from it. I don't think any

institution in the country which has competent faculty who can
meetAhese targets will be excluded. I

SIMON. I would be interested in getting for the recordbut
even more we arz/going to be.marking up this bill on Thursday. I
would be interest, d in getting later today or tomorrowand maybe
this is incorporated in your statementa list of where 'the grants
are made, so idea of how broad-gaged this thing is. Again, I
don't want to ilute the aim of this.

Mr. TOUMANOFF. I would refer you to appendix 1 of my written
testimony vyhich gives a list of the research grants made by the
Council, anti appendix 2 is a list :;f the universities and the States,
the colleges, universities and the States which have received
grants. /

Mr.' SIMON". You have provided the information very rapidly. I
appre iate that.

Mr Coleman.
N . COLEMAN. While we are looking at appendix I, I wonder if

yo could characterize the recipientsare these people who are es-
ta lished in the field? 1 am not familar with these personalities.
You heard of the need for younger people in the next generation to
be trained from Dr. Lerner. Are these people in that category, or
are these people 'established or, shall we say, not the younger or
future?

Mr. TOUMANOFF: It is both, Mr. Coleman.
I don't think l' can give you the precise figures, but something on

the order of one-third of our grants have gone to people younger
than 35 or 36 or 37, a little more than one-third have gone to
people in kind of midcareer, and a little less than one-third have
gone to people in their mid to late fifties and sixties.

The interesting thing is that these awards have been made on
the questions of quality, of knowledgeability, of the availability-of
data, and of being responsive to the research agenda which was de-
signed in consultation with the government.

Mr. COLEMAN. Do the dollar figures track your percent of individ-
ual participation so that the dollar figures would break down one

-----third/one-third/one-third?
Mr. TbUMANOFF. I don't know.
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Mr. COLEMAN. Because that would be very significant. If you
could supply that to me, I would appreciate it.

Mr. TOUMANOFF. I certainly can.
[The information requested follows:]'

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL
FOR SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN RESEARCH,

6 > Washington, D.C., March 22, 1983.-
-Hon. E. THOMAS COLEMAN,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN COLEMAN: I enclose the additional data you requested during
my testimony this morning..I hope that you will find it of use.

. Sincerely yoUrs,
VLADIMIR I. TOUMANOFF.

PROFILE OF PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS OF NATIONAL COUNCIL RESEARCH CONTRACTS

Distribution of investigators Distribution of funds

Male Female . Total Percent Total v:lue Percent
Average
contract

value

35 or younger 14 . 7 21 20.7 $620,28? 14.8 $29,537
36 to 45 36 3 39 34.9 2,091,020 49..8 53,616
46 to 55 , 19 8 27' 26.5 866,101 20.6 32,078

56 or older 15 , 4 19 17.9 622,072 14.8 32.741

Total 84 22 106 100.0 4,199,475- 100.0 39,18

DISTRIBUTION BY DISCIPLINE

Number Percent

- Academic discipline:
.

Economics 39 36.8
Political Science 27 25.5
Domestic (18) 'P
Foreign Affairs

(9)
History 10 .. ' 9.4
Sociology 10 9.4
Law . 5 4.7
Other 15 14.2

Total 106 100.0

Note, As of March 23. 1983

Mr. COLEMAN. I also was very encouraged with some of the re-
marks you were making about this role of the Government and
participation in the process, and so forth. I wasn't taking notes
when you were saying that. But then.I went back and looked at the
bill,.and none of the things that you'desire, as far as this relation-
ship, are written into the legislation. In fact, the way I read it, the
Secretary in hereI guess we are talking about the Treasury Sec-
retary, not the State Departmentshall receive this application
from the National Council which provides a description of the
progam and provides fiscal control procedures to insure an audit.
Then it says the Secretary shall approve any application that
meets these requirements.

In other words, there doesn't seem to be this role that you were
deVeloping. I personally think, without becoming an overpowering
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participant in this relationship, that the Department of_State, per
haps more than Treasury, should have a role in trying to suggest
some areas where we do need some help, that the Government
should get. the benefit as well as the participants in this program.
Maybe we could' have some clarifying language that-we could draft
to do this.

Mr. TOUMANOFF. I was actually looking at a differenVproviston: I
Was looking on page 5, under section 6; which says, that "in, consul-'
tation with officials Of the United States Government designated by
the Secretary of State, to develop and keep current a research
agenda Of fundamental research dealing with major policy issues,
and questions of Soviet and Eastern European development. '

Mr.- COLEMAN. OK. That type of language couldbe written into
. the other sections would apply for money applications.

Mr. T9UMANOFF. In effect, that is what haPpens anyway, Mr.
Coleman, because not only does the. Government participate in the
design of the research agenda, the research program whit has to
follow that agenda, but the Go4Ternment receives the pro et of all
of this research and reads it and, thereby, can' monitor e quality
and the relevance and the utility of the whole researc program.

In fact, what has happpned, because this is the same requirement
which we have and have had for the last almost 5 years really
since the beginninng of the..National CouncilWhat happens is
that we are in touch with the Government practically every day.
There is a constant floW back and forth hetween the scholars and
the Government on the whole program.

There is also a provision, I believeWhat I was thinlying of was
when the application is made to the Secretary of the Treasury; my
expectation is that he will turn to the same committee designated
by the Secretary of State for advice.

'Mr. COLEMAN. Was there any discretion granted; or do yod think
there should be discretion granted to the Treasury? ,

Mr. TOUMANOFF. To do what?
Mr. COLEMAN. To approve or disapprove an,application.
Mr. TOUMANOFF. I think itis.granted.
Mr. COLEMAN: There are two different sections. I was citing page

8 there, and all of thp requirementS that need to be met are thq
miles that I mentionedprovide a description and an auditing or an
accounting basis. Perhaps I ,hope what you are suggesting is that
we have more language that clarifies this role,, which is what you-
are citing on section-6, and that we should incorporate-in other sec-
tions of the bill language to, encourage, this .type of participation.

Mr. TOUMANOFF. In.actual fact, I was again looking at section 6,
the first paragraph which says that upon approval of an applica-
tiOn, funds shall be made available. I assume that approval would
have to be the Secretary of the Treasury.

Mr. COLEMAN. What I am saying theje is no discretion. It is
ministerial act that he be provided rubber stamp, if you will.
There is no authority here for him to not approve if these -two cri--
teria'are met

Mr. TOUMAtillOtiNtguess I didn't read it that way.
Mr. COLEMAN. That is what I would like to do. What you are sug-

t.gesting is what I think needs to. be written in specifically, and I
hope to offer amendments to do that=not to have the Government
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_coming, downmthis "exercise_that type of rot,-
trol, but a participation which I think.needs to be enhanced in the'
legislation.

Mr. TOUMANOFF. I would have no difficulty at all in accepting
provisions throughout that there shall be consultations, some feasi-

,bility for monitoring; some capacity to assess apd some capacity to
report to Congress...

Mr. COLEMAN.. This for us to eventually decide in markup, but ,I
think that you are saying that we need to -perhaps emphasize it a
little bit more than what it is. If you look at page 8, section 7, there.
is no discretion there. But I don't want to beat it to death.

Mr. Chairman, I know it is getting lae, but these people, will be
direct pat ticipants if this bill passes. What do you have to 'do to get
this money, could you walk us through the procedure. When you
get the money, what do you do with it? What would be, your role
under this? f

Mrs TOUMANOFF. We would design, in consultation with the Gov-
ernment, first of,all, a research agenda's. We would advertise that
research agenda, make it available to universities and colleges all
across the country and to nonprofit organizations interested and
capable of doing research, and solicit their research proposals in re-
sponse to that agenda. We would an annual or perhaps a semian-
nual competition .which would be judged by scholar.specialists, take -

the best ones and fund them to the limit of the budget. That is so
much for the _research program,

The National Council is also charged with a scholarship an fel-
lowship program and' essentially the same process would .take
place. A - design for fellowships, scholarships, postdoctoral would be
worked out, would be made public and applications on a competi-
tive basis -would be reviewed and then funded. .

The public information program, it seems to me; would probably
function exactly the same way. We would design, in consultation
with the Government's parameters, whether we!..are talking about
specifically scholarly journals,- specialized journals, or whether we
want to go further into the field of media. For example, the Unk.,
versity of Washington has a very imaginative joint prograili be-
tween its television producing training program and its Soviet area
program. They have produced special PBS programs,on the Soviet .
Union right there at the university.

That is the kind of thing that we can design, into a public infor-
mation program, advertise-it, make it known nationally, and solicit
proposals, and have competitive review of thGt,c pt oposals for fUnd-
ing.

The International Research and Exchanges Board would contin-,.
ue to do essentially what it is doing, which - is to oitganize, orches-
trate, systematize, 'and manage the _exchange program for study.
and research in those countries.

The Wilson Center would continue its very active progiani-of
training of advanced research and stimulation of contact between
Government and scholars from all across the country, again, on a
nationally competitive basis. As I understand it, the center is plan
ning to initiate the same kind of a program on Eastern Europe.

Does that answer your question?
Mr. COLEMAN. Yes, it does.
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Would you say a certain percent or none ofthis money would
toward administrative expenses? We are okays concerned abo
lot of this money being eaten up and it never getting out there'.

Mr. TottuArawr. Since its beginning, wnich is 5 years ago, the
National Councir,s administrative expenses have run at 10.3 per-
cent of the total funds entrusted to u5 by the Government.

ttr Coi.ENIAN. So if we were to earmark not greater than 10 per-
cent, you think you could live within that?

Tot:mAsorF. I don't know because we haven't tried it yet,
Mr ,Coleman.1,et me say that it would depend on the level of total
funding that the trust provides. The Congress and the Treasury
will know precisely how much of these funds go to administration
on an annual basis.

One of the wise' provisions of the bill is that it requires cost shar-
ing t:um the universities as well, so there is a great saving there. I
cannot guraantee that we will always stay below that 10 percent or
less. simply bectlbse 1 don't know what it will take to administer a
program as elaborateas this one is designed to be. But I would-cer-
tainly hope that in fact we could go below that, because the level of
tootling will be higher than what the Council presently has.

Mr. CenEm.AN. Do you have any idea what the. cost-sharing basis
would be with the' participating institutions?

Mr. ToustAN-ol.T. Our current -policies established by the same
scholar trustees is that the maximum amount we will give the uni-
versities in indirect cost, administrative costs, is 20 percenttThe
normal negotiated rate varies from 50 to 100 percent. Thu athount
of direct cost sharing is one of the competitive elements in every
a ppl icat

Mr. Col.EstAs. Thank you.
Mr Tot.. M A NOFF. Thank you.
Mr. Stin.)N. If I May follow through just a few other points, 1

think the point my colleague from Missouri raised on-page 8 is a
valid point. We were preparing. an amendment of a little different
nature to deal with the -problem.

This is the problem as I see it. I am not suggesting that you or
your organization would do this. If, 5 years from now, all of a
sudden your organization were saying they were taking 50 percent
of this for administrative costs, there ought to be some tool for us

say./11old on. -you can't be doing this." I think there needs to be
little tightening. in the bill. I think we are probably going to be

working that out.
The second question, the qUestion I directed earlier in division of

the funds, do you have any comments on that? I do not see that we
really establish in this bill between the three agencies how these
rds are divided.

Mr. Tot-mANorr. Nly instinct, Mr. Chairman, is that that is prob-
ably a wise locunae in the sense that all of these programs can
tluCtuate in terms of their utility, in terms of the amount of money
!hat can be absorbed wiselyin- research, for exampleon an
annual baSis.

There are two kinds of checks and balances. One is that the -
three institutions would obviously have to agree in their applic
lion to the Secetary Isof the Treasury. If one of these institutio
telt it was being shortchanged or had needs way beyond what wt s
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being allocated, the Se;Tetary of the Treasury Ixould hear about it
and indeed so would Congress. So there is a built-in safety net
against abuse.

Moreover, the trustees of the National Council are appointed by
university presidents, and those same university presidents would
be the first to hear an outcry of abuse or mismanagement and
could make the adjustment through their appointed trustees.

M.- SimoN. That brings me to another of my questions. How are
your .board of 'trustees members elected? Do we have a list of that
board of trustees? Is that part of your appendixes? They seem to
cover. every question 1 have.

Mi.. TOUMANOFF'. I tried.
Essentially, the Council's board of trustees is composed of 12

trustees appointed by presidents or chief executive officers of major
research universities across the country. That board of trustees has
the power to elect up to six additional members.

The reason for the election provision is to make sure that we
have disciplinary coverage. It is theoretically possible that the uni-
versity presidents would give us eight historians and no political
scientists. It was necessary to give us the capacity to find some .po-
litical scientists and bring them to the board to make sure that we
had balanced disciplinary coverage of the field.

The board, by a two-thirds majority, can and in fact has shifted
at the termination of office, which is a 3-year tour. The board of
trustees has the power to shift from one designating university to
another, that is to find a different designating university. That is
really essentially to make sure that we get new blood, that we dis-
tribute the control of this whole operation amongst the universities
of the country, and because it seemed unfair-to give certain univer-
sities a kind of a perpetual hold.

. We have made those changes. I can name the universities. for
you if you would like.

Mr. SIMON. I have just looked at the list. You have just answered
. my question.

The awards that you madeI don't know how many.
Mr. ToumANoizr. We made 84.
Mr. SIMON. How many applications did you receive?

_ Mr. TOUMANOFF. We have funded about 15 percent of the total
applications we received.

Mr. SimoN. And of that balance, the: 35-percent balance, how
many were applications really of substance, that you think really
had merit?

Mr. ToumANoFF. We probably would have funded, had we had
the funds, somewhere closer to one-third.

Mr. SimoN. All right.
Any further questions?
Mr: COLEMAN. No,.thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. We thank you both very, very much for your testimo-

ny and for what you are doing in your respective fields.
Mr. TOUMANOFF. Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. The subcommittee hearing stands adjourned.
We are meeting again tomorrow at 9 a.m. We will be marking up

another bill tomorrow, and Thursday we will he marking up two
bills.
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. [Whereupon, at 1:25 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Information submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HARVARD UKRAINIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE, CAMBRIDGE,

MASS.

The Ukrainian Research Institute of Harvard University supports the goals
sought in Bill II. 601.

The USSR today plays a key role in world politics; its influence in a great many
parts of the globe-Eastern Europe the Middle East, the Carribean is considerable
and in places, even crucial. The crucial role thus being played by the Soviet Union
has created a strong case for expanded appropriations in Soviet and East European
studies.

The USSR is not just another Great Power with vast external interests and influ-
ence. For the United States, it is what Sociologists refer to as our "relevant other."
The competive struggle between the United States and the USSR at the economic,
political, and military levels has been called "the overriding reality" of the post-
World.War II era.

Given the Soviet Union's importance, especially for the United States, the need
for expanded research and analysis of the Soviet system is critical. Only an in-
formed citizenry and political leadership will be capable of making sound decisions
policies toward the Soviet Union.

It is proposed that $3,000,000.00 of the foreseen endorsement of $50,000,000.00 to
maintain graduate training, advanced research, public dissemination Of research
data, and contact and collaboration among government and private specialists be al-
located for programs at the Ukrainian Research Institute of Harvard University. As
presently envisaged the bill provides funds for three major institutions of Soviet and
East European studies, the National Council for Soviet and East Eurpoean Re-
search, the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, and the Internation-
al Research and Exchanges Board of the American Council of Learned Societies.
While all of these organizations have played a major role in furthering Russian and
East Europeans Studies in the United States, none is primarily concerned with the
essential problem of nationalities in the Soviet Union. The neglect of the almost 50
percent of the population of the USSR which is not, Russian has impeded American
research and understanding of the USSRSince all issues in the Soviet Union (mili-
tary cadres, education, cultural policy, demography, etc.) have a Soviet nationalities
component, the systematic study of Soviet nationalities is of essential importance
for the success of the 'purported goals, of Bill H. 601.

In the generally bleak atmosphere for Soviet and East European Studies in the
past decade one of the few achievements has been the establishment of an Institute
devoted to research in Ukrainian studies. Formed through the generosity of the
Ukrainian-American community (10,000 donors), the chairs, in Ukrainian studies
and Ukrainian Research Institute have assured that the largest of the non-Russian
nationalities and republics, the Ukrainian SSR (opproximate:y 50,000,000 inhuLi-
tants) and the Ukrainian (over 45,000,000 in number) are the subject of consistent
and exhaustive research in historical, cultural and political dimensions. Obviously,
because of its economic importance and political sophistication, the Ukraine consti-
tutes the most important field in Soviet nationality studies. Many of the problems
being researched on the Ukraine apply to the Baltic republics, the Tanscaucasus
and the burgeoning population of Soviet Central Asia. Because of this it is clear that
building upon the work of tne Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute a program in
Soviet nationality studies could be established at Harvard. The Institute s Director,
Professor Omeljan Pritsak, is one of the country s foremo t Turcologist and member
of.the Department of Near Eastern Languages. This, in combination with the exist-
ence of the Chair of American Studies at Harvard University and the extensive li-
brary collections on all the nationalities.of the Soviet Union makes the Harvard
Ukrainian Research Institute the logical place to support Soviet nationality studies.

PREPARED STATEMENTS OF DONALD K. JARVIS, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
TEACHERS OF SLAVIC AND EAST EUROPEAN LANGUAGES AND J. DAVID EDWARDS, DI-
RECTOR, JOINT NATIONAL ,COMMITTEE ON LANGUAGES AND THE COUNCIL' ON LAN-
GUAGE AND OTHER INTEIJNATKINAL STUDIES

The Council on Language and Other International StudieS would like to voice vig-
orous for the Soviet and East European Research and Training Act of 1983. CLOTS
and its affiliate JNCL agree with the view that neither peace nor war can be effec-
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tively waged without a profound knowledge of our allies and adversaries. Since the
United States already spends prodiguous sums on the art of war and weapons of
destruction, surely common sense dictates at least this modest investment in under-
standing: it is scarcely more than the amount spent to renovate Washington's May-
flower Hotel. Many arguments for-the bill have been detailed in previous testimony
by prestigious witnesses and will not be repeated here except as they bear on ques-
tions which have been raised about this bill.

First is the question of focus on this particular part of the globe when a nun ber
of other crisis areas clamor for our attention. The answer, as numerous witnesses
have pointed out, is that this is the one area of the world with MIRV'ed ICBM's
pointed at us. As the Honorable Lee Hamilton's aide, Harley Balzer, has aptly put
it. "Misunderstanding of any country is tragic. Misunderstanding of the Soviet bloc
could be catastrophic.

A second question is on the focus on a few specific organizations to promote the
desired ends. The reason for this is that these three groups serve the entire U.S.
academic community involved with languages and area studies of Soviet Eastern
Europe. It is rare to find a fa.:ulty member in any of these disciplines who has not
benefited from one or more grants fromIREX or the other groups.

A third criticism concerns the bill's assistance to the "theologians" of the disci-
plines (those at the graduate level and above) rather than to the "parish priests"
(pre-college and lower d:\,,iskin college teachers.). Those raising this issue feel that
the "parish priests" will do more to raise intercultural awareness than will the few
expert "theologians." The answer is that this metaphor is flawed: these scholars are .

less comparable to theologians in a church than they are to coaches of a team. The .

understanding, the experience, and the leadership of the coach are whet are needed
first to build a team. Our most pressing need today in scholarship on\ the USSR is
not for quantity at the bottom bui for quality of the top: a significant number of
U.S. students acquire basic skills in Russian, but'far too few are contkuing on for.
graduate work. We will need a broader base of language and area teaching in the
long run, but our critical shortage of well-trained senior scholars must be addressed
first.

A related question concerns the focus on disciplines other than language: Those
aware of the crucial role of cryptologists and linguists in World War II (e.g. the batt-
leof Midway) and those who see language as the key to profound understanding of
any national area may argue for more language support. The first answer to this is
that language is by no means excluded from this bill. Study of uncommonly taught
languages of the area will undoubtedly benefit from this bill if it supports'the fine:
grained research called for in testimony before this subcommittee by Generals Tighe
and Odom. Furthermore, language is a necessary but insuffidient condition for un-
derstanding. Extensive and intensive scholarship using language tools, is cfur great-
est need at present, not the tools themselves.

Fifth, some legislators have worried that we might produce more Soviet bloc spe-
cialists than could be employed. That is of course a possibility, but one must remem-
ber that a disproportionate share of experts on the Soviet Union will .retire in the
next decade. Furthermore, this sort of federal support has a trigger effect on univer-
sities. and this effect is far larger than one might expect from the amount of the
actual sums appropriated. Such legislation is a signal of federal priorities: it serves
to bolster university officials who want to Support the Soviet area, and it certainly
does help provide continued, dependably funding for those who are employed in the
field. In any case, it is far better to have some of our Soviet scholars selling insur-
ance than to depend on novices to analyze Kremlin policy.

Finally, some fear that support of this bill would lead Congress to believe that we
have "taken care of the Soviet bloc." That of course is far fromthe truth. and it
would indeed be a tragedy if funding of this endowment resulted in a decrease of
stipoNt. via HEA Title VI and other sources. We depend on the good faith and re-
sponsibility of Congress and the administration not to give with one hand while
taking away with the other.

We IA ould like to support 'James A. Griffin, President of Armco International, in
recommending the following modifications or additions to the language of the bill:

111 Tie. Act should recognize the need to stimulate interest in our top students to
study the -Soviet Union.

(2) We need better cooperation between academia, government,\ and the buAiness
community in the exchange of information-and in the provision of opportunities for
Soviet studies experts to broaden their background and ty gain practical experience.

(3) It would be good if this bill could encourage universities to match funds for the
urposes of the bill.
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In conclusion, we heartily agree that the United States can and must. ;:lo far more
to promote intelligent relations with all other nations on this planet. However, since
we cannot do everything at once, and we have to begin somewhere, we should start
here.


